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D. H. Lawrence an the Fascist Movement
.

By

'~N H. ~ULLE

"
~

"')\

i

,speaking, fascismfmay b~ defiIJed as the
prelImInary response, ,ental al1ld emotIonal, to the vast
changes in hu~an conditio~s of 0 r times. Among other
things, it may be regardedI as the process by' which the
powers of the state are rou ded out and as another step in
t~e slow growth of a comm n mind and will, of wider and
deeper human association. Philosophically, it marks the
realization that i~dividualit is~ a ,p~ase to ,be transcended.
and offers a way out of 0 r self.~feating individualism. .
Like every other historical oveme t, its roots"spread far
'and wide into the most div rse soi . into many aspects of
,truth. On tlie",one hand, it nds itsJsource in the ma,rriage
of knowledge and power, in the des~re to applY'reason and
discipline to human affairs, 0 supplt what H. G. Wells has
so often referred to as a "co petent receiver" for our bankrupt and bewildered age. 0 the otfer hand, fascism is an
expression of the aspiration wpich Ifound release in nineteenth century romanticism, in the ~ysticism of Nietzsche
and the vitalism of. Bergson, orces top numerous to mention;
which, in our owJ?times, insIst uponIhe inadequacy of reason and urge the .equal claim~ 'of the ' nconscious, or those of
the body as a whole. These e ements n fascism, the rational
and anti-rationftl, are unite by co mon loves, aljld fears;
both want to liquidate outwdrn thin~s and summon men to .'
create a spiritualized and ded cated n.tion.
, To D. H. Lawrence,' thi very h$mony df the rational
and the irrational was the s preme i sue of our day. "The
problem, for him, was to bri I g the imal and the thinker
together ... to make them coo erate i~n, he building up of consummate manhood/'I Thoug it is ne rly ten years since he
died, after ~tirring the stagna t pool contemporary letters
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as it had not been stirred 'sinc4fRousseau, the waves he set in
motion have spread far and wide, influencing ever broader
areas of thought and feeling. Curiously enough, the political
implications of the wor~ of Lawrence are only now being
generally realized. Most commentators
have contented
•
themselves with such observations as that of the Frenchman,
De Reul, that what political'"ideas he had were "Plutot
faibles, vagues et changeantes." Others deny that he made
any political application of his irration~lism whatever. Possibly Rampion's (Le. Lawrence's) diatrIbe against politics
and politicians of all kinds in the twenty-third' chapter of
Point Counter Point will be recalled, and Aldous Huxley,
who knew ;Lawrence as intimately as anyone perhaps, warns
us that it.is impossible to write ,about him except as an artist.
Yet the spirit of fascism is nowhere better expressed than in .his work and, moreover, in none of the foremost 'writers of
our time is there to be found such sympathetic 'exposition of .
its positive principles. Lawrence the poet is, in effect, an
excellent example of the Hero as Politician. Where in contemporary literature, if. not in Lawrence, do we meet the
great agonized spirit or revolt 'against the present order, the
awful inner hatred of a system which, as he would say, "outrages the solar plexus," which frustrates life and makes it
fundamentally unliveable for all of us? The sight and smell
of decaying liberal-democracy~ sickened him as it must all
sincere men. Like Rousseau, he thought and felt and wanted
to live, not as his contemporaries did, but in the way he
hoped his ..descendants would' someday think and feel and
live. In Rousseau's time, however, there was at least the
final refuge of the wilderness; today the only hope this side
of madness is revolution.
Like all men of today, then, Lawrence suffered, but to
an acute. degree, the sense of frustration which affects our
times. His total visi9n of a wider living and comradeship
was, of course, as unrealizable as that of Jesus and all the
great prophets and poets: One with all of them, he suffered
and died, leaving behind, for the most part, only the vaguest

.

.
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testament to mankind. Lik~ them tbo, he had no neat formu.las and fixed principles to-Pffer. Such men are alone with
their souls and with the alwful tr~h of things. Could he
have explained t~e d~eper fnsight thich ~e had, each little
partY, as Carlyle saId of I Cromwell, would "eitt~er have
shu.ddered aghast at it, 'or pelievin it their own, little com'pact hypothesis must have ~one wh )y to. wreck.", Lawrence
had his dream, but to the uestion How is it to be made
real? he had no answer. " or him nd for other !men it is a
simple miracle" for which e calls1 This new world into
which he bids us enter doe I not exir'"
.
The experience of eve y great prophet and teacher is
fated to be interpreted i!.l t rms of lower order of reality.
The whole perception is too a~zzlin~, too ~. 'impractical" ; and
lesser men '\Vho would not s e It vanlrh an'd be altogether lost
reduce it to the limitations f the a~eragE(gaze. Something
of what Paul of Tarsus difor J esp-s, of Cardinal UgoIino
and Fra Elias for the Sain of Ass,si is.( coming to be done
for Lawrence's standpoint by the leaders of fascism. Just
as Rousseau~was the incohetent andl unwitting evangelist of
one revolution, Lawrence wjOI eventriklly be numbered amon.g.
the prophets of fascist rev ution, ~6r it seems certain that
fascism, more than any oth ~ moverhent of our times, holds
.out the hope of capturing af~least p~rt of wh~t he saw and
of satisfying more of the d$nands t at he made of life. If
his prophethood was not re~OgniZe . by fascists in his lifetime, it will be remembered that, wi h the partial exception
of Sorel and 'Pareto, formal .hinkers have likewise neglected
the political applications of lJ1is for. runners, Schop~nhauer
and Nietzsche:., The more rncompJ Qmisingly" .rational are
troubled by his putting th solar: lexus above bloodless
reason; and Roman Cathol c fascis~ s in particu]ir: do not
_
like the author of The Man ho Die' at a l l . ,
It may be asked: Why °d he hi self not hail ~he rising
sun of fascism in ~taly and ermany . Although lie lived in
Italy most of the time after he war until his dep~rture_for
the Ea§t in the spring of 192, it is t ue that he had little to
I

<

i
,
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say in his l~tters about the preliminaries of the fascist coup.
He did, however, when he was in Germany, in 1927, recognize "a ne~ sort of stirring there: a horrible disillusion, a
grinning aWful materialism; but underneath it a stir of life."
It was, as ~e said, too soon to look for results. He also saw
pre-fascistlltaly~ with its corrupt parties and ineffective
leadership,) as a "ridiculous kingdom, political1y," governing
itself so b~dly "that one becomes indifferent to all political
fates . . . [and merely curses because there's no coffee and
no post." ~t is also true that when he again met with what,
at least, p~ssed for fascism along with bolshevism in Mexico in 192 " he expressed his indifference to b~th alite. "I
don't care, I don't listen," he wrote his wife's other. One
can only pint to the fact that all prophets te d to play a
lone hand nd to overlook their potential allies.1
.
It is f equently alleged that Jesus would bb equally indifferent t institutionalized Christianity if he came upon
it. N 0 re~l prophet will betray his daemon for the sake of
someth~ng)less than his dream. Yet fascism is a movemenp,a ferment pf revolt, rooted in the same soil from which~ the
dream of Lawrence sprang. It hates most of the things
" which he ~ated.and seeks some, at least, of the things which
he sought.1 Like him it recognizes the need of revolution;
but whereas he had nothing ready to replace the present
order, it s~eks to adapt liberty to the necessity of:planning
and to th~ coordinated public control of modern economic
life. It s~eks also the'renewal and quickening of a sterile,
stagnant people by actions, words, and symbols, and through
all this a new integration of the life of our times. As Lawrence's fr~end, Gardiner, "has pointed out in his pamphlet,
W orld Wi~hout End, fascism is due to the clamor of men for '
their natura1 birthright. Middle-class democracy "annulled
the mystery of power without which men cannot be men,
stripped of which they fe'el humiliated, like a cock despoiled
. of his plulflage. It represents insurrection against a deeply
hurt male pride longing 'to reassert the niystety of power,
glamour, and lordship, the sense of glory whicl Puritanism
\

£
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, and the bourgeois ideals! of the ineteenth century, have
progressively destroyed."! Fasci.h .represents, in other
words, some of the releas~ and li' eration which Lawrence
I
sought..
I
If all this i rather le~s than hat, in one of his m9re
apocalyptic moo s, lie would have'sought, it is because the
individual a~d s cial pOin~. o.f Vie~' is to be reconciled only
imperfectly. A t~r all, Lawrenc enjoyed a position of
unusual indepe ence, and, as Mi, dleton' Murry well says,
"If to be free f om dome~tic
ties nd to have a means of
,
:. livelihood.. w.hi~~ can be e~~~ci~ed i. any place are an ip~is
pensable condIt! n of beIn~ whol~ most men must resIgn
I themselves to pe*manent incompleteness." It will be remembered that ,the f~Y ce que voUdras
Theleme was addressed
only to such .as ~e. ~nattach~. d m~ free from all restraints
not o~ly from wIthIn but fr~m WIt out.
Although it!has been s:itid that Lawrence saw with his
whole soul the n~ed of change, but~as incapable of giving
constructive for~ to his prqtest, tliis is notaltogeth~r true.
There were time~ when he s,poke clearly in terms of matter
as well as of spirit: Whoever re~ds his Atistralian novel".
Kangaroo, will ~aver little doubt abput what he thought an~
felt. Not only does~he actu~lly giVJe us a detailed organiza~
tion of a tl1oroughgoing
fa'cist
mbvement,
but he himself
r
I
'
is its founder and leader! The collection of' part of his letters which Huxley edited als~ givesi numel;otis~ unambiguous
statements of his viewpoin~~ which ,go a long way to confirm ..
the foregoing interpretatio~ of his place with respect to
fascism. Interptetations o~ LawrEfnce are based too much
upon his more obscure nov~ls, ~here the hares run in so
plany directions as to be u~terlY ~ewildering. Tl),e letters
represent, on the contrary, 3\ simpl~r Lawrence, the prophet "
. i~ his everyqay contacts '.an~. relati~.ns, trying to be explicit<J,
and coherent. Frank
Swin .
erton!
:Has.
pointed
out, that "the.
I
,
Lawrence.who Wil"ote letters\to his friends bears no resemblance at all to the Law~'Cnpe 'Yhd has been described by v'
others." They are, as he say~, the wiork of a man supremely'
sane and sure. I
i
i.
•
i

;"

p

t

I

I

I
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When all of Lawrence's many contradictions and e - ivocations are considered, what positive political pre ciples
emerge from the letters, confirming not only- the regoing
fascist aspects of a general nature but disso~ciat· ,g him as
well from other movements- and philosophie of protest,
especially dwmunism? In the following pa s. we shall let
him speak! far as possible for himself.
i
First bf all, perhaps, one would think of h.is splendid
vitalism, s~ like (on the one hand) that of the :bew creative
faiths, instinct with a 'Spirit that answers t~the cap of
modern m~n, and (on the other hand) 'so inco patible with
the conventional type of political organizatio , whicll we
know tOdat. He was "able to see things with ib.compa~able
freshness,'f as Ivor Brown admits; ''he could (write apout
them as though they had never happened before." I The
communist, Strachey, calls him "the one vital writer wrn-ich ~
England 'has produced since the war: the one who i still .J
wrote as U he knew that it was worth while to write";1 and
Edwin Muir calls him "the greatest genius of his time."
Lawrence sought to restore the world of natural men,ilwho
respond to their instinctive urges, emancipated from ancient
fears and frustrations. If life is to be lived completely, it
must lk aqcepted as a whole. The natural man lives in the
body, and: what Andre Maurois' called the "renaissance of
the body" 'or insistence on spontaneous living is most characteristic 'of fascism. Just as the Roundheads of 1649
changed ~he idea of treason, so the fascists have given sin anew meaning: sin means violence to life. To live, intensively
and fully, is the guiding principle of fascism.
'What is the problem· of politics according to Lawrence '/
He would agree with Comte that at bottom it is a-spiritual
one,. the recovery of the whole vision: "Get ye first the
Kingdom of Heaven and all the rest shall be added unto
you." Like Rousseau and Hitler he thought of politics not
as the conflict of persons or parties but of ideals and faiths.
"Down with the poor in spirit: A War !"-that was his
watchword. This explains why the judgment and advice
i

as

•

.~
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i
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he gave the world~ were so perplexing and inadequate. As
Aldous Huxley s~s, "Political advice from. even the most
greatly gifte.d of religious
innovators is always
inadequate;
I "
.
for it is ~ever, at pottom, a~vice about politics, but always
.advice about some~hing else." Lawrence saw that our world
has almost 'exhau~ted the caijital stock of i~herited spiritual
values upon whic]h e,very ci'11ization ultimately res*
. "Men lite and see a¢cording to. some gradu~llY, developing a.nd graduailly withering vision," he
wrote in th~ Fantasia pI the Unconscious. "This
vision eXist~: also as ~ dynamic idea, of metaphysics--exi ~s first as ~uch. Then it i~ unfolded
into life and alrt. Our vision, our belief,., our metaphysic is we fing woeftilly thin. . . . We have no
future: neit en- for our It,opes nor our aims nor our
~
art., It. has boll gone gray and opaque. ,We've got
to rip the old[yeil of visi«!>n across and fip.d what the
heart really~,lievesin after all and wh~t the heart
really wants~fbr the next future."
;
j

1

.

For the prese:rh.t order he hadA:g:othing but contempt and
hatred. It was ~J dead world in which he \..saw himself, a
world in which ntE1n had lost their souls. "It is strange and
. fas,cil\ating," he wrote, "to wander like Virgil in the shades."
, - And itgain: "Novt is the time between GC;l.Od Friday al)Q,
II Easter. We're ab~olutely in the tomb." Democracy was as
..,. offensive to him a~ to any fascist. "The more: I see of democracy the more I di~like it," he told his wife's'sister. "It. just
brings everythin~qown to the mere vulgar; level of wages
and'O p~ices, elec~ri#~ght and ~ater closets. and n~thing else."
SOCIalIsm was no ~etter: "It IS a dud," h~w~ote Murry from
Oaxaca. "It ina~es just mush of the p~ple." Of commu:mism he wrote ~ "The dead matedalism of Marx socialism
and, soviets seemi'to me no better than what we've gQt."
Conserviltives an : liberals and: "pacifists alike all want the
same thing, he t.; Lady Asquith~ i~ words that Mussolini
himself might hat trumpeted:
, ,;
They ar~-! our disease, not our hope.'. . . They
want to keep ~eir own established egos;;their finite

~

I
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and ready defined selves intact, free from contact
and connection. . . . They want an outward system
of nullity which they call peace and good will, so
that in their own souls they c~'n be independent
gods referred nowhere and to no hing, little mortal
absolutes secure from question. hat is at the back
of all Liberalism, Fabianism and democracy It
stinks. It is the win of the louse. . . . Let us hlJ.ve
done with this foolish form of government.
"Fusty, fuzzy peace cranks an~ lovers of humanity," he
wrote on another occasion during the war, "are the devil.
We must get on a new track altogether."
This new track was to be reached only by a revolution,
a "quite bloody, merciless, almost anarchistic revolution . . .
a fearful cnaos of smashing up," and the sooner the better.
Preach'ing and teaching were no good. now. (Ct. "Action,
not talk"-Mussolini.) It was in violent action, as he said
in Kangaroo, that the new s irit would rise. There was to
be no mere transfer of
er from pital to labor. "Labour,
capital, aristocrat, the are all part
the same evil game."
O! start a revolution, somebody!
Not to install the working class,
But to abolish the working classes forever
And have a world of men.
(Poem to Charles Wilson.)
..
% •

"

,

.'

What he wanted, ra~her, was a revolt of the spirit against
"the fixed thing," against "this horrible paucity and materialism of mental consciousness." Clearly as any prophet he
saw that the very citadel of this spirit lay in what he called
suburbanity, the "nice simple people,' with their ete'rnal
pri~e.list." Here, indeed, in the "vulgar spirit of money, the
blind spirit of possession," is the arch-enemy of every great
leader of humanity from Isaiah to Hitler. The enemies of
Lawrence and of fascism are one.
Into this revolution Lawrence would have liked to throw
himself with all his being. "If I knew how to, I'd really join
myself to the revolutionary socialists now," he wrote in 1921.
"I think the time has come for a real struggle. That's the
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only thing I carJ or. . . . I don't care for politics. But I
know there
and should be a deadly revolution very
soon and I wouldltake part in it if I knew Ihow." But as long
as' he lived his sEinse of remoteness kept him from breaking
" his isolation andl cooperating in any movement, though his
life was one lon~ despairing search for comradeship, for a
soeiety to whicll he could befong. But the salvation of
integrity was notJ to
be his: he was torn b~tween
the desire.
.
.
~or solitude and ~he pursuit ofJlis own salvation, on the one"
hand, and the c~~nter-impulset~ concern himself with the
souls and bOdie~'of his neighbors. That hiner conflict was
never resolved, d it was this, as Huxley says, which drove
him for relief ino the "dark night of that~ otherness whose'
essence and sYIIf1,ol is the sexual. experienC:~." . .
.'
The' FUehr~erinZiP' the, central poli~ical principle of
leadership, howe er, he recognized as mu~h as any fascist.
"Give homage
. allegiance to a hero and you become
yorurself heroic.'t - (Apocalypse.) On on~ occasion, after
having read Gihpon through, he wrote: "M:en were always
alike and alway~ will be, and. one must view the species
with contempt first and foremost and find a few. individuals
~f possible . .... p
~ nd ulti.mately . .' . .0 ~o rule the species. It
,IS ,.proper rUhnij they n~d an~ always have needed."
In
Kangaroo he bor/,ows th~ feeling of Mein Kampf and speaks
of the "mysteryi of lordship . . . the mystic recognition of
difference and i~atepriority, the joy of obedience and the
sacred responsi~iIity of "authority." Unfortunately, as he
told Rolf Gardinkr in the spring of '28, real leadership is rare
these days, .save for such men as Gandhi or Mussolini. It
was his firm belief in the principle of leadership which led to
his recurrent projects for establishing colonies in~ CornwaII,
Florida, Mexico, or even Polynesia, where he would have
been Moses, the lawgiver; ~'and at one'time he even hoped
that America would accept him as its leader, with the
Fantasia .as his gospeL But all these schemes wer~ stillborn,
leaving bitterness
and frustration. In a 'very real sense,
1
then, Lawrence /Was an unfulfilled Hitler--dark, brooding,

must

>

!

I
I

~
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inward-looking, botJi of them-with the same capacity for
attracting loya:Ity a~d the same disdain for -intellectuals and
aesthetes, believing passionately in the impossible, both of
them. Both are adventurers who point the way to a quality
of experience other than any yet achieved, knowing full well
that the destruction of what exists is necessary to that which
is to supersede it. Just as Robespierre was Rousseau's
finest pupil, one might 'say that Adolf Hiltler is bringing into
Western consciousness something of the insight and idealism
of D. H. Lawrence.
Perhaps the clearest statement of Lawrence's ideas on
"proper ruling" and the hierarchical Qrdering of· so~iety is
to be found in two letters written to Lady Cynthia Asquith
in 1915.
Let us submit to the knowledge that there are
aristocrats and plebeians born, not made.... Some
amongst us are born fit to govern and some are born
only'to be governed," he wrote in part. "I don't
believe in the democratic (republican) form of election," he went on. "I think the artisan is fit to elect
. for his immediate surroundings, but not for· ultimate government. The electors for the highest
places should be governors of the bigger districtsthe whole thing should work upwards, every man
voting for that which he more or less understands
through contact-no. canvassing of mass votes.
And "women should not vote equally with the men,
but for different things. Women m~t govern such
things as the feeding and housing o~ ,the race. And
if a system works up to a Dictator''Yho controls the
greater industrial side of the national life, it must
work up to a Dictatrix who controls the things relating to private life.
\

....

J

If we do not have here an unequivocal anticipation "Of a
number of fundamental fascist principles and practices, it
would be difficult to find them anywhere!
Unfortunately, Lawrence's views on the nation as a
spiritual or~anism, that other great fascist principle, are
not equally -plain and consistent. As in so many respects,
~

,

to
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the pragmatic implications of his inward experience are
either not clear to him or else he is indifferent to making
them so. T,he key to this contrariety seems to be in what
he himself called the absolute frustration and repression of
his societal instinct and the preponderance of his ego. "I am
weary of my own individuality and simply nauseated by
other people's," he told Dr. Burrow, the psychologist. In
other words he himself suffered to an acute" degree from
the same evil which afflicted society as a whole, the ~onflict
of wills and appetites which 'precludes real collective action.
"It is our being cut' off that is ofir ailment, and out of this
ailment everything bad arises." So it was possible at one·
moment, when his artist's ego was uppermost, to glory in his
isolation an~ i~ the inviolable ..abs.traction with~~_ him, and
at another to cbmplain sorrowfully that the EnglIsh have so
little together~1ess, that they were "like grains of sand that
will only fuse illightning hits it." This inner conflict between
the solitary artist and the man who yearned to reshape society went onftil the"~nd. ,. '
lOne thin -is certaih, however, and that is that he in~er.
preted the ide of a national organism (Volksgemeinschaft) ~
in terms that 'ight be classics \of fascist teaching. "What is
the raison d'
of a ;natfon":'-iJo produce wealth? How hor~ible ! A nati~n is a number oj people united to secure the
maximum .amQunt of liberty for each member of the nation
and to fulfill cpllectively the highest truth known to them."
,And atain' (t~1 Lady Asquith), "Why are we a nation? We.
~re a nation fhic? must be b?i~t up accordin~ to a living
ldea, a great :jLrchIte~ture of lIVIng people, WhICh shall expre~~the greatest tro_th of which we are capable." In the
fin~I: chater of Apocalyps,e occurs another gem of fascist
think,ing:

etK

..

w

J'

.

As a citizen, as a collectiye being, man has his
fulfillment' in the gratification of his power-sense.
If he belongs to one of the so-called "ruling nations," his soul is fulfilled in the sense of his country's power or stre:pgth. If.his country mounts up
.(

J

-,
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aristocratically to a zenith of splendour and power
in a hierarchy, he will be all the more fulfilled,
having his place il) the hierarchy.
<

But a nation must have a soul, its internal fire mu~t be \
kindled, for withouLthis it will be but an ant-like community I
of slaves. In our America, which had raised his hopes so
high, he found "liberty, space, deadness," a monstrous trin- \
ity that filled him 'Yith horror and despair. "Men are free," 1
he wrote in his Studies in Classical 4merican Literature,
"when they are in l a liYi.ng homeland,· not when tliey are.
straying and breaking away. Men are I free when they are
obeying some deep Inward voice of religious belief. . . .
Men are free when they belong to some living, organic,
believing communi~y, active in fulfilling ~ome unfulfilled,
",perhaps unrealisable purpose." Writing in the EnJciclopedia,
13enito MussoIini has defined fascism as "a religious conception in which man is seen in imminent relation to a
higher law, an objeqtive Will that transcends the 'particular
individual and raises him to conscious membemhip in a
spiritual society." the langU:age is more academic in form,
but the ideas are th same.
In the achieve ent of this national oneness of action
and purpose-this rofound sense of soUdarity with others
-myths and symb Is, mass-festivals and rituals were to
play·a natural and ital part, just as they have since been
incorporated in the national life of fascist Germany and
Italy. On different occasions Lawrence gave his blessing
to Gardiner for his program of "song, dance and labour"
for the youth move ent of England, a movement; by the
way, of which he a proved most thoroughly, so long as it
represented youth n the warpath" rather like the young
blackshirts of 1922, "smashing the face of what one knows
is rotten." But his sympathetic description of the Indian
round'dance in Morrnings in Mexico reminds one still more
closely of. the sacra~entalspiritof fascist mass-rituals: "It
is the homeward pu~Iing'of the blood, as the feet fall in the
soft, heaV¥ rhythm,! endlessly. It is the 'dark blood falling
I

I

I

I
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~ack

from the!mind, from sight and speech and knowing,
back to the great central source w:Qere is rest and .unspeak~
able renewal."
e<
Irrational? Certainly! But then fascism not only
appeals profoundly to' the mind alpne but to the' emotions
also. To its adherents fascism offers the gift of full cooperation of body and spirit such as the 'young rejoice in. There,
'is such a thing as giving up one's reason in order to save it.
I'-Better this healthy unreason than Lawrence's Cornishmen,
,. "like insects gone cold, living only for money J for dirt," or
than his brother's neighbors in Derbyshire-workers who
understand the "industrial-mechanical-wage idea?' and nothing else. Before there can be an end of this nightmare of
men and women more dead than alive, devoid of everYthing
that makes for quality in life, there must come-if not the
apocalyptic visitation of blood and fire that he foretold and
welcomed-at least the ,prodding, purging and self-disciplining which alone can shape men according to his dream.
Only then will man begin to be fully himself, fit to enjoy
power and knowing the meaning of freedom and the delight
of full, immediate living. Many believe that the spirit of
fascism co~mands both the will and the power to do even a
little towards; the reorientation and reconditioning of the
human race; and, unless our brief attempt at interpreting
the mind of Lawrence in these matters has gone altogether
astraY,he seems to have thought so too. What he would
have thought about the totalitarian states which have manifested themselves so far, however, is another matter
altogether. .
'
I

o
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Two Poems
By

ROBERT BROWN'

Childhood

Stacat 0 of birds in wood~n -trees
Easte, eggs in paper grass
e more than young Robin
D res leave unstripped
Of final color,
:
In dea' ly fear of unnoticeq pas
On H ger's luncheon plate.
I

o'Clock Thought

You'll 0 more of peace or 81 p
Until t inking place on eye the
Sharp ned finger
A' d drive it through ~he ball
A 'd brain
Then ucified by nail and 1{hought'
Cry' 0 ,I am Christ my so~s
And p. thee
i
I am d ad my living sons
•
And p ty thee.
"
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Six· New Mexico
Photographs
,
By
IRVING RUSINOW

Witb a Note on Pbotograpby in the
Regional Survey ~.
By
ESHREF SHEVKY

(1) De~ail: Churc~ ~t Tijeras
(2) Village of Tijer.as

(3) Stacking Lumber, Bernalillo
(4~

Unloading Beans, San Juan, Valencia County
c

(5) Plastering, Llanito
(6) Old Man, Guadalajara, New Mexico~

(The first two .photogra;phs are reproduced through "the courtesy
of Irving Rusinow; the remaining four, through the courtesy of the
Soil Conservation Service. Ap are the work of :Mr. Rusinow.)
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A Note
. on Pho :.. graphy in the Regional Survey
'

. Y ESHREF SHEVKY

,
urvey the description and analysis of
I facts concerning land and people are based on. the conN THE REGIONAL

tributions of many disciplines and many techniques. The
inquiry proceeds fr I the exploration of the phenomena of
the earth to the des riptitm and analysis of life phenomena
associated with it, including human activity and to an
attempt to view the; content of an area as a coherent whole.
In the early d:jlSs of the westward expansion in this
country, the exploration of the frontier was many-sided in
its approach. Duripg the sixties and the seventies of the
last century the gre~t Western surveys of Hayden, Clarence
King, Powell, and theeler were group-reconnaissances in
which the geograp er, the geologist, the naturl\l historian,
and the artist as de,ineator, participated.
In our day the. reg;'onal survey is an attempt at the re. integration of kno~ledge ithin the same field of inquiry.
In the regional sutivey the soil scientist, the ecologist, the
climatologist, or t~e hydrologist and the sociologist work
'collectively towardf a visualization of the pattern of resources, activities find processes operating within a geographic area. In thf collective undertaking the photographic
documentation has ~n important place. Photographs here are
no longer pictures ~Uustrating a report; they are technical
documents contrib ting' to the orderly and vivid presentation of regional d a. Their organization is based on the
principles of choice and selective emphasis which guide the
other techniques.
otography makes its contribution to the
regional survey as descriptive technique, and in its highest
expression, as a tetniqUe of analysis and evaluation.
I

I
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The Influence of John Dewey in Higher Education
By JArC.

KNODE

"

often suffer from the enthusiasms of their disciples. ObviouslY', every reformer must say things em.. phaticaJly, sometimes over-emphaticaIIYpin corder to CQIIlmand the attention of his public; and he m~kes his points in
the light of his own background, which is not the background of t~e succeeding generation. He may be broad.. :
miI;lded, humane, and, although fired by an.' unquenchable
:- zea~ [(if he is to carry his reform to fruition)" still possessed
I
of a genuin~ sense of the proper limitations ,of his project.
But, too often, the men who follow him feel themselves
hedged about by no such restrictions. Generally, these ex..
tremists may be placed iI\. one of two cat~gories. Either'
they are bitter-enders, interested in following their premises into every remote corner of life, or they are like suddenly
released prisoners, throwing all restraint-and any valqes"
it may foster-to the wind, glorying only in ,a new "freeI
dom." Evidence is not lacking to show that their extra~agances are sometimes a source: of embarrassment to t e
original progenitor,of their doctrine.
For many years, John Dewey has been the center of a
militant reform movement in American education. So etimes his Jong a_nd difficult philosophical, disquisitions ha e
hidden his militancy, but throughout his writing Dewey h s
aimed to lay the logical basis of social reconstruction. Noting said here should be construed as defense of the errorsfn
education against which Dewey went forth to battle.
e
attacked formalism; he attacked' static classicism; he
tacked what ~as been called the "miniature-adult faIIac~"
-regarding children as simply small editions of grown-ups;
he attacked educatio:pj because it did not sense its role in- the
building of true democracy; he attacked its la~k of creativel].ess, its lack cjf p?,cticality, its lack of freedo~. ~nd th~~e

R
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I
attacks have broug' about many excellent results in elementary and second ry education. Their effects in higher
education, however, re of a more questionable nature.
l
Dewey's eruditi n is broad and profound. He came to
maturity during the a~t half of the nineteenth century when
mechanistic science eached its zenith, and he could say:
"The method we ter~ 'scientific' forms for the modern man
. . .. the sole depen able means of disclosing the realities
of existence. It is e sole authentic mode of revelation."
Yet the breadth of is outlook had permitted him to write
only a year or so ea lier: "Were it possible for me to be a
there is gTeater
devotee of any syste ,I should still, believe
.
richness and greater,variety of insi~ht:in Hegel than in any
other single syste~a '.c philosopher~though when I say this
I include Plato, who still provides my favorite philosophic
reading." It is to be bserved, too, that Dewey has given increasing attention, . ,recent years, to the subjects of art
and religion. A f I years ago, his work was attacked
because it seemed t ignore too completely certain esthetic
and religious valueS~but his more recent 'series of lectures
have at least attempt d to meet this criticism. As he himself
~as pointed out, he ' ceived an early, grounding in idealism
and, though he later: bandoneC\it for positiyism and instrumentalism, he can n ,ver be the same sort of instrumentalist
as some of the youn ,er men who have matured intellectua~ly
without such footini Nevertheless, Dewey has poured all
his tremendous crea: ive energy into the building of an in':'
strumentalphilosop y-one which conceives the mind, consciousness, the reaso ,ing ability, and every other ability possessed by the humaJ organism as instruments for meeting
and mastering the~!roblems set by environment, or one
which says, in the ,or?s of James: ". . . i~eas. (which are
but parts of our ex •erlence) become true Just In so far as
they help us to get i ~o satisfactory relation with other parts
of our experience."
This creed may be c~lled humanism, but it is the scientific humanism of F C. S. Schiller and Auguste Comte, not

e
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the literary "new" humanisIll of Irving B~bbitt and Paul
Elmer More. And it is ane~pirical humanism, which has
, an ancient and honorable lineage, to be traced through such
illustrious names as Spencer, Hume, Locke, Francis Bacon,
, and Roger Bacon, and back through the Moor~ to the Greeks,
among whom Protagoras insisted on bringing philosophy
down from the clouds and making "man the measure of all
things." Some of these men sought, through a kind of dualistic philosophy, to introduce a place for God in the universe,
but- D.ewey has been consistent in e'niphasizing the unity of
human experience as ~ellas its finality ~ Eyen his naturalism is so completely IlJL.a
ann-ce.ntered that it has caused Santayana to protest: "Pragmatism may be regarded as . . . the
most close-reefed of philosophical craft, most tightly hug:'
ging app~arance, use, and relevance to practice toaay, and
here, least drawn"by the lure of speculative distances. Nor
would Dewey, I am sure, or an~ other pr~gmatist, ever be a
naturalist instinctively or, on the wings of speculative inl
sight, like the old lonial1s :or the Stoics or Spinoza, or like
those many mystics, Indian, Jewish, or Mohammedan, who,
heartily.despising the foreground, have fallen in love with
the greatness of nature and have sunk speechless before the
infinite."
There is no question that Dewey is deeply concerned
about the foreground. And there is a sense in which this is
a typically American kind of philosophy. It would be unfair
to impute shortsightedness to Dewey; he has advocated social
reforms which in the minds o~ most of us shoUId have long~
range beneficial effects; but ~h,e. whole instrumental philosophy emphasizes the here and now, to the exclusion of metaphysical and, traditional ,considerations. Life consists,
through the instrumentality of science and practical experimentation, of the solution of problems, the pragmatist
argues. These proble~ are forever shifting, hen~e continuously immediate and continuously caIIing for action. Woe
to that man dependent upon ,worn-out formulas or sunk int,o
routine before the constantly new challenges of his environI
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ment! So, for the pionelr. for the practical man, for the
"man of affairs" this sod of thing, of cour:se, sounds very
much like good common s~l se. Once m'ore, it brings philosophy down to earth; it doe· not wander into vague ontologies
or axiologies or nebulous peculations; and American education has found it mQst stimulating. Yet some of us will ask
the privilege of making r~servations and -amendments.
Att~ntion will be diiected here to four emphases in
education which may be skid to derive from Dewey's work,
namely, those upon activity, upon creativeness, upon social
values, and upon experien~e.
.
First, Dewey combat~ the old idea of the child as a receptacle into which facts rre to be poured. Under such a
theory the only function f the "educand" :is to absorb information, to give proof f adeptnesSitt deglutition.' This
old conceit became not onl ludicrous but tragic; it had to be
destroyed. But the supp sedly compensating educational
movement for "activities' has also assumed extreme versions. "Doing things" for 'he aver4ge citizen means making
a 'stir, physical activity, something that can always be observed objectively. And Ithis concept runs squarely into
difficulty in higher educati~n, where as one ascends the scale
the process may become leJ~ and less objective. Such a statement is not to question the familiar "No psychosis without
a corresponding neurosis" or to belittle the essential role of
expression in all achieve ent. Rather, ~t emphasizes the
fact that there are differ nt phases of mental life. The
trouble with the enthusias s for activity seems to lie in a
tendency to forget that ultimately all objective experience has
to be integrated and evaluated subjectively.
In a recent textbook on secondary education the authors
quote the following sentence from Dewey's Democr&y and
Education: "... mind is not a name for semething eomplete by itself; it is a name for a course of action in so far
as that is intelligently directed; in so far, that is to say,
as aims, ends enter into it with selection of means t<! further
the attainment of aims." At the head of the next paragraph
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the authors pla,ce one phrase: "Mind is a course of action."
They then proceed to elaboration of this idea without ·reference to the additional point that Dewey clearly makes: Mind'
is also a center of integration, of the evaluation of goals, :of
the selection of both ends and means. In this text I am able,
to find just one-half page in praise of what might be called
the "inne' life." The authors dQ not calf it that, and my .~
guess is that such a phrase would rouse in them a good deal
of scorn. "Inner life" might be: interpreted as "bookish,"
and there is sc~rcely a word that stirs the ire of these educators to so thoroughly an apoplectic· state as ;, the word
"bookish."
. .,
It is this kind of emphasis. in secondary 1schools that
leads, in part, to the belief that extra-classroom activities
are the really important thing·in education. Perhaps it is
one reason, also, why the country as a whole is having another renascence of athletics in a frame of mind, apparently,
that once did obeisance to t~e name of Barnum, but now
.worships ~t the shrine of :aoll~wood. This is the cult of activity at its apex, we should say. Such furthering of "activities"· , ",'
may be good business, for business in many people's minds is 1
a process of strenuous hustling, -amassing, and publicizing.
Nevertheless, the whole procedure is certainly ,cast in quanti- ~
tative terms, or if in qualitative terms, those that deal with
physical, not intellectual, staiIdards. But higher education,
in its upper levels, by its very nature and constitution, -is
concerned with superlative quality, with the highest reaches
of mind and spirit, with the type of problems that few can
comprehend or master. John Dewey would never argue such
a point. Nevertheless, this doctrine of "activity" in the
hands of some school people becomes a forthright attack
upon spiritual and intellectual quality.
A second of Dewey's emphases-and one related to the
first-named-is upon social problems. Projects looking in
this direction once appeared so valuable that it was difficult,
perhaps, to see the dangers lurking in the shadows. But· .
these menaces begin to raise their heads. Higher educ.ation
I

I

T
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-in the minds of some educators can become almost
a social, never an intellectual, exercise. (It is obvious that
the issue here is the sensitive one of humanism versus
humanitarianism, but there is no dodging it.) Into ni8dern
higher education has come more and more of the dominance
of men who regard it the prime business of the college to
produce personality, "mixing-ability," leadership in terms
of "influencing people." Part of this derives from denominational colleges, part of it from American politics, part of it
from American ideas of publicity, some phases ot it from
socially ambitious parents; but part of it comes from second...
ary schoolleader,s, who, fortified by the emphases of Dewey,
cry out against 'the intellectual. Educational administration
calls for business ability and political ability, apparently in
increasing degree. Presumably, nfen with these qualitiesJn
such positions .are interest~d also in scholarship; ,but their
behavior is not reassuring. Their reckoning seems always
to be in terms of numbers and mass' reactions. Some school
principals frankly say that they are much more concerned
about the lower half of their clas~es (ascertained on the
basis 0f academic achievement) than about the upper half.
And in support of their position they cite the good American
educational doctrine th~t every student is entitled to opportunity up to the measure of his ability. This rule, however,
works both ways. The lower half certainly must not be
neglected; but, by the same token, neither must the upper
half. One sometimes encolJmters in school men so much
hostility to-any scheme looking to the improvement of'scholarshi~ that the suspicion is aroused that it may spring from
fear rather than from mere inertia.
'Dew~y's philosophy often lends itself to the support of
."
practicality. "An ounce of experience," he has said, "is better than a ton of theory simply because it is only in experience that any theory has vital and verifiable significance."
Again, in his effort to escape educational dualisms he insists
that education must have its vocat~onal aspects. To be sure,
he is fearful of the deterioration of vocational education intb
I
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_' mere trade education; he is fearful of emphasis upon mone• tary rewards as the goal of such education; and he is fearfull that it may be ,limited in meaping to the p~oduction of
tangible commodities. Dewey is really concerned with the
tremendously social significance ~f vocation; nevertheless,
his writing can be made to serve !the purposes of the anti..;
intellectual who either refuses, or lacks the ability, to follow
an exposition of vocation in its bro~der implications.
Furthermore, Dewey's wholehearted espousal of demto any doctrine of
ocratic ideals expresses itself in aversion
\
human inequality. "The idea of apstract, universal superiorityand inferiority," he declares~ "is an absurdity." And,
elsewhere, he amplifies this stretement, explaining: "The
level of action· fixed by embodied ~ntelligence is always the
important thing .... A mbre intelligent state of social affairs,
one more.informed with knowledge, more directed by intelligence, would not improve original endowments one whit, but
it would raise the level upon which the intelligence of all
operates. The h~ight of this level is' much more important
for judgment of public concerns t~an are differences in intelligence quotients."
This kind of statement, coupled with a manifest dislike
for anything which might be interpreted as the conceit of an
intellectual class (no love was ever lost betw~en the BabbittMore humanists and John Dewey), s~emingly ranges
Dewey on the ~ide of anti-intellectual education. But it is
another case of confusion from too broad a generalization.
When Dewey says a high level of general public intelligence
is good for judgment of poblic concerns, there is not much
to be said in refutation. But in certain areas of public welfare, it can also be maintained that the intelIjgence quotient is the most important element involved. PersonallY,,1
prefer to travel over bridges built by men wiho have both
social intelligence and a mastery of engineering;techniques;
I prefer to employ a physician who is both socially informed
and master of the scientific knowledge of his field. Certain
engineers, physicians, lawyers, preac;hers and teachers can
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do and are doing incalculable damage in America today, not
because they are dishonest or victims of social lag, but because they do not have the intellectual power requisite for
their field. Some kinds, of wor~ not only invite intellectual
quality, they demand it. Nor will any emphasis upon "em.,bodied intelligence" replace it., College administrators are
,devoting much time nowadays to methods of dealing with
students who have never learned the meaning of intellectual .
mastery, have never tasted its satisfaction, and who, indeed,
either regard it scornfully, as "highbrow," or dJazedly, as
'something beyond their ken. Ap.d all this may be said
without even mentioning advances into realms of pure
knowledge and expression from which there is no immediate
p~ospect of deriving practical applications.
do some straight J;hinking
. It is time we, in America,
.
about higher learning...Back in the days 'of the founding of
Harvard College it waS accepted as a necessity. Whatever
the vices of the early Puritans may have been, disregard for
scholarship was not among them. A great scholar of his time
- John Milton -was foreign secretary under Oliver Cromwell, an office that involved carrying on all, correspondence
with other nations in Latin. But since the time of the early
Puritans, science has. deeply affepted the outlook of both educated and uneducated men~ It~ offspring, technology, has
changed 'not only men's outlook~ but their very mode of living. And the theories of democr~cy continued to spread from
the period of the seven.teenth c~ftury up into the twentieth.
In America, the continent has ~een conquered, tremendous
national and individual wealth uilt up, and a new high in
standards of living achieved. I is not strange, therefore,
that Americans, as a nation, tody,
are largely of the opinion
, I
that those things make most di erence (a pragmatic criterion' of truth) which have to do! ith material affairs. They
have made the most obvious d'l erences in the past three
hundred years. So, today, with I this background, the average man will regard any wit drawal from "affairs" as
qu,eer, if not actually suspicio s. Even' research men i:d
"
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science need huge salaries 'to gain wide respect. They may
not be regarded as leader.s, forsooth, though their findings
revolutionize men's ways of living! We lose sight of the fact
that the ideas of the face-to-face leader are seldom original.
The seer, the artist, the theorist have done the real adventuring in the world of thought; our notion that real leadership
resides only in oratory and politics is both naIve and childish.
. There seems to be a growing conviction, especially among
some of our young men concerned with problems of government, that ideas a~~ays follow action, that any "success~ul"
action will subsequently be philosophized into a status of
permanent propriety. However, our constant reference, as
Americans, to men like Thomas Jefferson and. Abraham
Lincoln is not merely to their contemporary success; it is
a recognition of the universality of their ideas. Great thinking and great principles echo down through'iime, not because
they have served as efficiept rationalizatiQn for certain deeds,
.but because, though often invoked, they are never completely
fulfilled, remainingstill to challenge us.
p
The prophet's observation about people who perish because they have no vision is still apt. It is pretty generally.~
agreed that during this era upon which the world is entering,
demo~ra~y will f~ce .its supreme tests. Unde: those ~ircum
stancf~s we may InclIne more than ever to thInk of lIfe only
as something immediate, but crises sometimes develop aftermaths intense enough to impel men to face life in terms of '
final lll€anings. Then ideas, as ideas, may grow into new
significance. If the approaching crisis brings about some·
such revival, its tragedies will have been, at least partially"
amelioratecll. As Whitehead, dealing with recent advances of
science, has pointed out: "The paradox is now fully established that! the utmost abstractions are the' true weapons
with which to control our thought of concrete fact."
Somewhere in the American educational system, if our
. civilization is to be conserved and propagated, this pursuit
of ideas-~bstract, scientific, social, speculative, and beautiful-must
, be stimulatec;l. The old and great must be pre1
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served, the new investigated, thejtwo given relatiOn.E. ut the
higher reaches of this scale are pbviously to be explored by
limited numbers, and this fact'i the source of so much of
our confusion. Many times, wh: Dewey talks about j education, he is speaking in terms 0 the lower levels. In those '
I

do more good than harm; but, to, often, in dealing with education, we speak of all students t all levels at once. :professor H. H. Horne has observed. Significantly that Dewey, in
. his own lectures on philosophyJ used the most~ fortnal of
methods and materials, far remQted from progressivism.
The third, and perhaps the most tragic, distortion of
Dewey's doctrines results, large' , from his emphasis upon
the encouragement of originaliq and the furthering! of the
student's growth throu?~ his o,n .inter~sts.. Nothing could
be sounder than the orIgInal.do~trIne. But It has been carried to such lengths that some .teachers become fearful of
imposing any task or any discipline that does not ,spring
spontaneously out of the whims ~f the child. One result has
been that when faced with plainl work, without the aippearance, of special' interest, young ~lpeople with such training
look to someone to make it intri1 ing. This leads directly,
of course, into the current cont· oversy between "essentialists" and "progressivists" in ed catio,n. But the wniter is
not worried by the practices 0 good progressive schools.
The danger, again, comes fro I the pseudo-reformer, the
rationalizer who can turn his ow~ distaste for hard i~tellec
tilal work into a conviction that uch work has a realIty deleterious effect upon young peopl '. Carry such a perversion
into higher education, and the'~ nevitable outcome ib both
mental and moral flabbiness. Un- oubtedly, the present rush
of students into secondary an college levels calls with
increasing insistence for re-sta'ement of the purpdses of
higher education in a democracy. But whatever i4eas appear
in these new appraisals, certai y softness, sentime*tality,
and mere glamour will not be up eld and encouraged~~Good
college teachers, of course, can, nd do, make their courses
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interesting; ~ut good teachers have learned, also, through
long travail, to believe heartily in the maxim that you get out
of exercise what you put into it.
.
Moreover, it is a common observation "that the majority
of students have more respect for, and carry away a deeper
regard for, the school situation in which a definite_ morale
has been established by a self-respecting faculty than from.
the strive-to-please-at-any-price atmosphere. Students like
teachers who, in a firm and dignified manner, show that they
are superior to those whom they teach. But this conscious·
superiority of teachers depends upon many factors~ including intellectual achievement~ continuous growth, definite
objectives, the respect of the community, and, not least, confidence in the support of administrative departments. It is,
hardly strange that, deprived of the two last-named factors, thousands of teacp.ers are aligning themselves' with
labor unions-a pretty measure of the general respect for
education in America!
Bertrand Russell, an "advanced" educational thinker,
has said: ;'Difficult success as an ideal should be present to
tbe mind of the young if they' are not to become wayward
and futile. But there are few to whom it will occur in an environment where freedom is absolute." And Dewey also
has found it necessary to strike out at some of the nonsense
preached in the name of freedom: "In some progressive
, schools," he writes, "the fear of adult imposition has become
a veritable phobia.... In criticizing the progressive schools,
as I have indicated alreadY, it is difficqlt to make sweeping
generalizations. But some of these schpols indulge pupils in
unrestrained freedom of action and sp~ech, of manners and
lack of manners. Schools farthest to the left -(and there are
many parents who share the fallacy) carry the thing they
call freedom to the point.,pf anarchy."
j
..
The fourth and final emphasis here conSIdered is one
that Dewey is directly responsible for, since he is one of the
most consistent positivists of modern times; Standing upon.
his own idealistic training he has fought long and valorously
.:
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against the stultifying influences f authoritarianism, !maintaining that man's only authority is his own experiende, and
his only road to authori~ is scie ceo Dewey is afraid· ,of ~he
play of the imagination upon thJ meaning of the universe,
pecause imagination has so often! cau'g:pt men in a ti~ue of
enduring falsehood. The only safk approach, therefore], must
be relativistic. Now, for a John ewey or anyone elselilaving
his acqllaintance, or half his acq 'aintance, with the tljLought
of the past, this is not a dange ous attitude. But most
of
,
our people in education have no uch background; an~ indications are not lacking that, a . ong certain of our; scientifically-minded men of the youn er generation, a thoroughgoing relativism has been adop ed that lies only one step
a:way from that extreme form f skepticism which holds:
"Man can have no real knowl dge; of the univers~; his
explanations of'things are alway silly ~ So why worry about
meanings or rules of any kind?" .Ethically, the implications
of this doctrine are portentous. Of course, the positivistic
answer is that once man accept science and the objective
{;lata of his own experierlce as fi I, he will lose all superstitious regard for so-called ultim e principles, and Will Jive
for the sake of values that macan demonstrably evolve.
But even Thomas Huxley was re, dy to admit that man is a
metaphysical animal. The human ~amilY has not only Jtepudiated extreme skepticism in the ~ast; it has refused to live
with it. And as long as the race ~s comprised of beinks like
its present members, the race will continue to react jn this
way.
1
At the back of his book, Aerica in Search of CUlture,
W. A. Orton has placed a series f reproductions o~ American art. Examples 'of portraitu' include "Samuel Mifflin,"
by Peals; "Mrs. Bourne," and " dge Sherbourne," by Copley; and "The Thinker," by Ea ·ns. Ahove the plates the
comment, quoted from the text, r ns:".. ~ these strongly conceived, strongly limned men an', women of the eighteenth
century-full of vigor and .: iosyncrasy-are s*re'of
themselves (too sure, perhaps!); as the subjects of xhodern
,'t.
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portraitists are not." The significance of this excerpt lies in
its last phrase. We modern men and women are not sure of
ourselves. We' struggle in an era lying, between the authority of theology and a new authority, perhaps science. How- .
ever, science has gone a very little way in the appraisal ofhuman values. In such a situation, it is easy to slip over
into a skeptical attitude toward all truth and all value. But
it is dangerous. And one of the best· ways of reducing its
danger is to allow free play of metaphysical imagination, so
long as it starts out from premises that do not violate the
present findings of science. Some of these imaginings will be
found untenable, of course; some may inveigle men into temporary error; but the errors of pure ~ynical skepticism are
worse.
Education in .general will necessarily employ a metaphysics ·that takes off from and includes both science and
society. Education, for the very reason that it is an institution, not a mere doctrine,must assume and preserve a vigorous liberalism, if it is to survive.. It must be concerned both
with potential men of affairs and with potential sYnthesists '
and creators. The danger is not in including the former;
the danger is that we· ignore the latter; and Dewey's emphases are being used quite too markedly in one direction.
Thus, John Dewey's teaching, in its' relation to American
higher education, confirms once more the well-known fact
that reforms may come to need reforming.
·
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Bonfire in -the Early Morning
I
By LEOj DORAIS

men sitting in tlie old Buick sedan parked just
off the highway had roll d up the windows to keep out
the cold damp air and wer slumped down in the seats
waiting. It was just gettingilight and the trees in the orchard were shrouded 1Vith mi~. The man sitting behind the
steering wheel tUJ,'ned his he d after a time and spoke to
the others: "Let's get out an . walk around. It'~ tpo cold to
sit in here."
" .
[
.
rhey walked along the ~. ge of t~e orchard *ntil they
came across a few cracked a d broken lugboxes d one of
the men picked up a box an<~ ripped off'the loos . ed slats.
He was tall and very thin an; in the sharp morni g air his
reddened nose had commence: .to drip. "Hey," he ~aid to the
other men. "Get me some pa' er or something." Qne of the
men turned back toward the r but the other two }valked on
, down the outside of the orcha d and began counting the rows
of trees still unpicked. By t e time they returned, the fire
was going an<~ 'the four of th4m sat around the burning lugboxes trying to get warm. ) .
,
"Anybody got the time " the man with the red nose
asked.
The other did not answ 1 r at first. Then the man who
had been driving the car sq ,inted up over the line of trees,
at the greyishwhite sky an , said that it looked like about
ten to five. He had lost all ; f his upper teeth and his face
had 'long irregular harsh Ii . es around his nose and upper
lip and he lisped slightly 1. en he spoke. The other two
men.·were very young. T' .y sat around the fire saying
nothing but •occasionahy on 1~ of them would get up and go
after another box to put 0 ; the fire. It was burning well
and one box did not last Ion: .
"Don't .expect they'll ha e any boxes here this morning

T
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either," said the man without any upper teeth. He spoke in
the general direction of the red-nosed man.
"No," the other man answered. "I don't expect so." He
stopped to spit toward the tire. "I don't think they're aimin'
to pick the rest of this orchard," he went on. "I think they
got all the peaches they want this'season."
"Wouldn't surprise me any." The toothless man rolled
a Bull Durham cigarette' and then passed the papers and the .
sack of tobacco around to the·others. As far as they could
see, orchards stretched on parallel to the highway ~ The
leaves of the peachtrees were turning a yellowishbrown and
after the first few stripped rows the limbs were all heavy
with ripe fruit. The thick grass that had grown up between
the trees after the orchard had been irrigated was turning
yellow too ana was damp and limp. Everyt~ng they could
see looked limp in the grey half-light.
They had :been sitting there for about twenty minutes
when a man came walking through the high grass behind
them. He- stopped and waited "but when the men recognized
the ranch foreman they made room for him and he sat down
near the fire. The foreman was wet from the hips down
and he stretched his legs in their soaked l;>oots toward the
fire and soon the boots began to steam and t4~ men could
smell the stink of the leather.
' '
"Cold this morning, ain't.it?" said the foredtan.
"Yeah," the red-nosed man said. "And wet." The
fire had warmed him and his nose had, stopped dripping.
"They goin' bring us any bo~s here today1" he asked
the foreman.
,
"I couldn't tell you," the foreman said. "The fieldman
from the c~nnery ought to be here pretty soon. He'll know.
But I don't. They never tell me what they're goi~' to do."
He pulled out a stem of grass and began chewing morosely.
Then he started talking again. "No," he said, "you felIgws. "
- know as much about it as I do. You'd never know~s a
foreman around here. Things was different whenl I was
down in Mexico though, I can tell you that. Yes sir things
<

t
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was different down in Me J ·co. The sun would be shining
right now if we was in M xico."
"This ain't Mexico," 1 ped the toothless man. "This is
California-which is a hell of a lot different."
"How about this orch .rd here?" said one of the young
fellows finally.
"I bet the J ain't goin' pick this orchard
no
.
more this year. That's whi t I think."
The foreman sucked . isconsolately on his grass stem.
"We had a hundred acres f tomatoes down in Mexico," he
said after a while. "A hU~dred acres of tomatoes ~nd we
couldn't give 'em' away.
he bottom droppeo out of the
market and we lost our shi . A hundred acres of tomatoes
and they rotted in the field.'
.
.
It was quite light but ~ he sun hadn't yet come out. The
heavy limbs of the peach tr 'les sagged with fruit and the wet
leaves and the watergrass trooped in the damp air. Across
the road the foreman could;see the Feather River levee. All
the dried grass on the' levee had been fired a month earlier
and it had been left blac and seared. An empty truck
rattled down the highway . nd disappeared around a bend.
The rattling grew fainter nd. then died away.
"Down in Mexico they don't fool around with peaches,"
the foreman said. "Downj there they raise tomatoes. A
hundred acres was a smal place. And cucumbers. More .
cucumbers than you ever •s .I, en."
"Listen, mister," the t 'othless man said, his voice harsh
in spite of his slight lisp,
they don't bring us boxes today
we ain't goin' wait no long . We can't afford to fool around
here a day longer. If t ey don't bring them boxes this
morning we're movin' o~~ We wasted three days waitin'
now."
~'The pickin's no good;now anyhow," the red-nosed man
said. "We shoulda starte south in th.! first place instead
of listenin' to you."
. j
"TheIn boxes ought t be here today," the foreman said
anxiously. "I'm sure t~e'll bring rem. today."
I

I
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"They better---cause we ain't goin' to wait," the.tooth\ less man said.
The foreman sighed and pulled his feet away from the
fire. One of the young fellows stood up and went after
another box. ~e came back and scraped the ~mbers together "
and then placed the box carefully on the fire. The foreman
was talking again: "Any of you fellows ever in Mexico?"
He looked around at the other men but none of them answered him. "You oughta see the country down there," he
said finally. "You, can't find country like that. in California.
Not in this part of California anyway. By God, I wonder
where that c~nnery fellow is. He ought to be here by now
I should think."
There was no answer.
"No sir," the foreman went on, "they don't tell me
nothin' around here."
"How long since you been in Mexico?" asked the rednosed man.
"Over two years now. ' And I been broke ever since.
Ever since we lost. our shirts with them hundred acres of
..
tomatoes I been flat."
"Huh." The red-nosed man spat in the fire again. "That
ain't anything. We been broke for the last seven years."
"Seven years," the foreman said. "That's a long time,
ain't it?"
"You don't know how long it is."
"And it's just startin', mister."
"Well-'" the fo~eman said. "Well-I don't know."
"Listen." ~ man without any upper teeth leaned
toward the foreman and opened his mouth at him. "Listen."
"I'm listening.'"
.
"I lost my upper teeth. You can see tha~~ can't you?"
"Yeah, I noticed."
"They gave me hell comin' out, mister. But that wasn't
so bad. What made it bad was not bein' able to eat for so
long after. That w~s really "bad. I couldn't chew at all."
n
':Not able to eat .... .The fO~'S legs fe!t cold in
o

.

~
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wet boots and pa~ts a~~ he hitched himself ci~ser to the
fire. "Think of that," he said at last.
"Ah Ch;rist," said t 'e red-nosed man. "Christ almighty.
We goin' sit here all dayj?"
"I can eat now," t e toothless man said and grinned
hollowly at the forema:, laughing silently. ''When there's
anything to eat, that is~'
"None of us'll eat ~ we frig around here any longer,"
the red~nosed man said' "What're we doin' here anyhow?
What the hell is talkin' 1 ith this guy goin' get us? He don't
know nothin' "
1
"Listen, boys," thel'f oreman said.I'Can't you wait?
Just wait a little ionger:j I know them boxes'll come today.
The peaches have got to 1 e picked an' if you boys don't stay
there won't be nobody to~pick 'em. I wouldn't be able to find
a man in the whole coun . . You know that. Can't you wait
a little while longer?" ,
"I guess you been l~, okin' already," said the red-nosed
man. "You' wouldn't b; beggin' us to stay if everybody
wasn't gone but us."
:
"That ain't it, boy'. I didn't say that. I only said
that-"
"
·
"It don't make any d fference to us what you said. We're
tired listenin' anyhow." ~,
"All right, boys. B; t ju~t wait a little ~hile longer.
You see what I'm up aga nst here. It's up tome to get this
orchard picked and I san'l·~pick it all alone. Why I remember
one time in Mexico we ha· to.get fifty acres
"
"For Christ sake," i terruped the toothless man. "We
don't give a goddamn w ' tyoU did in Mexico."
"All right," t~e fore an said. "I just th9ught-"
One of the young feU ws dropped a piece of boxwood on
the dying fire. "That's' t e last of it," he said.
~
"N0 more wood left " said the foreman.
"No more."
.
The five of them ho ered over the last little blaze and
watched it burn steadil lower and lower until
. there was
•

j ,

,
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nothing left but a few embers with no heat in them and then
the embers stopped glowing entirely and there was nothing
but ashes wHere the bonfire had been. None of them spoke .
and there was no sound until the red-nosed' man snuffled
suddenly and loudly. The others shivered and hunched their
coats around them.
"Gettin' cold again, boys," the foreman said spitting out
a gr~ss stem.
\
"Christ almighty/' the red-.riosed man said. He nodded
his head toward the orchard. "Somebody cut down one of
those goddamn peach trees/, he said, "and we'll make a fire
out of it."
The fQreman started to say something "but before he'
got anything out a new Ford coupe drove alongside the old
Buick and stopped, the brakes screeching in the still' air.
Two men climbed out of it ·and began walking toward the
forem~n and the men. "Here,comes the superintendent now,"
whispered the foreman. "That's the cann;ery -.fellow with
him." He stood up and took a few ~teps forward to meet
the superintendent. "MorniI].g/' he said to the superintendent. "Hello." He motioned toward the fieldman.
The superintendent did not look at the men still sitting
around the ashes of the bonfire. "Those fellows better go on
home," he said to the foreman. "There won't be no boxes
here today. The car didn't come in this morning." ",
The foreman looked helplessly at the fieJdman. "That's
right," the fleldman said. "Have to wait another day I guess.'"
"Tell 'em to come back in the morning," the superintendent said.
.~
The foreman turned toward the men. "The ear didn't
come in," he said. He waited for one of them
say something but no one answered him. "Guess we'll just have to
wait till tomorrow," he said. "Car of boxes ought to be here'
then."
Before he was through talking the red-nosed m~n had
risen to his feet and was standing there look~g past :him at
the. sup.erintendent. "Tomorrow your ass," the red-nosed
it
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,; -ntan said. The other three tood up also and th~n the four
. f.?f them walked by him, and in front of the sup~rintendelllt
. the red-nosed man stopped fl' r a moment. "Tomjrrow your
ass," he said to the superint ndent.
.
. Across the highway t~e foreman ..could se the bare
brown levee and beyond it ~he tops of the trees· that grew
thick on 'the bank of the riter. He hoped the men would
stay for a while and not lea~e him alone with t e superintendent and the fieldman but then he heard th starter of
the Buick grinding and out of the corner of his ye he saw
it start up :with a jerk and he wanted to tell them I 0 wait for
him but the old car was already out of sight arou~d the bend
in the road.
~
t
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Low Fog
By JOYCE E. LOBNER
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No star points stabbing my eyes.
No keen lights glaring cold,
No crouching shadows lean,
Staring into the street.
Sounds are muted and kind.
The polished moon's light diffused,
As seen through opaque, secret glass.
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HOOD

I

~HE STATUE struck me a.blow between the eyes. It was
.1 . a bludgeon of a statue hitting to surprise and shock,
rocking me back on my heels. Some of its power undoubtedly
lay in contrast. The village was peaceful. All day I'd t~av
eled across high, wind-swept mesas where cactus, sand, and
mesquite fougHt for supremacy. Now. at twilight I'd
dropped down into Frijoles Valley with its cottonwoods·
spring-green against a paling sky. There was the soothing
sound of water flowing through irrigation ditches to the
corn. Meadow larks teetered on the silver of fence posts,
singing their evening hymn. Women, their heads tight·
boun~ in clean white towels; stood in doorways to chat, or
steppbd into their yards t'o work among the blossoming
masses of violets and jasmine. From the open window of
the' adobe-waUed church I heard the drone of the padre
leading children's' voices in catechism., .Girls and half- _
grown boys' giggled' and flirted around the village '\,VeIl. A
small boy whistled "Rancho Grande" as he played h. tattoo
on his horse's ribs' with his bare heels. Behind him the
village cows straggled home from the mesa pastures. A.
peaceful New Mexico village along the Rio Grande where'
for hundreds"'of years t~e dark earth had given plentifully
of frijoles, chili, and cOlln to fill empty stomachs, sunshine
had warmed backs benf~ labor, the peace of mountain and
flowing water, the joylof $ong had filled emptY·-hearts. There
was no place in this simple village for the vibrating cry of
•
i
prone
I,
Yet there it stood iIt~he center of the little paths which
woulld vaguely across th~ plaza. A mass, crouching heavy
and half formed. Greatf'rms rested on knees shapeless' as .
cedar stumps. The shoul ers were a hulk of patient wear!:
"ness. The head, sunk an I l.owering , knew defeat. The chin t
I [37]
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was a jutting-angle of courage, the lips a drooping curve of
despair, the nose the immature blob ,of childhood. There
were no eyes, only the smeared marks of a creator's fingers,
deep gouged in empty sockets. It was an unwieldy travesty
of the human shape. ~A nightmare materialized. Seen across
the plaza, through 'the thickening dusk, it had the power to .
strike, cold to my heart. I was meeting the sorrow and
patience of all disilhisioned humanity on a homely village
square. Seen closer, it lost the keen edge of its blade of pain.
The -boss imperfection of line, the crudeness of material
turned it,t· into a jest. It changed before
my eyes from.a
.
terrible symbol of lost humanity to a clownish attempt in
cement, a child's snowman made durable.
The shock of my first impression was so vivid I stopped
at the village store to find out, if· I could, why such a mad
statue was crouching on the plaza of a simple New Mexico
village. -, The old man behind the "counter was fat and
frumpy with white hair long and thin on his collar, but his
eyes had a friendly gleam within their blue-hazed depths.
We chatted as I made a purchase to break the ice.
"That statue, that figure, what do you call it, there on
the plaza?" I asked.
.
"Well," the old .man answered, "folks here 'call it Goofy
Otto's freak. But I kJlew Otto better than. most of them.,-'" I
don't call him goofy, and I don't call his figure a freak.
I call it, like Otto did, his knowing soldier.
"I knew Otto, boy and man," the storekeeper continued. '
"A fine tow-headed chap he grew up to be, taIllike his father
who was one of those foreigners, Hunjaks, we call 'em'
around here. They came into our valley years ago to work
the mines. After the mines closed; most of 'em drifted
away, but Otto's father bought land and married himself a
Mexicant... woman. Otto had her dark eyes, and her way of
making f guitar sing: But in most ways he was like his
father, big and strong and merry. Plough in the corn field
all' day %nd dance all night. Tramp the mountains for a
week with a gun on his shoulder, and come home singing
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down the trail. Otto was fine boy. Everyone in the village
liked him, and he had a ~l for every Sunday in the year.
Finally he picked out M~nuelita, the quietest girl in the
valley. They were plannJng their wedding when the war
broke out.
,
, "We didn't get very lexcited, back here in our valley,
over the· war. It took sqnie time before our boys began'
drifting away. Two or tee joined the navy, crazy like
so many'mountain boys to ee what the blue ocean's like. A·
handful mor~ went down tJi EI Paso and signed up with the
cavalry. Otto hung off. He had Mantielita and his father's '
corn crop, the deer calIinlVi~o him in the mountains, a~d the
guitar string singing und r his fingers. But when they
called his name in the dra t he didn't holler. -Just slipped
- . away without any fuss. fr.take care of things, Old Timer,'
for a spell.'
he said to me, 'while I go htnting
i
"The flu came closer tq us folks than the war," the old
man continued. "It hit us!bad that winter. Otto's father
and mother both died. His' young brother was busy trYing
to keep the farm going. Nbbodyhad time to worry about
Otto except Manuelita. Ode day, when she'd come in for
th~ mail, she burst out cryi g over her letter. Otto'd been
gassed and was in the hospi' I in France. That was the last
we heard· about him for m nths. War was over and the
other boys came home. We ;had a big baiIe for them with
plenty of tequila and moun in mule. Made heroes of 'em
for a couple of weeks, but thi~gs settled back to normal quick
around here. Everybody went back to work and forgo't9
about fightin'. Once in whil~ someone would ask, ''Where's·
Otto? Isn't he coming home?' But nobody knew. After
a while Manuelita got tired .df waiting and married one of
her black-haired cousins... Otto's kid brother was getting,
the hang of running the farm,
,"The;n one day he came back. Taller tnan ever, thin
like a man who's caved in on himself. Yellow in the face,
.
~
with eyes black holes of hopelessness.
"'Sure, I've come back,' he grinned, shaking our ha~ds_

l'

0
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-,with a loose cold touch, 'come back to die.' We laughed at
him and said a few months of mountain air and valley food
would set him up.;He'd been in so many hospitals ,since
the war, we figured, the doctors had sapped all the juice out
of him. He went badk to-his old home, but didn't stay.
" 'The kid's doin~ fine,' he said; 'he doesn't need me.'
So he rented a room n the plaza. '
"It didn't take s long to find he wasn't right in his
head. Old doc said t e gas had addled his brain. Not~ing
dangerous about Otto Most days he'd sit in the sunshine on
the plaza talking as ensibly as anyone. But other times,
mostly at night, he'd :roam around 'groaning and wringing
his hands:"
r
"One night I met him as I was going home across the
plaza. Moonlight made his face yellower'n a dead man's.
His. eyes seemed to b~ crying out for help.
. ' "'Sit down a spelJ, boy,' I. said to him, 'and tell me
wliat;s bothering you.~
.
"He'd been reaqing about the tombs they'd built 'in
Washington and Lon~on for the unknown soldiers. They
were haunting him. '
." 'Unknown soldlers--hell!' he said. 'Why do they want
. to hide an unknown sdldier away'from the sight of men under
.
a lhunk of marble? tWhat good will that do? Instead of
tombs for unknown' ~oldiers, they should build monuments
soldiers that KNow. Soldiers who can make other
people know. Know.: what war means. I dIdn't know. I
"went away like a kid! going hunting in the mountains. I'd
neverJdlled a man. ~'d never been a machine of death. I
didn't know. None df us knew. Nobolly should go to wa:.:
- without knowing wh~t it means. All the kids should know,
·~these kids ~oming along. Let 'em gro,\ up knowing. Then
.-, if .they want to go to war, they're ,brave-men and fools. Bllt
not ignorant fools like we were.'
"And I saw that in his addled brain he'd got the sen~e
of those words mixed up-unknown and unkDowing. ~e
thought they were building tombs for poor unknowing bo~s
I
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like he'd been who'd gone over to France ignorant of what
war meant. He wanted monuments of knowiIig soldiers, of
<m~, ~ho'd learned their lesso?, so th~se mo~uments could
teaM the same lesson to the kids comIng after.. Not a bad
idea for a, bright feller to have~)et alone a poor eracked'brain
I
~OO~

I

" 'I can make a statue like that,' Otto said Ito m~; 'I can '
make a soldier who'll show the kids what war ;es to a man.
I'll build ~ big dumb brute who'll teach 'em
at- a ~ldier
really is. Then they won't have their hearts b oken finding
out when it's too late, like 1 did.'
I
"He grabbed my hand, 'That's what I'lldo~ Build it
here on the plaza where the kids wilL play arpund it, kids
growing up to know what 1 didn't.',
i
"He came to .the next village
meeting
an!(L asked per- .
.
. r
mission to make his statue on the plaia. SOinie of the men '
hemmed and hawed, saying now Otto was sort of goofy
perhaps he'd make something that would be a laughing
stock. But 1 argued wjth them. 1 told them doc said t~ere
was an off chance getting this out of his min~ would cure
Otto.
.' .
. .
.' I
" 'All right,' they finally said to him, 'go ~head, but we
can't pay you anything for your statue. We ctn't even buy
, ., r
the stone for you.'
,
" 'Not stone,' said Otto, 'that would take :too long and
1 haven't, much time. Cement. I'll buy it, l?ll make my
soldier and he won't cost the village a c~nt!'" :
The old man rubbed his hands aCl10ss
the worn, greasy
I '
surface of the counter and glanced a~ me from under his
bushy brows. "So, that's the stBry of qt'to's soldier you saw
out on the plaza."
"But what happened to Otto1" 1 sked. "Did making
his statue help him find peace of mind 1 ' .
The old man sighed, "He found pe ceo The statue was
all done but the eyes. Somehow Otto c uldn't make the eyes
to suit him. 'Tomorrow I'll get them r ght,' he told .me as 1
I

I

,

I

!
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stopped by the statue one evening as he was finishing 'Work.
'Tomorrow!'
"
'
"But the next day we missed him. We went out hunting
.for him and found him lying quiet under a pinon tree up the
canyon, a bullet through his heart.
"No, don't feel sorry for him," the old man added; "doc
did an autopsy and said he found the cells of his brain grown
hard as wood. It was the gas did it. He'd never have'been
any better. After Otto died some folks wanted to knock
down.,his cement soldier it caused so much comment and
laughter among the people traveling through our village.
But I said, 'No, sir, you let Otto's soldier alone. He suffered
plenty to make it, gues's we can stand a few horse laughs
from strangers to keep it here on the plaza for him, just the
way he wanted it.'
"And you know," the old man leaned forward confidentially, "most times I'll admit that statue looks like a bad
dream, like a hunk of crazy cement. But some nights when
I'm going home after evening's fallen, with the moon rising
and casting it~ shadows, I can see what Otto was aiming at.
I can see the pure brute misery, the dumb patience of.that
soldier who'd been slogging all day through mud' and
bullets, and had sat himself down to rest, maybe in a trench,
maybe in a shell hole. And him realizing all of a sudden
what war" means to men." As I left the village in Frijoles Valley I looked back at
the .turn of the road, and I too could see what the old man
and Otto meant. I could see not a mad man's grotesquerie,
but Otto's soldier who knew. And as I looked a gang of boys
crossed the plaza, running and tossing a ball as they went.
.JI'heycame abreast of the' statue, and one of them bounced
the ball off the soldier's head. I could hear their shouts of
heedless laughter rising clear in the evening· air as they
separated and turned confidently toward the steady lights
of their homes.
.
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OR THE GREATER part of the nine year of it~ life the NEW
l
MEXICO QUARTERLY has been edited Oy Dr. T. M. Pearce,

whose keen and lively interest in the Southwest"has made the
magazine one of the more distinctive sm~ll regional publications. Other duties require that Dr. P~rce relinquish the
editorship; but his experience and coun~el will" be available'
to the new editor, since Dr. Pearce is to continue as associate.
No serious change in policy is foreseen. In the past the
QUARTERLY has been extremely fortunate in securing the
contributions of such persons~as WittercBynner, Erna Fergusson, Paul Horgan, Haniel Long, Mary Austin, J. Frank
Dobie, Henry Smith, and many other well-known writers of
the Southwest. It is hoped that this well-established rela-,
tionship will continue unbroken. Drawing its matedal support largely from the University of New M~xico, the QUARTERLY has always been open to contributions from the faculty
of the University, especially in the field of critical articles
and reviews. This function will continue and, it is hoped,
become even more important. The QUARTERLY has always
welcomed contributions from unknown writers. It has had
no printed rejection slips. All manuscripts submitted have
had the comments of the editor. This sometimes thankless
task has yielded good results. '-The policy '\\Till be continued.
For so small a journal to try to accomplish the three purposes here stated has no doubt at times been difficult;
but T.
..
M. Pearce has done it for years, with excellent balance. To
"Matt" Pearce, sincerest congratulations on:his reporting of
his region.
1

*. * * 1

,

,~

.:-

A regional journal, of course, like any other publica,tion,
must and will change its emphasis as the times chank~. In
the future the QUARTERLY may be expected to give more attention to some problems which the Southwest has in common with 'other regions. All of us today have imbibed
[ 43]
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enollgh of economic determinism to know that a living culture has to keep its material resources up to the standard
required by other demands upon it. Often, one suspects, it
is a broken or delayed economy which supports some of the
things which the local color enthusiast so ardently seeks out.
A healthy regionalism will have to pay ~ore ~and more attention to the whole pattern of economy, artistic expression, and
"
social and political organization, in terms of the possibilities
of the region for modern living. Soil erosion and a high
infant mortality rate are as much a part of the picture at
present as is the existence of corridos, folk plays, and. a colorful·past. Cultural lag must not be mistaken for culture-which is not to say that all ought to become suddenly, or ever,
neon-lighted.
If regionalism in the Southwest has a patron saint, the
late Mary Austin, I presume, deserves the nomination. The
high point in her career, it seems to me, came between 1925
and 1927 whe~ she was .wrapped up in the Boulder Dam
controversy. Then she almost envisioned a culture for the
Southwest; ~ower plants and irri~ation projects at that
period in her life went ahead of hand-weaving and the collection of ballads. If she later neglected the mechanical
basis of modern society and became absorbed in the collection of curiQsities, perhaps it was because she saw that the
development of resources in the Southwest, as elsewhere,
was proceeding on the old expl9itative and expansionist lines,
with nobody in her adopted region willing to help her raise a
voice against it. It must not be forgotten that before she ever
came to the South~est, Mary, .Austin was an ardent suffragist, a Fabian socialist, as much concerned as any Lincoln
Steffens over the shame of the cities,~ and as much worried by
the shortcomings of democracy as ever, the young Walter
Lippmann was. In short, she had some ide about the whole
social pattern. Even her idea about commlj 1
pression
"'in art as she thought she found i~ Mexico ems to have
been taken originally from John It'eed, who now inhabits the
Soviet pantheon: Before the last y~ars of her rather eccen.

~

>.
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tric antiquarianism, Mar~Austin was a\,very alert worldcitizen; and I cannot beli e that deep in ~er he'art she ever
thought that New Mexco as the last wOlid in an American
acculturation. The lesson of Mary Austi~ to the discerning
is that an j American culture will developl when Americans
have achieved a substantial scheme of values-an accomplishment that will rlequire a great deal more agonizing a~d
searching th~n most of. us seem willing to undertake. A
region's pr.oblems today come back largely to the great problem of the whole world-the politicalp:r,oblern in the widest
sense.
The newer regionalism, to take a concrete example, will
have to be as much c{}ncerned about such a book as Robert S~
Lynd's Knowledge For What? as about the lat~st collection of
cowboy ballads. Whoever thinks. that these ideas make that
high and mighty goddess Art into a handmaliden of grimy, .
ephemeral, sordid problem-solving should re~d the opening
pages of Thomas Mann's The Coming Victory of Detnocracy
(not a new book!), wherein an artist of highest integrity
shows at what cost he neglected the ancient truth that nothing human should be a matter of indifference to the artist or
to any man.
To get back to Mary Austin, the greatest weakness in
her thinking was probably this: because some past cultures
appeared to her to have arrived automatically, she thought
the American acculturation would .be automatic too, dictated
in some mystic fashion~by the·;land and the pattern of the life
lived upon it. Van Wyck Brooks knows something 'of what
is perhaps the finest local culture yet produced in our land,
that of Ne'Y England in its golden day; and he sees that particular culture as the result of a channeled community will
pursuing an ideal. Regionalists today need to know, first of
all, what they want; and their wanting Will have to go far
beyond self-congratulation upon their region's quaintness.
>

r
'-

* * *

The photographs of Irving Rusinow and the accompanying note by Dr. Eshref Shevky, in this issue, represent a
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part of the effort being made 'in the Southwest-and in other
regions also-toward understanding of regions and their
resources. Rusinow's work, as Dr. Shevky points out, is documentary. Il under' such circumstances the photographer
'loses some of his freedom as artist, he gains materially from
his participation in a study in which science and imagination
both play a part.

* * *

Even before William Y. Tindall's book on D. H. Lawrence appeared, many persons felt that it was about time to
let Lawrence rest in peace. So vital a writer, alas, cannot be
allowed repose. If Lawrence's works are to be chewed over.
and oyer, we propose to do our part of the ruminating. Dr.
Nulle's article on Lawrence betrays a romantic impatience
with modern culture (or with present-day cultural breakdown, as some people would put it) that reminds one of the
hero of Jean Jacques Rousseau's novel and his impatience
of the whole scheme of eighteenth-century culture.' "The
rock is craggy, the water deep, and I am in despair," Rousseau's Weltschmerz-stricken young man wrote to his uncomeatable lady love. He didn't jump. And one wonders
how Dr. Nulle can consider it wise to jump from.even apathy
and dead confusion into the welter of furious violence which
is fascism. Between the lines one sees that that is just what
Dr. Nulle thinks he would like.to do..
: r.'-· .

. * *. *

.

.'

This is a good time to say that opinons expJessed by
individual a':lthors do not necessarily reflect the opinions of
the editors, the publisllers, or the sponsors of the QUi\RTERLY.
For yiews expressed ,n "Editorial N:otes" the editor, but not
the University of N~ Mexico, accepts responsibility.
D. W.
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Charles: Sears Baldwin, professor; of rhetoric
and English composition at Columbia University,
was
!S1
.
one of the foremost scholars, in modern times, of medieval
life and literature. To a long list of his publications in this
field is added now Renaissance Literary Theo'ty and..Practice,
a book left at the time of Professor Baldwin's death, in 1936,
and prepared for the Columbia University Press by Dana.ld
Lemen Clark. TlWi volume rounds out a study begun by the
author in his Anant Rhetoric and Poetic (1924) and Medieval Rhetoric and Poetic (1928}, both published by the Macmillan Company. The series traces the writing tradition of
western Europe from the sound rhetorica~ principles in
classic tradition to successive peak periods p achievement,
such as-the period of Chaucer or that of Sha espeare. Specifically, of the latest volume, it is a delight 0 a student of
both the Middle Ages and the Renaissaince, t find Dr. Baldwin justifying the fourteenth century (whic Matthew Ar-·
nold considered lacking in an accent .possie for
later
stage of England's growth) as freer in some respect. in the
practice ~f poetry than the later period.
one, applau~
when Batd~in says that there. was mQjl~7li~e in-medieval
Latin than fu the ornate and· conscious practiFe of Latin by
many of the sixteenth century humanists. Eyeryone familiar with English literary history will recall the dismal results achieved by Roger Ascham, and later by Gabriel
. Harvey, Philip Sidney, even Edmund Spenser, when they
tried to revamp English poetry in the manner of the ancients.
Medieval Latin had been corrupted because it was used in
contact with the vernacular tongues in everyday experiences.
Too many of the Renaissance scholars held a concordance to
Cicero in their hands every time they uttered a Latin phrase. .
The Renaissance scorned the Middle Ages.. It llad the
assurance of a cocky young. man matching his strength
...
against a tottering older one. And yet when one looks at
L_
[47 ]
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the for~s unleashed by the new enlightenment one almost
longs for the old so-called darkness. One can easily be sentimental about the Middle Ages, and yet it is not disloyal to
the ~enalssance to s~ggest that the, world outgrew its intellectual and spiritual garments faster than it could manufacture appropriate new ones.
Notable -in the book is Professor Baldwin's analysis of
the insight into philology held by a Benedictine monk named
Perion, who as early as 1554 seemed to recognize relationships between Gallic' and Greek, and to employ certain modern ~resources of comparative grammar.
That this posthumous publication from a great scholar
is valuable goes without saying. None of Dr. Baldwin's
books draws upon the virtue of style. In spite of th~ attention which he gave to rhetoric in theory, in actual practice
his writing can claim little beyond the Horatian precept of
clarity. In even this respect, there are some spotty passages
in the last work from his pen which a final perusal by the
author might nave removed. There are half a dozen points
at, which Dr. Baldwin ·could have made his points of view
emphatic, heightening the originality of his study and
dramatizing the fruits of his exhaustive labor. That such
was not his way will not rob him of 7any of the acclaim discerning readers will 'Yish to giv~.
T. M. PEARCE
One of the most careful, most meticulous, and most
complete works on the history of the stage in England is
Professor George Odell's Shakespeare from Betterton to
Irving. In that book American scholarship with its genius
for facts and documentation came to the assistance of the
,mother country and for the first time made clear to Englishmen and to the world the vicissitudes of Shakespeare on the
stage of his native land.'
"
The theatre-going and play-reading public has for
more than a decade enjoyed the possession of A. H. Quinn's
History of American Drama. But the first complete picture

of

..
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of the American stage will come in the completion of George Odell's colossal Annals of the New York Stage, the eleventh
volume of which has just appeared. For the history of-the
theatre in America is primarily and overwhelmingly the
story of the New York stage. New York not only inaugur.ates but magnifies and perfects all the trends and tendencies
which are found elsewhere. And New York affords ail
intimacy and flmiliarity of treatment -only possible in a
great metropoli' and theatrical capital where openings,
innovati.,ons, act vities, and closings are continuous. There
the vet~ran pIal -goer and perennial lover of the theatre
catches the first glimpse of the star or singer as she trips
down the gap.g lank or emerges from the oblivion pf the
theatrical hint land which Broadway politely distnisses.
as the provinces.,
.
There is a coziness and subdued glamour about old
New York, which comes from the proximity and richness of
many things and many people in less crowded, though no
less elegant, surroundings·than our-own. Events occur and
men and women move, but the tempo is moderate, and in
this more leisurely age of not so long ago the glare and
fatigue of modern New Yo~k are far around the corner of
the century.
The years 1879 to 1882, which the current volume
covers, form an epoch which can best be described with reference to the state of the drama~in' Europe. In the very year
that our chronicle begins, Ibsen produced his A Doll's House. _
Although he had already written a number of other plays,
he had as yet no real existence for England or for America.
.,
In England the wrong Byron was having his inning, H. J.
..
Byron, ,the author of Our Boys; and Byron's !plays w~re ex-"
ported to America, jammed though they were with theatricality, platitude, and pun. Like him in melodramatic effe~.
tiveness and emptiness of content was' Dion Boucicault,.:
actor, playwright, manager. After making his fortunes secure in England, Boucicault again exercised his three-fold
theatrical ability in New York. He it was who gave us our

1
1

"

I

~
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acting version of Rip Van Winkle. Boucicault was past master o~ the art of theatrical persuasion. By his sentimentality,
humor, and excitement he charmed unthinking audiences on
both sides of the Atlantic, but the sentimental unreality in
his plays of Irish life so disgusted Dublin that, in protest,
later to be perpetuated through the Abbey Theatre, there
arose Lady Gregory and the other dramatists of the Irish
renaissance. The A'nnals tells the story of Boucicault's
leasing of Booth's Tneatre and of his performance of Louis
XI, wherein he spoke the French of the title role in..his own
rich, irrepressible Dublin brogue.
France was more adequately represented before the
New York public by the divine Sarah Bernhardt, who came
over in 1880 to play Phedre and Camille. But the happiest
European venture on Manhattan shores was the arrival of
Sir William Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan and the Pirates of
Penzance in its world premiere. At that time, there was nO).
. . international copyright law a:nd the celebr,ated collaborators
had never received a c~nt for the operettas previously pub_lished and performed in America. Hence they risked no
':.chance of losing the American royalties on the Pirates, but
.~ were here to establish their copyright.
Not all the celebrities known to the present day arrived
in the Annals by way of Europe. Edward H. Sothern made
hi$ debut in these years. His first appearance hardly fore- .
shadowed his future fame. Overcome with stage fright;::"heforgot the one and only line of his part and spoiled his
father's scene." MaurIce Barrymore was prominent at this!
time. Walter Damrosch was an obscure organist in his
father's famous orchestra. DeWolf Hopper was emerging,
and among the:ladies there were Lillian Russell and Adelina
Patti, the singer.
.
~ .
There were excellent stock companies for high comedy
. and tragedy, performing in theatres where the orchestra
played in a loft directly above the stage. There were Ger- ,
..
man companies producing plays and operas. But even with
. ~ _,:. notable Italian opera' and worthy revivals of literary clas-
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sics, the typical Ame.rican offerings were
inalPuUman Palace Car, The Brook, or a Jolly Do.-y at the Pfcnic,
Hiawatha, Rip Van Winkle, and Uncle T01n's Cap,in. I ':Professor Oden' includes Brooklyn and suburban I New
York in his survey. There are such events as strawber~{ festivals, adventures in a.theism personaily conducted by IRobert Ingersoll, the appearance of Barnum's _TOIn Thum}), the
music of Johann Strauss, the conducting of Thebdore
Thomas and the elder Damrosch, the performances o~ the
Philharmonic and the Oratorio societies. All these ar the
diverse elements among the pastimes and pleasures of New
York of the early eighties, and all these .are harmonizeq and
brought neatly within the covers of one volume, which lis as
pleasing to the average reader as it is valuable to theth~atri
cal critic and scholar. The Annals is a~ once a work of
reference' and a romance.
DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH

.

For anyone who considers that philosophy is more
than a speculation upon eternal trut~s, that it is indeed a _
vital index to the mental evolution of human cultures, an~
means of condensing and spreading the expressibn of curl.
rent philosophical literature should be more than welcome.
The advent of Philosophic Abstracts appea!s to fill a very
definite need in this direction.
H. G. ALEXANDER
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D. H. Lawrence and Susan His Cow-William York Tindall-Columbia University Press, New York-'$2.75.
'-"~

"The critic's first duty to a genius is to try to understand
his meaning." This is Professor Tindall's own credo for
his study of D. H. Lawrence. DA Tindall has a witty and
rational mind which operates with the precision of a metronome and with about the same degree of emotion. Lawrence
"thought with his blood." For such a critical intellect to
perform that first duty to a genius who disavowed the intell~ct is an ambitious enterprise. Perhaps it is ungenerous to'
suggest that a criti,c's second duty involves the objective
approach, an immunity from "the prepossession of the
author," for lack of which Professor Tindall himself rebukes
two studies of nLawrence which he considers "not scholarly
"
enough."
Professor Tindall's particular prepossession is an impulse to be witty at the expense of Lawrence, Mrs. Lawrence, the gamekeepers and grooms of Lawrence's novels,
and some of the ancestral romanticism of English letters
from which Lawrence derives. Sometimes, with all the zeal
of a now-recanting Laurentian and the polish of a Pope, he
delivers hits which delight those who likewise have failed
to succumb to the charms of Lady Chatterley's lover. At
other times the witticism is a schoolboy's spitball; at all
times Professor Tindall's attitude toward Lawrence stimu. lates distrust of his observations and obscures, in a measure,
the real' scholarship and penetration which make the book
a more valuable study of Lawrence than a cursory reading
mi~ht indicate.
In a thorough and,allusive examination of Lawren~e's
reading and writing, Professor Tindall sees the genius struggling against his personal problems and the currents of
his age, developing a private reli~ion out of his theories of
anti-intellectualism, the primitive, and the occult. Law[ 52]
!
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renee's revolt agains_t science and the ma4hine, hi; theory
of "mindlessness and blood," his belief in t,e primitive patterns for modern man, and his final SYnthesis Qf these theories '.
with theosophy and yoga and the symbolic'" Su,san are. impressively analyzed against their backgrounds in modern
thought. The Lawrence versions of polarity and ,the unconscious, metempsychosis and Mme. Blavat~ky, Karma and
chakra, by virtue of Professor Tindall's cle~r- dissection and
sensible semantics, assume intelligibility whether they have
it or not; and the analysis is, on the whole,. an illuminating
experience for those whQ have long wandened in the mazes
of Laurentian theology. ~
Professor Tindall is not unappreciative of L~wrence's,
real merits: his matchles~ evocation of loca~e, his ability to
"tran~late ancient myth with almost hyp~otic effect," his
fine prose style. But Lawrence, he says in effect, has warped
his art in an attempt to express a private religious system
and in so doing has failed to achieve the inner unity which
all great art must have'to conquer outer conlfusion.
Aside f.rom his levity, Professo.r TindaJllis entitled to liis
conclusions. But they are dry and rattling bones 'of what
must have been the real Lawrence. That figure" in the round,
nev~r emerges from the mastery of detail flnd rich source
material of the study. For Professor Tindall has stu9.ied
the -writing with condescension for the m4n, an error in
tolerancen not in scholar~hip which Lawrefce's New Mexico may be reluctant to forgive.
I
. --:!
"

KATHERINE SIMONS

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque'
The Last of the Seris-Dane and Mary Roberts
& Co., New York-$2.50. •

Cooli~ge-E. P. D~tton
I

I -

The" world in which we live is a strang~ plac~, full of
surprises at every turn.. Few beyond the professional anthropologists know that along the bleak, sandy coast of Northern
Mexico where the SonoraIi' Desert meets th~' Gulf of Cali-
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fornia the~e is a strange tribe of fish:'eating Indians know~
as the Seris. Quite.different from our preconceived notions
of Indians, these peo-plerepresent no glories of a "vanishing"
race/' The Seris are a poor digging and fishing people,
dev6id of even those rudimentary comforts usually associated with the Indians of the Plains or Pueblos. Dane and
Mary Coolidge present a popularized version of the lives of
some of these rather benighted ipdividuals, old men who
remember only v~guely the erstwhile complex religious life,
the chants and SO~gS, and the ceremonial behavior of their
people and are thus fittingly called "the last of the Seris."
Here is a picture of a very primitive group of human
beings-a bicture, and no more, since the work can scarcely
be called scientific. The Last of the Seris is a very neat travel
account whlch tells us something of a short trip taken by th~
auth.ors to Tiburon Island and Kino Bay. In the course of the
journey the reader is introduced to a smattering of social
anthropology, a bJt of primitive art, a taste of acculturation~
and a hodge-podge- of material culture. Mr. and Mrs. Coolidge were fortunate to be able to spend some six weeks
-among the Seri Indians, ostensibly to make a sociological
study. Together ~hey have produced what might be called
a study in religious acculturation, the mixture qf the native
Seri religion with Mexican Roman Catholic elements. The
authors themselves apparently do not realize this. They
glibly offer some native drawings of fish-gods neatly surr
rounded with Christian crosses, drawings which they appariently accept as indicative ~f the aboriginal Seri religion. Th~
hazy memories of a _few old men, anq an attempt at reli~
g~ous analysis are the sum of the book.
Mr. Coolidge would have us believe that the Seris once
occupied a much higher plane (\f culture than that in whicljl
they :pow find themselves. Says .the author, "Their songs,
their stories, their gO"ds, like those of the ancient Greeks, ali
point to a day when tIre Seris were a great people, before the
White Men came." Archaeology reveals no higher civiliza~
=+-"

I

..
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tion in that provincial a~ea.l Where, we might ask, is, the
evidence?
The Last of the Seris is not without its value, ho\yever.
No one may again be so fortqnate as to secure the i~terest
ing native drawings which ape so heavily interspersed
throughout the pages of the book. The portrayals of Seri
gods are indeed worth while, even if Christian symbols and
influences· mark them. Many· colorful and va~uable photo-.
graphs lend genuine worth and interest. The r~ndom translations of Seri chants and son·gs are very wen done and it
will easily be seen that these people, primitive °as they are,
are not without their poetry, nor Mr. Ooolidge without poetic
ability. There is a distinct charm to his renditions of Seri
verse.
.
We may read the Coolidges' book for its well-told tale
of travel and adventure. We may enjoy its \pictures' and
native tales, its translations of poetry and' its "Stone Age':
art. But we come away knowing little more about the strange
Seri Indians. As a scientific bit of ethnology th~ Last of the
Seris is an abysmal failure.
ROBERT F. SPENCER
University of New Mexico
"Alb~querque
\

Embree-HOUghto~

Indians of the Americas-Edwin R.
MilIIin COD]-"
pany, The Riverside Press, Cambridge, MassaChfsetts, 1939-'·
$2.75.
-~-')

With a more cosmopolitan background tha . is usual in
most ethnological presentations, Edwin R. Emb ee presents,
in a popuI'ar manner, the Indians of America. \' In keeping
with the cosmopolitanism, as well as the' popular presentation, the Indians are, in this work, taken out of bold anthropological surroundings and bathed in the warm! sunshine qf·
personal intimacy.
.
I
TJ1e book consists of four parts:~·
l
Part I-A prologue introduction and description of the
Indian situation as the author see~ it.

.

0
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Part II-A description of three "classic" Indian cultures, the Maya, the Aztecs of Mexico, the Inca Empire of
Pe~u.

Part III-An intimate reconstruction of North Amerio:can Indian life exemplified in "Life on the Western 'Plains,"
"The United States of the Iroquois," and "The Pueblos of
the Southwest."
.
)
Part IV-A description of the place of the Indian irl
a',White world, with laments and remarks pertaining thereto.
.. ~,' This work is' evidently an attempt to· popularize at one
fell swoop the American Indian life of North, South, and
Central America. This, in itself, is a gigantic task, both by
reason of the immensity of the project and 'also the limitatr
tions of the approach. The reviewer is fully aware that the
popular :approach is more difficult to render successfullf ~
thap. the scientific report. The author has succeeded r~
markably in making the American Indian a living, real,
personalized individual. 'At the same time, a remarkable
quaptity of information has been hung upon this narrative
hatntck. .
.',' Mr. Embree has wisely chosen not to tell all he knows
about all of the American Indians. He has selected only th
so-c'alled "high points" of Indian life, and of course not all of
these. There is a certain tendency, constantly apparent, to
characterize the American Indian by certain spectacular o~
romantic cultures: This is not' offered as criticism but is
an observation upon the avowed intention of the author.
,Unlike most "popular" renditions of scientific or ll~eudo
,scientific natur~, the Indians of the Americas does not degenerate into purely sentimental twaddle or sweeping inaccurate" generalities. The author has obviously gone to .the
soutcfYs for information concerning his material, although,
unfortunately, not all of the sources in each case.
Pursuant with the usual book reviewing custom of
finding something wrong with the book, we may list some of
the followig items, remembering, of course, that in the
encompassing of a very extensive subject in an abbreviated
'<>j

, I
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popular manner, many such evils can hardly be avoided.
In the first few pages, the author has evid ntly followed
Las Casas to the exclusion of other equally good, and in
some cases more accurate,. sources. We may remark that
(page 2) no large number of fhdians were taken away by
Columbus, nor was the advent of that great explorer quite
so morbid a picture as has been _painted. \
(Page 5) Portuguese and French voyagers were active
from 1488 to 1500. Spain conquered
not much more than
.,
one-half of South America. The Caribs were not easily conquered; in fact, they were never conquered by the Spaniards.
The Maya were also not quickly conquered, as stated by the
author. It took some twenty-three years.
(Page 8) The English were not the last to invade the
Indians' wo·rld. Swedes, Dane$, an~ Dutch, in that order,
were subsequent invaders.
.
,
(Page 16) Not all "Indians have yellowish-brown skin,
e. g., various Yumans.
~\ i
(Page 17) Not all Indians have straight hair; ,some
aboriginal types of pure strain have wavy hair.
(Page 18) The agriculture of e,rly Egypt was perhaps
never passed on to surrounding people as st~ted by Mr.
Embree,-but was derived instead from an outside source.
(Page 19) 'Civilization was not highest where the continents of North and South America meet, i. ej, Costa Rica,
Panama, and Colombia, but in centers further Ito the north ~_._
and further to the south.
'!,
-\
(Page 21) Iron was not unkno~n to the American Indian; it was known to the Greenland Eskimo 4nd was utilized in meteoric form by many American aborigines.
(Page ~3) In addition to those mentidned by Mr.
Embree, the Indians tamed Qr domestic}lted th~ boa, duck,
currasow, guau, ortoIis, guinea pig, and alpaca.
(Page 29) It has not been demonstrate~ that maize was
the basis of origin of agriculture in the _New 'Yorld, nor is
it now held that teocentli was ancestral to maiz~. ~

1

I·I
!
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(Page 30) The Maya did not develop the sweet potato
and probably not tobacco, cotton, or the tomato.
(Page 36) In the opinion of the reviewer it is a dangerous assumption that Kukulcan or a similar god was present
in the Pueblo pantheon.
(Page.41) I would question sandals of hemp.
(Page 44) The date here stated with certainty, 600-800
A. D., would depend on whose dating system was used. The
recent trend is to adopt a correlation with a later great cycle,
making all dates more recent (Vaillant).
(Page 45) Copan is not in southern Central America.
nor did the learning there necessarily exceed that of other
Mayan cities.
(Page 51) The Mayan cities were not in their time the
most brilliant centers of art and learning in the world. Mr.
Embree has overlooked the great Mo~lem cultures of Fez,
Cairo, Damascus, Bukhara, Cordova, etc.
(Page '53) Not to be carping, there are less than 800,000 Mexicans of Nahuan speech, inst~ad of minions.
(Page 57) There is no evidende, conclusive at least,
that the Aztecs derived maize, beans, ~otton, cucurbits, stone
working, pyramids,'and the bulk of their basic culture from
the Mayas.
(Page 64) The Aztecs, so far as we know, did not use
money in the form of aT.
(Page 71) The Toltec cities were not contemporary
•
with the Aztec. The period of the Naciones Pobladores intervened.
;
There is no need to continue in this picayune manner
with individual criticisms. The items here criticized do not
represent all of those to which exception might be taken.
They do indicate, however, the general type of pitfall into
which anyone who attempts this variety of writin~ may fall.
As ~ay be seen, most' of these difficulties~ come under the
head of minutiae or moot points. I have ·no doubt that Mr.
Embree and the list of venerable gentlemen to whom he gives
credit for checking his work were aware of the truth in most.
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cases. In popular writing, one cannot tell all
of the·
situation in a short space. The author should have, I believe, '
avoided stating only one side of moot questions asI a fact.
I would disagree with the author (page 2~1) that the
book is an American history. 'I would regard itl rather as a
very successful depiction, for popular reading, :of the most
outstanding aspects of the Indian life and culture of the
Americas.
~
FRANK C. HIBBEN
University of New ~fexico
Albuquerque
A Letter- from Texas-Townsend Miller-Carl Hertzog, EI Paso,
Texas', 1939-$2.50.
"
Poems-William Pillin-The Press of James A. "Decker, PraiIi~ City,
Illinois, 1939.

The work of young poets seems to me to be in a';Btale':~
mate. I need not limit my statement to young poets, for
poets in general seem to be in an ebb tide, capght in the
backwash of the surge from the New Poetry now aged'about
thirty years. If anything, we need calmer poetry, less of
the personal pain and "oh, the poor people" stuff. It is a
question to me how effective poetry can eyer b~ as a chart
of social misery; certainly as an asset to psy~hoanalysis,
we have all had our fill. I keep thinking, here.j~ the Southwest, of the psychology bf Indian poets, who think of themselves as the servants of the· tribal spirit, calle<i to express
others' joys and need, and always speaking the poet prayer
to the elemental f9rces in nature. Of course, some of these
elemental gestures are voodoo and misdirected, but at least
the singer concentrates on something larger tban his per- "
sonal case history or the selfishness Of his neighbor. There
are other ways of relieving both situations more effective
than the poet's tools.
I like Townsend Miller'~ poem becaqs~ it has something
of the calm magnitude whiclIr is its theme-the place on the
nature map called Texas. "It is a strange land," he writes,
.

I

r
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a part of "the large' western dream." Yet there is "blue
silence of sea and sand," "pine with the high redolent forests," "the hot golden heart under the Tropic." Here girls
and the young men walk in the streets "tall, splendid, easy,
as wind .over the prairie." Austin, in the early evening"the blind walls from the plain fronting the level light"shines like the long sought gold of Cibola. But to, the west
is the true land of Spain, "sttill as a dream of time,' and gray
and green as olive." In San Antonio "cool patios silent and
shaded of pomegranate," Dallas "turned with herfa'ce,to th~
east," Fort Worth "fronting the afternoon, .and thewestJ'
There is poetry richly phrased in Mr1~iller's ,lette~.
The book is a pleasant one to touch again, f0fJt has breAdt~
of viewpoint and beautiful words and sustain~d feeling fot
the pattern of the land and the life in it. A Letter froiit
Texas is a distinctive, modern poem, and I congratulate th~
author on it. Let others jud,ge whether I am right or wrong1.
Mr. Pillin's book is an anthology of his work,some of
which has appeared in"such journals as American Prelaces",
Prairie Schooner, New Masses, and the New Republic. It
.does not always strike a response in me. I ~m.weary of stacjcato passages of continents,
castles, monks~ and saints, in a.I
•
"ballet of fire and vengeance," though that may not be a false
prophecy of what we are due for. As a description of part of
the world, it isn't far wrong at the moment. Sometimes Mr.
Pillin really hits it off, as in his "Folksong," whose "listeners
in the wind" hear the vo~ces of. men at work across the slopes
and broken fields "of this tremendous land." But "Wild.
Boys of the Road" is a journalistic' jotting, not poet:r~y, and
"My Amazing Dawn"· needs an hour with Whitman to repair the sorry landscape instead of weeping ov~r it.
The western poems are the best. "A'dobe Walls" has assurance and beauty. "It is a man's joy to build a chimney
for familiar smoke" the poet rightly affirms.
Man grows in nurtured soil.
He is no lark to wing -from pole to stalk.
"To a Watercolor Artist" expresses the rightness many of
.
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. us feel about modern art. I have the feeling that Mr. P llin
is gaining stronger roots for his poetry; that this, thoug his
first book, and a good OIle, is neither the last nor! the b st.
•
' .:
T., 1\:1. [PE CE
University of New Mexico
I
Albuquerque
Mary Austin, Woman of Genius-Dr. Helen MacKnight DoyleGotham House, New York, 1939-$3.00.

From an acquaintanceship dating from about 1905 in,
Bishop, California, Dr. Helen M. Doyle writes the life of
Mary Austin. The chief fault is that Dr. Doyle relies quite
too much upon Mrs. Austin's autobiography, Earth Horizon.
She gives too little information· that cannot be found in
EarthHorizon and too seldom departs from Mrs. Austin's
own readings of her motives. Mary Austin,' Woman of
Genius, however, gives the life in much more palatable form
than the autobiography,~inceDr. Doyle, although extremely
tolerant and<>sympathetic, is slightly more obje¢tive in her
attitude and infin~tely more clear in her style. lparth Hori...
zon, of course, is still the better book.
Dr. Doyle, aware of l\lary Austin's frequ~ntly extravagant gestures and poses, nev.ertheless proves to. all sensible
people that Mrs~ Austin was, after all, human and did not
usually bite, not even Methodists. The author follows the
old idea that queerness is genius; her apology for the queer",
ness is all based upon the assumption that it was in itself
proof of the genius. The question of Mary Austin's particular genius remains, therefore, just where it )Vas. It will
have to be settled eventually on the basis of Mrs. Austin's
writing. On that side, Dr. Doyle, to put it mildly, is naive.
And in overlooking the voluminous writings of Mary Austin
-most of the works are ;noteven mentioned-'Dr. Doyle
neglects much relevant and revealing biographic~l material.
<!

I

J
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DUDLEY WYNN

University of Ne~v Mexic_o "
Albuquerque
.
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SALl)1>o A TODOS LOS PAISANOS:
!Five Albuquerque authors are publishing this" spring.
The new-high record will certainly J;Ilake literary history
here, and the authors making 1940 memorable (along with
Coronado) are: Conrad Richter, Dorothy B. Hughes, Dr. T.
M. Pearce, Erna Fergusson, and Franc J. Newcomb. .. The
Trees, Conrad Richter's book, will be released for publication
on March first by Knopf, and is one of a duat selection of the
Book-of-the-Month Club for" March. Advance criticism on
the forthcoming novel calls it, "A magnificent epic of the
American wilderness and of authentic early American life."
... Mr. Richter's short "novel, The Sea of Grass, sold fifteen
thousand copies ... On -March 22, The So Blue Marbile, by
Dorothy B. Hughes, will be published by Duell, Sloan and
Pearce. Although this is Mrs. Hughes' first novel, and
incidentally the first mystery novel to be published by an
-"':., Albuquerque author, it is not her first book. She is the
author of arvolume of poems, Dark Certainty, and Pueblo on
the Mesa, the University of New Mexico's semi-centennial
historical volume ... As Dorothy B. Flanagan she has been
a frequent contributor to the New Yorker, the New Mexico
Quarterly, and the Pict[Jrial Rev~ew . ... The So\,Blue Marble"
is "a mystery, but not strictly so. Mrs. Hughes says that it is
psychological, rather than a "who-did-it?" guessing-game
type. of story.... She is scheduled for two mystery novels a
year for Duell, Sloan and Pearce, a new firm, by the way,
whose list includes such famous people as Archihald MacLeish, Erskine Caldwell, Oliver St. John Gogarty, and Rockwell Kent ... Dr. T. M. Pearce's book on Mary Austin, The
Beloved House, will be off the Caxton Press on April 15. It
will be illustrated by twenty stunning .lithographs, one of
which is a reproduction of Olive Rush's portrait of "I-Mary"
[ 62]
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· ... Our South'lvest, Erna Fergusson's fifth ~ook, is scheduled for April 15 b~ her publishers, Alfred ~. Knopf ...
Among the photographic illustrations are a number by Ruth
",Frank, of Life magazine reputation. Miss Frapk has visited
here seperal times, and is a sister oi Paul Frank, of Santa Fe.
· .. Early in April, the Rydal Press, of Santa Fe, will.publish Franc Johnson Newcomb's latest book,~Navajo Omens
and Taboos.' A thousand copies of the edition ~ave been
printed, bo~nd in art linen. Chee Dodge, venerable IndJan
leader in the Navajo tribe, has written a for~word'for the
~' collection of tribal traditions, taboos, and hom~ehqld.~ayings
•.0. In addition to these five books by. Albuquerque ;oaUthors,
another book by a .former Albuquerque resident, Paul Hor- .
gan, is scheduled for publicat.ion by Harper'~ Qn April 4,
called Figures in a La1idscape .•. The UniversifYr 9f, N:ew
Mexico Press announces two very important 'spring, publications. My Nine Years as Governor, by FormerG8Vernor
Miguel A. Otero, will be the third and final v;olume 01 the
'series, and according to those "in the know" will be extremely interesting, not only to New Mexica:n~ but to those
- outside the state ... Rocky Mountain Politics, the other Uni- r
versity Press publication, is edited by Dr. Th(])mas ,C. Donnelly, of the University of New_ Mexico.' There are eight
contributors to the book, each one an outstanding authority
in the field of political science, and representative~ of the
particula;r geographic area treated . [ . Arthur -Holcombe,
, professor of Government at Harvard, has; written the fore~

wordri~~ll, Sloan and

PUb~.':'

Pearce are to·
American
Folkways Series, edited by "Erskine Caldw - ,,'. 0 has been
trav.eli~ about the country finding contributprs. the first
book in the series will be one by Stanley Vestal, and it will
deal with the "short-grass coun~ry of the Southwest".. ~, .
During his Santa Fe visit, Mr. Caldwell was the guest of an
old friend, Alfred Morang. . .
.
The newly formed English Club at the! University' of
New Mexico had as its first guest lecturer at a 'literary tea in
I
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the Student Union Building last week, the Reverend Ernest
Whitesmith, a Robert Burns authority of note and merit ...
S. Stephenson Smith, educational counselor for the American
Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers, was also a
recellt guest lecturer at a tea in his honor ....'
According to the New Y orker'.s inquiring reporter,
"Mabel Dodge Luhan is back 'in New York reviving her
salons of yesteryear ... Her foutth husband, Tony, a Pueblo
Indian, is due to come to"New York from their home in Taos,
New Mexico, some time in February. Tony has never read
any of his wife's four .volumes of Intimate Memories, in
which he is a featured character. He has never read /any, thing in English, in fact, and can speak it only haltingly,
even after seventeen years of married life with Mabel. Tony
gets on reasonably well with her artistic and literary friends,
but if he is bored, with any of them, he. just fades away ...
In New York, Tony will wear regular city clothes. His chief
purpose in coming East is to see the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington, John Collier, an old friend, and
also Secretary Ickes. Mrs. Luhan thinks he is probably going
to ask them to give his tribe a flour mill .. ."
Report has it that Lynn Riggs is in La Jolla, working
on a new play; that Witter Bynner will be in Mexico for some
. , time; and that Dr. George st. Clair is quite well and having
- a happy winter in Florida ...
Hasta la proxima vez.
J

r .'.
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JULIA KELEHER
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STEBELTON~.

NULLE is a graduate of Ohio State University, Columbia University, and
the University of Pennsylvania. He now teaches history at New York University.
Some contributions to The American Retliew by Dr. Nu~ indicate his fascistic
leanings. His article on Lawrence, it should be remarked, was in the hands of the
editor before the appearance of William Y. Tindall's D. H. Lawrence and Susan
HiB Cow. Dr. Nillne is by no means the first to point out certain fascistic implications of Lawrence's writings, but he is probably among the first to congratulate
Lawrence on that apparent tendency.

ESHREF SUEVKY is Ohief of the Division of Economic Surveys in the Southwest Region,
Soil Conservation Service. He is a sociologist, deeply interested in problems. of
Fregional development.
~,
Photographs by IRVlING RusINow have appeared in Scribner's and in Surtle'll Graphic.
His;work has been shown in varioull galleries. He has from time to time been
. 'commissioned to participate in regional surveys undertaken by the staff of technicians of the Soil Conservation Service. His series of photographs dealing with
the Santa Cruz Valley accompanied the report of the Interdepartmental 'Rio
Grande Committee. His recent Rio Grande series is a documentation of the Survey
of Economic Conditions in the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District, now being
com'pIeted.'
,
.
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D. H. Lawrence an the Fascist Movement
.

By

'~N H. ~ULLE

"
~
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i

,speaking, fascismfmay b~ defiIJed as the
prelImInary response, ,ental al1ld emotIonal, to the vast
changes in hu~an conditio~s of 0 r times. Among other
things, it may be regardedI as the process by' which the
powers of the state are rou ded out and as another step in
t~e slow growth of a comm n mind and will, of wider and
deeper human association. Philosophically, it marks the
realization that i~dividualit is~ a ,p~ase to ,be transcended.
and offers a way out of 0 r self.~feating individualism. .
Like every other historical oveme t, its roots"spread far
'and wide into the most div rse soi . into many aspects of
,truth. On tlie",one hand, it nds itsJsource in the ma,rriage
of knowledge and power, in the des~re to applY'reason and
discipline to human affairs, 0 supplt what H. G. Wells has
so often referred to as a "co petent receiver" for our bankrupt and bewildered age. 0 the otfer hand, fascism is an
expression of the aspiration wpich Ifound release in nineteenth century romanticism, in the ~ysticism of Nietzsche
and the vitalism of. Bergson, orces top numerous to mention;
which, in our owJ?times, insIst uponIhe inadequacy of reason and urge the .equal claim~ 'of the ' nconscious, or those of
the body as a whole. These e ements n fascism, the rational
and anti-rationftl, are unite by co mon loves, aljld fears;
both want to liquidate outwdrn thin~s and summon men to .'
create a spiritualized and ded cated n.tion.
, To D. H. Lawrence,' thi very h$mony df the rational
and the irrational was the s preme i sue of our day. "The
problem, for him, was to bri I g the imal and the thinker
together ... to make them coo erate i~n, he building up of consummate manhood/'I Thoug it is ne rly ten years since he
died, after ~tirring the stagna t pool contemporary letters
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as it had not been stirred 'sinc4fRousseau, the waves he set in
motion have spread far and wide, influencing ever broader
areas of thought and feeling. Curiously enough, the political
implications of the wor~ of Lawrence are only now being
generally realized. Most commentators
have contented
•
themselves with such observations as that of the Frenchman,
De Reul, that what political'"ideas he had were "Plutot
faibles, vagues et changeantes." Others deny that he made
any political application of his irration~lism whatever. Possibly Rampion's (Le. Lawrence's) diatrIbe against politics
and politicians of all kinds in the twenty-third' chapter of
Point Counter Point will be recalled, and Aldous Huxley,
who knew ;Lawrence as intimately as anyone perhaps, warns
us that it.is impossible to write ,about him except as an artist.
Yet the spirit of fascism is nowhere better expressed than in .his work and, moreover, in none of the foremost 'writers of
our time is there to be found such sympathetic 'exposition of .
its positive principles. Lawrence the poet is, in effect, an
excellent example of the Hero as Politician. Where in contemporary literature, if. not in Lawrence, do we meet the
great agonized spirit of revolt 'against the present order, the
awful inner hatred of a system which, as he would say, "outrages the solar plexus," which frustrates life and makes it
fundamentally unliveable for all of us? The sight and smell
of decaying liberal-democracy~ sickened him as it must all
sincere men. Like Rousseau, he thought and felt and wanted
to live, not as his contemporaries did, but in the way he
hoped his ..descendants would' someday think and feel and
live. In Rousseau's time, however, there was at least the
final refuge of the wilderness; today the only hope this side
of madness is revolution.
Like all men of today, then, Lawrence suffered, but to
an acute. degree, the sense of frustration which affects our
times. His total visi9n of a wider living and comradeship
was, of course, as unrealizable as that of Jesus and all the
great prophets and poets: One with all of them, he suffered
and died, leaving behind, for the most part, only the vaguest

.
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testament to mankind. Lik~ them tbo, he had no neat formu.las and fixed principles to-Pffer. Such men are alone with
their souls and with the alwful tr~h of things. Could he
have explained t~e d~eper fnsight thich ~e had, each little
partY, as Carlyle saId of I Cromwell, would "eitt~er have
shu.ddered aghast at it, 'or pelievin it their own, little com'pact hypothesis must have ~one wh )y to. wreck.", Lawrence
had his dream, but to the uestion How is it to be made
real? he had no answer. " or him nd for other !men it is a
simple miracle" for which e calls1 This new world into
which he bids us enter doe I not exir'"
.
The experience of eve y great prophet and teacher is
fated to be interpreted i!.l t rms of lower order of reality.
The whole perception is too a~zzlin~, too ~. 'impractical" ; and
lesser men '\Vho would not s e It vanlrh an'd be altogether lost
reduce it to the limitations f the a~eragE(gaze. Something
of what Paul of Tarsus difor J esp-s, of Cardinal UgoIino
and Fra Elias for the Sain of Ass,si is.( coming to be done
for Lawrence's standpoint by the leaders of fascism. Just
as Rousseau~was the incohetent andl unwitting evangelist of
one revolution, Lawrence wjOI eventriklly be numbered amon.g.
the prophets of fascist rev ution, ~6r it seems certain that
fascism, more than any oth ~ moverhent of our times, holds
.out the hope of capturing af~least p~rt of wh~t he saw and
of satisfying more of the d$nands t at he made of life. If
his prophethood was not re~OgniZe . by fascists in his lifetime, it will be remembered that, wi h the partial exception
of Sorel and 'Pareto, formal .hinkers have likewise neglected
the political applications of lJ1is for. runners, Schop~nhauer
and Nietzsche:., The more rncompJ Qmisingly" .rational are
troubled by his putting th solar: lexus above bloodless
reason; and Roman Cathol c fascis~ s in particu]ir: do not
_
like the author of The Man ho Die' at a l l . ,
It may be asked: Why °d he hi self not hail ~he rising
sun of fascism in ~taly and ermany . Although lie lived in
Italy most of the time after he war until his dep~rture_for
the Ea§t in the spring of 192, it is t ue that he had little to
I
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say in his l~tters about the preliminaries of the fascist coup.
He did, however, when he was in Germany, in 1927, recognize "a ne~ sort of stirring there: a horrible disillusion, a
grinning aWful materialism; but underneath it a stir of life."
It was, as ~e said, too soon to look for results. He also saw
pre-fascistlltaly~ with its corrupt parties and ineffective
leadership,) as a "ridiculous kingdom, political1y," governing
itself so b~dly "that one becomes indifferent to all political
fates . . . [and merely curses because there's no coffee and
no post." ~t is also true that when he again met with what,
at least, p~ssed for fascism along with bolshevism in Mexico in 192 " he expressed his indifference to b~th alite. "I
don't care, I don't listen," he wrote his wife's other. One
can only pint to the fact that all prophets te d to play a
lone hand nd to overlook their potential allies.1
.
It is f equently alleged that Jesus would bb equally indifferent t institutionalized Christianity if he came upon
it. N 0 re~l prophet will betray his daemon for the sake of
someth~ng)less than his dream. Yet fascism is a movemenp,a ferment pf revolt, rooted in the same soil from which~ the
dream of Lawrence sprang. It hates most of the things
" which he ~ated.and seeks some, at least, of the things which
he sought.1 Like him it recognizes the need of revolution;
but whereas he had nothing ready to replace the present
order, it s~eks to adapt liberty to the necessity of:planning
and to th~ coordinated public control of modern economic
life. It s~eks also the'renewal and quickening of a sterile,
stagnant people by actions, words, and symbols, and through
all this a new integration of the life of our times. As Lawrence's fr~end, Gardiner, "has pointed out in his pamphlet,
W orld Wi~hout End, fascism is due to the clamor of men for '
their natura1 birthright. Middle-class democracy "annulled
the mystery of power without which men cannot be men,
stripped of which they fe'el humiliated, like a cock despoiled
. of his plulflage. It represents insurrection against a deeply
hurt male pride longing 'to reassert the niystety of power,
glamour, and lordship, the sense of glory whicl Puritanism
\
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, and the bourgeois ideals! of the ineteenth century, have
progressively destroyed."! Fasci.h .represents, in other
words, some of the releas~ and li' eration which Lawrence
I
sought..
I
If all this i rather le~s than hat, in one of his m9re
apocalyptic moo s, lie would have'sought, it is because the
individual a~d s cial pOin~. o.f Vie~' is to be reconciled only
imperfectly. A t~r all, Lawrenc enjoyed a position of
unusual indepe ence, and, as Mi' dleton' Murry well says,
"If to be free f om dome~tic
ties nd to have a means of
,
:. livelihood.. w.hi~~ can be e~~~ci~ed i. any place are an ip~is
pensable condIb n of beIn~ whol~ most men must resIgn
I themselves to pe*manent incompleteness." It will be remembered that ,the f~Y ce que voUdras
Theleme was addressed
only to such .as ~e. ~nattach~. d m~ free from all restraints
not o~ly from wIthIn but fr~m WIt out.
Although it!has been s:itid that Lawrence saw with his
whole soul the n~ed of change, but~as incapable of giving
constructive for~ to his prqtest, tliis is notaltogeth~r true.
There were time~ when he s,poke clearly in terms of matter
as well as of spirit: Whoever re~ds his Atistralian novel".
Kangaroo, will ~aver little doubt abput what he thought an~
felt. Not only does~he actu~lly giVJe us a detailed organiza~
tion of a tl1oroughgoing
fa'cist
mbvement,
but he himself
r
I
'
is its founder and leader! The collection of' part of his letters which Huxley edited als~ givesi numel;otis~ unambiguous
statements of his viewpoin~~ which ,go a long way to confirm ..
the foregoing interpretatio~ of his place with respect to
fascism. Interptetations o~ LawrEfnce are based too much
upon his more obscure nov~ls, ~here the hares run in so
plany directions as to be u~terlY ~ewildering. Tl),e letters
represent, on the contrary, 3\ simpl~r Lawrence, the prophet "
. i~ his everyqay contacts '.an~. relati~.ns, trying to be explicit<J,
and coherent. Frank
Swin .
erton!
:Has.
pointed
out, that "the.
I
,
Lawrence.who Wil"ote letters\to his friends bears no resemblance at all to the Law~'Cnpe 'Yhd has been described by v'
others." They are, as he say~, the wiork of a man supremely'
sane and sure. I
i
i.
•
i
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When all of Lawrence's many contradictions and e - ivocations are considered, what positive political pre ciples
emerge from the letters, confirming not only- the regoing
fascist aspects of a general nature but disso~ciat· ,g him as
well from other movements- and philosophie of protest,
especially dwmunism? In the following pa s. we shall let
him speak! far as possible for himself.
i
First bf all, perhaps, one would think of h.is splendid
vitalism, s~ like (on the one hand) that of the :bew creative
faiths, instinct with a 'Spirit that answers t~the cap of
modern m~n, and (on the other hand) 'so inco patible with
the conventional type of political organizatio , whicll we
know tOdat. He was "able to see things with ib.compa~able
freshness,'f as Ivor Brown admits; ''he could (write apout
them as though they had never happened before." I The
communist, Strachey, calls him "the one vital writer wrn-ich ~
England 'has produced since the war: the one who i still .J
wrote as U he knew that it was worth while to write";1 and
Edwin Muir calls him "the greatest genius of his time."
Lawrence sought to restore the world of natural men,ilwho
respond to their instinctive urges, emancipated from ancient
fears and frustrations. If life is to be lived completely, it
must lk aqcepted as a whole. The natural man lives in the
body, and: what Andre Maurois' called the "renaissance of
the body" 'or insistence on spontaneous living is most characteristic 'of fascism. Just as the Roundheads of 1649
changed ~he idea of treason, so the fascists have given sin anew meaning: sin means violence to life. To live, intensively
and fully, is the guiding principle of fascism.
'What is the problem· of politics according to Lawrence '/
He would agree with Comte that at bottom it is a-spiritual
one,. the recovery of the whole vision: "Get ye first the
Kingdom of Heaven and all the rest shall be added unto
you." Like Rousseau and Hitler he thought of politics not
as the conflict of persons or parties but of ideals and faiths.
"Down with the poor in spirit: A War !"-that was his
watchword. This explains why the judgment and advice
i
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he gave the world~ were so perplexing and inadequate. As
Aldous Huxley s~s, "Political advice from. even the most
greatly gifte.d of religious
innovators is always
inadequate;
I "
.
for it is ~ever, at pottom, a~vice about politics, but always
.advice about some~hing else." Lawrence saw that our world
has almost 'exhau~ted the caijital stock of i~herited spiritual
values upon whic]h e,very ci'11ization ultimately res*
. "Men lite and see a¢cording to. some gradu~llY, developing a.nd graduailly withering vision," he
wrote in th~ Fantasia pI the Unconscious. "This
vision eXist~: also as ~ dynamic idea, of metaphysics--exi ~s first as ~uch. Then it i~ unfolded
into life and alrt. Our vision, our belief", our metaphysic is we fing woeftilly thin. . . . We have no
future: neit en- for our It,opes nor our aims nor our
~
art., It. has boll gone gray and opaque. ,We've got
to rip the old[yeil of visi«!>u across and fip.d what the
heart really~,lievesin after all and wh~t the heart
really wants~fbr the next future."
;
j

1

'

For the prese:rh.t order he hadA:g:othing but contempt and
hatred. It was ~J dead world in which he \..saw himself, a
world in which ntE1n had lost their souls. "It is strange and
. fas,cil\ating," he wrote, "to wander like Virgil in the shades."
, - And itgaiu: "Novt is the time between GC;l.Od Friday al)Q,
II Easter. We're ab~olutely in the tomb." Democracy was as
..,. offensive to him a~ to any fascist. "The more: I see of democracy the more I di~like it," he told his wife's'sister. "It. just
brings everythin~qown to the mere vulgar; level of wages
and'O p~ices, elec~ri#~ght and ~ater closets. and n~thing else."
SOCIalIsm was no ~etter: "It IS a dud," h~w~ote Murry from
Oaxaca. "It ina~es just mush of the p~ple." Of commu:mism he wrote ~ "The dead matedalism of Marx socialism
and, soviets seemi'to me no better than what we've gQt."
Conserviltives an : liberals and: "pacifists alike all want the
same thing, he t.; Lady Asquith~ i~ wordS that Mussolini
himself might hat trumpeted:
, ,;
They ar~-! our disease, not our hope.'. . . They
want to keep ~eir own established egos;;their finite

~

I
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and ready defined selves intact, free from contact
and connection. . . . They want an outward system
of nullity which they call peace and good will, so
that in their own souls they c~'n be independent
gods referred nowhere and to no hing, little mortal
absolutes secure from question. hat is at the back
of all Liberalism, Fabianism and democracy It
stinks. It is the win of the louse. . . . Let us hlJ.ve
done with this foolish form of government.
"Fusty, fuzzy peace cranks an~ lovers of humanity," he
wrote on another occasion during the war, "are the devil.
We must get on a new track altogether."
This new track was to be reached only by a revolution,
a "quite bloody, merciless, almost anarchistic revolution . . .
a fearful cnaos of smashing up," and the sooner the better.
Preach'ing and teaching were no good. now. (Ct. "Action,
not talk"-Mussolini.) It was in violent action, as he said
in Kangaroo, that the new s irit would rise. There was to
be no mere transfer of
er from pital to labor. "Labour,
capital, aristocrat, the are all part
the same evil game."
O! start a revolution, somebody!
Not to install the working class,
But to abolish the working classes forever
And have a world of men.
(Poem to Charles Wilson.)
..
% •

"

,

.'

What he wanted, ra~her, was a revolt of the spirit against
"the fixed thing," against "this horrible paucity and materialism of mental consciousness." Clearly as any prophet he
saw that the very citadel of this spirit lay in what he called
suburbanity, the "nice simple people,' with their ete'rnal
pri~e.list." Here, indeed, in the "vulgar spirit of money, the
blind spirit of possession," is the arch-enemy of every great
leader of humanity from Isaiah to Hitler. The enemies of
Lawrence and of fascism are one.
Into this revolution Lawrence would have liked to throw
himself with all his being. "If I knew how to, I'd really join
myself to the revolutionary socialists now," he wrote in 1921.
"I think the time has come for a real struggle. That's the
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only thing I carJ or. . . . I don't care for politics. But I
know there
and should be a deadly revolution very
soon and I wouldltake part in it if I knew Ihow." But as long
as' he lived his sEinse of remoteness kept him from breaking
" his isolation andl cooperating in any movement, though his
life was one lon~ despairing search for comradeship, for a
soeiety to whicll he could befong. But the salvation of
integrity was notJ to
be his: he was torn b~tween
the desire.
.
.
~or solitude and ~he pursuit ofJlis own salvation, on the one"
hand, and the c~~nter-impulset~ concern himself with the
souls and bOdie~'of his neighbors. That hiner conflict was
never resolved, d it was this, as Huxley says, which drove
him for relief ino the "dark night of that~ otherness whose'
essence and sYIIf1,ol is the sexual. experienC:~." . .
.'
The' FUehr~erinZiP' the, central poli~ical principle of
leadership, howe er, he recognized as mu~h as any fascist.
"Give homage
. allegiance to a hero and you become
yorurself heroic.'t - (Apocalypse.) On on~ occasion, after
having read Gihpon through, he wrote: "M:en were always
alike and alway~ will be, and. one must view the species
with contempt first and foremost and find a few. individuals
~f possible . .... p
~ nd ulti.mately . .' . .0 ~o rule the species. It
,IS ,.proper rUhnij they n~d an~ always have needed."
In
Kangaroo he bor/,ows th~ feeling of Mein Kampf and speaks
of the "mysteryi of lordship . . . the mystic recognition of
difference and i~atepriority, the joy of obedience and the
sacred responsi~iIity of "authority." Unfortunately, as he
told Rolf Gardinkr in the spring of '28, real leadership is rare
these days, .save for such men as Gandhi or Mussolini. It
was his firm belief in the principle of leadership which led to
his recurrent projects for establishing colonies in~ CornwaII,
Florida, Mexico, or even Polynesia, where he would have
been Moses, the lawgiver; ~'and at one'time he even hoped
that America would accept him as its leader, with the
Fantasia .as his gospeL But all these schemes wer~ stillborn,
leaving bitterness
and frustration. In a 'very real sense,
1
then, Lawrence /Was an unfulfilled Hitler--dark, brooding,

must
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inward-looking, botJi of them-with the same capacity for
attracting loya:Ity a~d the same disdain for -intellectuals and
aesthetes, believing passionately in the impossible, both of
them. Both are adventurers who point the way to a quality
of experience other than any yet achieved, knowing full well
that the destruction of what exists is necessary to that which
is to supersede it. Just as Robespierre was Rousseau's
finest pupil, one might 'say that Adolf Hiltler is bringing into
Western consciousness something of the insight and idealism
of D. H. Lawrence.
Perhaps the clearest statement of Lawrence's ideas on
"proper ruling" and the hierarchical Qrdering of· so~iety is
to be found in two letters written to Lady Cynthia Asquith
in 1915.
Let us submit to the knowledge that there are
aristocrats and plebeians born, not made.... Some
amongst us are born fit to govern and some are born
only'to be governed," he wrote in part. "I don't
believe in the democratic (republican) form of election," he went on. "I think the artisan is fit to elect
. for his immediate surroundings, but not for· ultimate government. The electors for the highest
places should be governors of the bigger districtsthe whole thing should work upwards, every man
voting for that which he more or less understands
through contact-no. canvassing of mass votes.
And "women should not vote equally with the men,
but for different things. Women m~t govern such
things as the feeding and housing o~ ,the race. And
if a system works up to a Dictator''Yho controls the
greater industrial side of the national life, it must
work up to a Dictatrix who controls the things relating to private life.
\

....

J

If we do not have here an unequivocal anticipation "Of a
number of fundamental fascist principles and practices, it
would be difficult to find them anywhere!
Unfortunately, Lawrence's views on the nation as a
spiritual or~anism, that other great fascist principle, are
not equally -plain and consistent. As in so many respects,
~

,

to
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the pragmatic implications of his inward experience are
either not clear to him or else he is indifferent to making
them so. T,he key to this contrariety seems to be in what
he himself called the absolute frustration and repression of
his societal instinct and the preponderance of his ego. "I am
weary of my own individuality and simply nauseated by
other people's," he told Dr. Burrow, the psychologist. In
other words he himself suffered to an acute" degree from
the same evil which afflicted society as a whole, the ~onflict
of wills and appetites which 'precludes real collective action.
"It is our being cut' off that is ofir ailment, and out of this
ailment everything bad arises." So it was possible at one·
moment, when his artist's ego was uppermost, to glory in his
isolation an~ i~ the inviolable ..abs.traction with~~_ him, and
at another to cbmplain sorrowfully that the EnglIsh have so
little together~1ess, that they were "like grains of sand that
will only fuse illightning hits it." This inner conflict between
the solitary artist and the man who yearned to reshape society went onftil the"~nd. ,. '
lOne thin -is certaih, however, and that is that he in~er.
preted the ide of a national organism (Volksgemeinschaft) ~
in terms that 'ight be classics \of fascist teaching. "What is
the raison d'
of a ;natfon":'-iJo produce wealth? How hor~ible ! A nati~n is a number oj people united to secure the
maximum .amQunt of liberty for each member of the nation
and to fulfill cpllectively the highest truth known to them."
,And atain' (t~1 Lady Asquith), "Why are we a nation? We.
~re a nation fhic? must be b?i~t up accordin~ to a living
ldea, a great :jLrchIte~ture of lIVIng people, WhICh shall expre~~the greatest tro_th of which we are capable." In the
fin~I: chater of Apocalyps,e occurs another gem of fascist
think,ing:

etK

..

w

J'

.

As a citizen, as a collectiye being, man has his
fulfillment' in the gratification of his power-sense.
If he belongs to one of the so-called "ruling nations," his soul is fulfilled in the sense of his country's power or stre:pgth. If.his country mounts up
.(

J

-,
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aristocratically to a zenith of splendour and power
in a hierarchy, he will be all the more fulfilled,
having his place il) the hierarchy.
<

But a nation must have a soul, its internal fire mu~t be \
kindled, for withouLthis it will be but an ant-like community I
of slaves. In our America, which had raised his hopes so
high, he found "liberty, space, deadness," a monstrous trin- \
ity that filled him 'Yith horror and despair. "Men are free," 1
he wrote in his Studies in Classical 4merican Literature,
"when they are in l a liYi.ng homeland,· not when tliey are.
straying and breaking away. Men are I free when they are
obeying some deep Inward voice of religious belief. . . .
Men are free when they belong to some living, organic,
believing communi~y, active in fulfilling ~ome unfulfilled,
",perhaps unrealisable purpose." Writing in the EnJciclopedia,
13enito MussoIini has defined fascism as "a religious conception in which man is seen in imminent relation to a
higher law, an objeqtive Will that transcends the 'particular
individual and raises him to conscious membemhip in a
spiritual society." the langU:age is more academic in form,
but the ideas are th same.
In the achieve ent of this national oneness of action
and purpose-this rofound sense of soUdarity with others
-myths and symb Is, mass-festivals and rituals were to
play·a natural and ital part, just as they have since been
incorporated in the national life of fascist Germany and
Italy. On different occasions Lawrence gave his blessing
to Gardiner for his program of "song, dance and labour"
for the youth move ent of England, a movement; by the
way, of which he a proved most thoroughly, so long as it
represented youth n the warpath" rather like the young
blackshirts of 1922, "smashing the face of what one knows
is rotten." But his sympathetic description of the Indian
round'dance in Morrnings in Mexico reminds one still more
closely of. the sacra~entalspiritof fascist mass-rituals: "It
is the homeward pu~Iing'of the blood, as the feet fall in the
soft, heaV¥ rhythm,! endlessly. It is the 'dark blood falling
I

I

I

I
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from the!mind, from sight and speech and knowing,
back to the great central source w:Qere is rest and .unspeak~
able renewal."
e<
Irrational? Certainly! But then fascism not only
appeals profoundly to' the mind alpne but to the' emotions
also. To its adherents fascism offers the gift of full cooperation of body and spirit such as the 'young rejoice in. There,
'is such a thing as giving up one's reason in order to save it.
I'-Better this healthy unreason than Lawrence's Cornishmen,
,. "like insects gone cold, living only for money J for dirt," or
than his brother's neighbors in Derbyshire-workers who
understand the "industrial-mechanical-wage idea?' and nothing else. Before there can be an end of this nightmare of
men and women more dead than alive, devoid of everYthing
that makes for quality in life, there must come-if not the
apocalyptic visitation of blood and fire that he foretold and
welcomed-at least the ,prodding, purging and self-disciplining which alone can shape men according to his dream.
Only then will man begin to be fully himself, fit to enjoy
power and knowing the meaning of freedom and the delight
of full, immediate living. Many believe that the spirit of
fascism co~mands both the will and the power to do even a
little towards; the reorientation and reconditioning of the
human race; and, unless our brief attempt at interpreting
the mind of Lawrence in these matters has gone altogether
astraY,he seems to have thought so too. What he would
have thought about the totalitarian states which have manifested themselves so far, however, is another matter
altogether. .
'
I
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Two Poems
By

ROBERT BROWN'

Childhood

Stacat 0 of birds in wood~n -trees
Easte, eggs in paper grass
e more than young Robin
D res leave unstripped
Of final color,
:
In dea' ly fear of unnoticeq pas
On H ger's luncheon plate.
I

o'Clock Thought

You'll 0 more of peace or 81 p
Until t inking place on eye the
Sharp ned finger
A' d drive it through ~he ball
A 'd brain
Then ucified by nail and 1{hought'
Cry' 0 ,I am Christ my so~s
And p. thee
i
I am d ad my living sons
•
And p ty thee.
"
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Six· New Mexico
Photographs
,
By
IRVING RUSINOW

Witb a Note on Pbotograpby in the
Regional Survey ~.
By
ESHREF SHEVKY

(1) De~ail: Churc~ ~t Tijeras
(2) Village of Tijer.as

(3) Stacking Lumber, Bernalillo
(4~

Unloading Beans, San Juan, Valencia County
c

(5) Plastering, Llanito
(6) Old Man, Guadalajara, New Mexico~

(The first two .photogra;phs are reproduced through "the courtesy
of Irving Rusinow; the remaining four, through the courtesy of the
Soil Conservation Service. Ap are the work of :Mr. Rusinow.)
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A Note
. on Pho :.. graphy in the Regional Survey
'

. Y ESHREF SHEVKY

,
urvey the description and analysis of
I facts concerning land and people are based on. the conN THE REGIONAL

tributions of many disciplines and many techniques. The
inquiry proceeds fr I the exploration of the phenomena of
the earth to the des riptitm and analysis of life phenomena
associated with it, including human activity and to an
attempt to view the; content of an area as a coherent whole.
In the early d:jlSs of the westward expansion in this
country, the exploration of the frontier was many-sided in
its approach. Duripg the sixties and the seventies of the
last century the gre~t Western surveys of Hayden, Clarence
King, Powell, and theeler were group-reconnaissances in
which the geograp er, the geologist, the naturl\l historian,
and the artist as de,ineator, participated.
In our day the. reg;'onal survey is an attempt at the re. integration of kno~ledge ithin the same field of inquiry.
In the regional sutivey the soil scientist, the ecologist, the
climatologist, or t~e hydrologist and the sociologist work
'collectively towardf a visualization of the pattern of resources, activities find processes operating within a geographic area. In thf collective undertaking the photographic
documentation has ~n important place. Photographs here are
no longer pictures ~Uustrating a report; they are technical
documents contrib ting' to the orderly and vivid presentation of regional d a. Their organization is based on the
principles of choice and selective emphasis which guide the
other techniques.
otography makes its contribution to the
regional survey as descriptive technique, and in its highest
expression, as a tetniqUe of analysis and evaluation.
I

I
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The Influence of John Dewey in Higher Education
By JArC.

KNODE

"

often suffer from the enthusiasms of their disciples. ObviouslY', every reformer must say things em.. phaticaJly, sometimes over-emphaticaIIYpin corder to CQIIlmand the attention of his public; and he m~kes his points in
the light of his own background, which is not the background of t~e succeeding generation. He may be broad.. :
miI;lded, humane, and, although fired by an.' unquenchable
:- zea~ [(if he is to carry his reform to fruition)" still possessed
I
of a genuin~ sense of the proper limitations ,of his project.
But, too often, the men who follow him feel themselves
hedged about by no such restrictions. Generally, these ex..
tremists may be placed iI\. one of two cat~gories. Either'
they are bitter-enders, interested in following their premises into every remote corner of life, or they are like suddenly
released prisoners, throwing all restraint-and any valqes"
it may foster-to the wind, glorying only in ,a new "freeI
dom." Evidence is not lacking to show that their extra~agances are sometimes a source: of embarrassment to t e
original progenitor,of their doctrine.
For many years, John Dewey has been the center of a
militant reform movement in American education. So etimes his Jong a_nd difficult philosophical, disquisitions ha e
hidden his militancy, but throughout his writing Dewey h s
aimed to lay the logical basis of social reconstruction. Noting said here should be construed as defense of the errorsfn
education against which Dewey went forth to battle.
e
attacked formalism; he attacked' static classicism; he
tacked what ~as been called the "miniature-adult faIIac~"
-regarding children as simply small editions of grown-ups;
he attacked educatio:pj because it did not sense its role in- the
building of true democracy; he attacked its la~k of creativel].ess, its lack cjf p?,cticality, its lack of freedo~. ~nd th~~e
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I
attacks have broug' about many excellent results in elementary and second ry education. Their effects in higher
education, however, re of a more questionable nature.
l
Dewey's eruditi n is broad and profound. He came to
maturity during the a~t half of the nineteenth century when
mechanistic science eached its zenith, and he could say:
"The method we ter~ 'scientific' forms for the modern man
. . .. the sole depen able means of disclosing the realities
of existence. It is e sole authentic mode of revelation."
Yet the breadth of is outlook had permitted him to write
only a year or so ea lier: "Were it possible for me to be a
there is gTeater
devotee of any syste ,I should still, believe
.
richness and greater,variety of insi~ht:in Hegel than in any
other single syste~a '.c philosopher~though when I say this
I include Plato, who still provides my favorite philosophic
reading." It is to be bserved, too, that Dewey has given increasing attention, . ,recent years, to the subjects of art
and religion. A f I years ago, his work was attacked
because it seemed t ignore too completely certain esthetic
and religious valueS~but his more recent 'series of lectures
have at least attempt d to meet this criticism. As he himself
~as pointed out, he ' ceived an early, grounding in idealism
and, though he later: bandoneC\it for positiyism and instrumentalism, he can n ,ver be the same sort of instrumentalist
as some of the youn ,er men who have matured intellectua~ly
without such footini Nevertheless, Dewey has poured all
his tremendous crea: ive energy into the building of an in':'
strumentalphilosop y-one which conceives the mind, consciousness, the reaso ,ing ability, and every other ability possessed by the humaJ organism as instruments for meeting
and mastering the~!roblems set by environment, or one
which says, in the ,or?s of James: ". . . i~eas. (which are
but parts of our ex •erlence) become true Just In so far as
they help us to get i ~o satisfactory relation with other parts
of our experience."
This creed may be c~lled humanism, but it is the scientific humanism of F C. S. Schiller and Auguste Comte, not

e
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the literary "new" humanisIll of Irving B~bbitt and Paul
Elmer More. And it is ane~pirical humanism, which has
, an ancient and honorable lineage, to be traced through such
illustrious names as Spencer, Hume, Locke, Francis Bacon,
, and Roger Bacon, and back through the Moor~ to the Greeks,
among whom Protagoras insisted on bringing philosophy
down from the clouds and making "man the measure of all
things." Some of these men sought, through a kind of dualistic philosophy, to introduce a place for God in the universe,
but- D.ewey has been consistent in e'niphasizing the unity of
human experience as ~ellas its finality ~ Eyen his naturalism is so completely IlJL.a
ann-ce.ntered that it has caused Santayana to protest: "Pragmatism may be regarded as . . . the
most close-reefed of philosophical craft, most tightly hug:'
ging app~arance, use, and relevance to practice toaay, and
here, least drawn"by the lure of speculative distances. Nor
would Dewey, I am sure, or an~ other pr~gmatist, ever be a
naturalist instinctively or, on the wings of speculative inl
sight, like the old lonial1s :or the Stoics or Spinoza, or like
those many mystics, Indian, Jewish, or Mohammedan, who,
heartily.despising the foreground, have fallen in love with
the greatness of nature and have sunk speechless before the
infinite."
There is no question that Dewey is deeply concerned
about the foreground. And there is a sense in which this is
a typically American kind of philosophy. It would be unfair
to impute shortsightedness to Dewey; he has advocated social
reforms which in the minds o~ most of us shoUId have long~
range beneficial effects; but ~h,e. whole instrumental philosophy emphasizes the here and now, to the exclusion of metaphysical and, traditional ,considerations. Life consists,
through the instrumentality of science and practical experimentation, of the solution of problems, the pragmatist
argues. These proble~ are forever shifting, hen~e continuously immediate and continuously caIIing for action. Woe
to that man dependent upon ,worn-out formulas or sunk int,o
routine before the constantly new challenges of his environI
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ment! So, for the pionelr. for the practical man, for the
"man of affairs" this sod of thing, of cour:se, sounds very
much like good common s~l se. Once m'ore, it brings philosophy down to earth; it doe· not wander into vague ontologies
or axiologies or nebulous peculations; and American education has found it mQst stimulating. Yet some of us will ask
the privilege of making r~servations and -amendments.
Att~ntion will be diiected here to four emphases in
education which may be skid to derive from Dewey's work,
namely, those upon activity, upon creativeness, upon social
values, and upon experien~e.
.
First, Dewey combat~ the old idea of the child as a receptacle into which facts rre to be poured. Under such a
theory the only function f the "educand" :is to absorb information, to give proof f adeptnesSitt deglutition.' This
old conceit became not onl ludicrous but tragic; it had to be
destroyed. But the supp sedly compensating educational
movement for "activities' has also assumed extreme versions. "Doing things" for 'he aver4ge citizen means making
a 'stir, physical activity, something that can always be observed objectively. And Ithis concept runs squarely into
difficulty in higher educati~n, where as one ascends the scale
the process may become leJ~ and less objective. Such a statement is not to question the familiar "No psychosis without
a corresponding neurosis" or to belittle the essential role of
expression in all achieve ent. Rather, ~t emphasizes the
fact that there are differ nt phases of mental life. The
trouble with the enthusias s for activity seems to lie in a
tendency to forget that ultimately all objective experience has
to be integrated and evaluated subjectively.
In a recent textbook on secondary education the authors
quote the following sentence from Dewey's Democr&y and
Education: "... mind is not a name for semething eomplete by itself; it is a name for a course of action in so far
as that is intelligently directed; in so far, that is to say,
as aims, ends enter into it with selection of means t<! further
the attainment of aims." At the head of the next paragraph
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the authors pla,ce one phrase: "Mind is a course of action."
They then proceed to elaboration of this idea without ·reference to the additional point that Dewey clearly makes: Mind'
is also a center of integration, of the evaluation of goals, :of
the selection of both ends and means. In this text I am able,
to find just one-half page in praise of what might be called
the "inne' life." The authors dQ not calf it that, and my .~
guess is that such a phrase would rouse in them a good deal
of scorn. "Inner life" might be: interpreted as "bookish,"
and there is sc~rcely a word that stirs the ire of these educators to so thoroughly an apoplectic· state as ;, the word
"bookish."
. .,
It is this kind of emphasis. in secondary 1schools that
leads, in part, to the belief that extra-classroom activities
are the really important thing·in education. Perhaps it is
one reason, also, why the country as a whole is having another renascence of athletics in a frame of mind, apparently,
that once did obeisance to t~e name of Barnum, but now
.worships ~t the shrine of :aoll~wood. This is the cult of activity at its apex, we should say. Such furthering of "activities"· , ",'
may be good business, for business in many people's minds is 1
a process of strenuous hustling, -amassing, and publicizing.
Nevertheless, the whole procedure is certainly ,cast in quanti- ~
tative terms, or if in qualitative terms, those that deal with
physical, not intellectual, staiIdards. But higher education,
in its upper levels, by its very nature and constitution, -is
concerned with superlative quality, with the highest reaches
of mind and spirit, with the type of problems that few can
comprehend or master. John Dewey would never argue such
a point. Nevertheless, this doctrine of "activity" in the
hands of some school people becomes a forthright attack
upon spiritual and intellectual quality.
A second of Dewey's emphases-and one related to the
first-named-is upon social problems. Projects looking in
this direction once appeared so valuable that it was difficult,
perhaps, to see the dangers lurking in the shadows. But· .
these menaces begin to raise their heads. Higher educ.ation
I

I

T
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-in the minds of some educators can become almost
a social, never an intellectual, exercise. (It is obvious that
the issue here is the sensitive one of humanism versus
humanitarianism, but there is no dodging it.) Into ni8dern
higher education has come more and more of the dominance
of men who regard it the prime business of the college to
produce personality, "mixing-ability," leadership in terms
of "influencing people." Part of this derives from denominational colleges, part of it from American politics, part of it
from American ideas of publicity, some phases ot it from
socially ambitious parents; but part of it comes from second...
ary schoolleader,s, who, fortified by the emphases of Dewey,
cry out against 'the intellectual. Educational administration
calls for business ability and political ability, apparently in
increasing degree. Presumably, nfen with these qualitiesJn
such positions .are interest~d also in scholarship; ,but their
behavior is not reassuring. Their reckoning seems always
to be in terms of numbers and mass' reactions. Some school
principals frankly say that they are much more concerned
about the lower half of their clas~es (ascertained on the
basis 0f academic achievement) than about the upper half.
And in support of their position they cite the good American
educational doctrine th~t every student is entitled to opportunity up to the measure of his ability. This rule, however,
works both ways. The lower half certainly must not be
neglected; but, by the same token, neither must the upper
half. One sometimes encolJmters in school men so much
hostility to-any scheme looking to the improvement of'scholarshi~ that the suspicion is aroused that it may spring from
fear rather than from mere inertia.
'Dew~y's philosophy often lends itself to the support of
."
practicality. "An ounce of experience," he has said, "is better than a ton of theory simply because it is only in experience that any theory has vital and verifiable significance."
Again, in his effort to escape educational dualisms he insists
that education must have its vocat~onal aspects. To be sure,
he is fearful of the deterioration of vocational education intb
I
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_' mere trade education; he is fearful of emphasis upon mone• tary rewards as the goal of such education; and he is fearfull that it may be ,limited in meaping to the p~oduction of
tangible commodities. Dewey is really concerned with the
tremendously social significance ~f vocation; nevertheless,
his writing can be made to serve !the purposes of the anti..;
intellectual who either refuses, or lacks the ability, to follow
an exposition of vocation in its bro~der implications.
Furthermore, Dewey's wholehearted espousal of demto any doctrine of
ocratic ideals expresses itself in aversion
\
human inequality. "The idea of apstract, universal superiorityand inferiority," he declares~ "is an absurdity." And,
elsewhere, he amplifies this stretement, explaining: "The
level of action· fixed by embodied ~ntelligence is always the
important thing .... A mbre intelligent state of social affairs,
one more.informed with knowledge, more directed by intelligence, would not improve original endowments one whit, but
it would raise the level upon which the intelligence of all
operates. The h~ight of this level is' much more important
for judgment of public concerns t~an are differences in intelligence quotients."
This kind of statement, coupled with a manifest dislike
for anything which might be interpreted as the conceit of an
intellectual class (no love was ever lost betw~en the BabbittMore humanists and John Dewey), s~emingly ranges
Dewey on the ~ide of anti-intellectual education. But it is
another case of confusion from too broad a generalization.
When Dewey says a high level of general public intelligence
is good for judgment of poblic concerns, there is not much
to be said in refutation. But in certain areas of public welfare, it can also be maintained that the intelIjgence quotient is the most important element involved. PersonallY,,1
prefer to travel over bridges built by men wiho have both
social intelligence and a mastery of engineering;techniques;
I prefer to employ a physician who is both socially informed
and master of the scientific knowledge of his field. Certain
engineers, physicians, lawyers, preac;hers and teachers can
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do and are doing incalculable damage in America today, not
because they are dishonest or victims of social lag, but because they do not have the intellectual power requisite for
their field. Some kinds, of wor~ not only invite intellectual
quality, they demand it. Nor will any emphasis upon "em.,bodied intelligence" replace it., College administrators are
,devoting much time nowadays to methods of dealing with
students who have never learned the meaning of intellectual .
mastery, have never tasted its satisfaction, and who, indeed,
either regard it scornfully, as "highbrow," or dJazedly, as
'something beyond their ken. Ap.d all this may be said
without even mentioning advances into realms of pure
knowledge and expression from which there is no immediate
p~ospect of deriving practical applications.
do some straight J;hinking
. It is time we, in America,
.
about higher learning...Back in the days 'of the founding of
Harvard College it waS accepted as a necessity. Whatever
the vices of the early Puritans may have been, disregard for
scholarship was not among them. A great scholar of his time
- John Milton -was foreign secretary under Oliver Cromwell, an office that involved carrying on all, correspondence
with other nations in Latin. But since the time of the early
Puritans, science has. deeply affepted the outlook of both educated and uneducated men~ It~ offspring, technology, has
changed 'not only men's outlook~ but their very mode of living. And the theories of democr~cy continued to spread from
the period of the seven.teenth c~ftury up into the twentieth.
In America, the continent has ~een conquered, tremendous
national and individual wealth uilt up, and a new high in
standards of living achieved. I is not strange, therefore,
that Americans, as a nation, tody,
are largely of the opinion
, I
that those things make most di erence (a pragmatic criterion' of truth) which have to do! ith material affairs. They
have made the most obvious d'l erences in the past three
hundred years. So, today, with I this background, the average man will regard any wit drawal from "affairs" as
qu,eer, if not actually suspicio s. Even' research men i:d
"
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science need huge salaries 'to gain wide respect. They may
not be regarded as leader.s, forsooth, though their findings
revolutionize men's ways of living! We lose sight of the fact
that the ideas of the face-to-face leader are seldom original.
The seer, the artist, the theorist have done the real adventuring in the world of thought; our notion that real leadership
resides only in oratory and politics is both naIve and childish.
. There seems to be a growing conviction, especially among
some of our young men concerned with problems of government, that ideas a~~ays follow action, that any "success~ul"
action will subsequently be philosophized into a status of
permanent propriety. However, our constant reference, as
Americans, to men like Thomas Jefferson and. Abraham
Lincoln is not merely to their contemporary success; it is
a recognition of the universality of their ideas. Great thinking and great principles echo down through'iime, not because
they have served as efficfept rationalizatiQn for certain deeds,
.but because, though often invoked, they are never completely
fulfilled, remainingstill to challenge us.
p
The prophet's observation about people who perish because they have no vision is still apt. It is pretty generally.~
agreed that during this era upon which the world is entering,
demo~ra~y will f~ce .its supreme tests. Unde: those ~ircum
stancf~s we may InclIne more than ever to thInk of lIfe only
as something immediate, but crises sometimes develop aftermaths intense enough to impel men to face life in terms of '
final lll€anings. Then ideas, as ideas, may grow into new
significance. If the approaching crisis brings about some·
such revival, its tragedies will have been, at least partially"
amelioratecll. As Whitehead, dealing with recent advances of
science, has pointed out: "The paradox is now fully established that! the utmost abstractions are the' true weapons
with which to control our thought of concrete fact."
Somewhere in the American educational system, if our
. civilization is to be conserved and propagated, this pursuit
of ideas-~bstract, scientific, social, speculative, and beautiful-must
, be stimulatec;l. The old and great must be pre1
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served, the new investigated, theJtwo given relatiOn.E. ut the
higher reaches of this scale are pbviously to be explored by
limited numbers, and this fact'i the source of so much of
our confusion. Many times, wh: Dewey talks about j education, he is speaking in terms 0 the lower levels. In those '
I

do more good than harm; but, to, often, in dealing with education, we speak of all students t all levels at once. :professor H. H. Horne has observed. Significantly that Dewey, in
. his own lectures on philosophyJ used the most~ fortnal of
methods and materials, far remQted from progressivism.
The third, and perhaps the most tragic, distortion of
Dewey's doctrines results, large' , from his emphasis upon
the encouragement of originaliq and the furthering! of the
student's growth throu?~ his o,n .inter~sts.. Nothing could
be sounder than the orIgInal.do~trIne. But It has been carried to such lengths that some .teachers become fearful of
imposing any task or any discipline that does not ,spring
spontaneously out of the whims ~f the child. One result has
been that when faced with plainl work, without the aippearance, of special' interest, young ~lpeople with such training
look to someone to make it intri1 ing. This leads directly,
of course, into the current cont· oversy between "essentialists" and "progressivists" in ed catio,n. But the wniter is
not worried by the practices 0 good progressive schools.
The danger, again, comes fro I the pseudo-reformer, the
rationalizer who can turn his ow~ distaste for hard i~tellec
tilal work into a conviction that uch work has a realIty deleterious effect upon young peopl '. Carry such a perversion
into higher education, and the'~ nevitable outcome ib both
mental and moral flabbiness. Un- oubtedly, the present rush
of students into secondary an college levels calls with
increasing insistence for re-sta'ement of the purpdses of
higher education in a democracy. But whatever i4eas appear
in these new appraisals, certai y softness, sentime*tality,
and mere glamour will not be up eld and encouraged~~Good
college teachers, of course, can, nd do, make their courses
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interesting; ~ut good teachers have learned, also, through
long travail, to believe heartily in the maxim that you get out
of exercise what you put into it.
.
Moreover, it is a common observation "that the majority
of students have more respect for, and carry away a deeper
regard for, the school situation in which a definite_ morale
has been established by a self-respecting faculty than from.
the strive-to-please-at-any-price atmosphere. Students like
teachers who, in a firm and dignified manner, show that they
are superior to those whom they teach. But this conscious·
superiority of teachers depends upon many factors~ including intellectual achievement~ continuous growth, definite
objectives, the respect of the community, and, not least, confidence in the support of administrative departments. It is,
hardly strange that, deprived of the two last-named factors, thousands of teacp.ers are aligning themselves' with
labor unions-a pretty measure of the general respect for
education in America!
Bertrand Russell, an "advanced" educational thinker,
has said: ;'Difficult success as an ideal should be present to
tbe mind of the young if they' are not to become wayward
and futile. But there are few to whom it will occur in an environment where freedom is absolute." And Dewey also
has found it necessary to strike out at some of the nonsense
preached in the name of freedom: "In some progressive
, schools," he writes, "the fear of adult imposition has become
a veritable phobia.... In criticizing the progressive schools,
as I have indicated alreadY, it is difficqlt to make sweeping
generalizations. But some of these schpols indulge pupils in
unrestrained freedom of action and sp~ech, of manners and
lack of manners. Schools farthest to the left -(and there are
many parents who share the fallacy) carry the thing they
call freedom to the point.,pf anarchy."
j
..
The fourth and final emphasis here conSIdered is one
that Dewey is directly responsible for, since he is one of the
most consistent positivists of modern times; Standing upon.
his own idealistic training he has fought long and valorously
.:
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against the stultifying influences f authoritarianism, !maintaining that man's only authority is his own experiende, and
his only road to authori~ is scie ceo Dewey is afraid· ,of ~he
play of the imagination upon thJ meaning of the universe,
pecause imagination has so often! cau'g:pt men in a ti~ue of
enduring falsehood. The only safk approach, therefore], must
be relativistic. Now, for a John ewey or anyone elselilaving
his acqllaintance, or half his acq 'aintance, with the tljLought
of the past, this is not a dange ous attitude. But most
of
,
our people in education have no uch background; an~ indications are not lacking that, a . ong certain of our; scientifically-minded men of the youn er generation, a thoroughgoing relativism has been adop ed that lies only one step
a:way from that extreme form f skepticism which holds:
"Man can have no real knowl dge; of the univers~; his
explanations of'things are alway silly ~ So why worry about
meanings or rules of any kind?" .Ethically, the implications
of this doctrine are portentous. Of course, the positivistic
answer is that once man accept science and the objective
{;lata of his own experierlce as fi I, he will lose all superstitious regard for so-called ultim e principles, and Will Jive
for the sake of values that macan demonstrably evolve.
But even Thomas Huxley was re, dy to admit that man is a
metaphysical animal. The human ~amilY has not only Jtepudiated extreme skepticism in the ~ast; it has refused to live
with it. And as long as the race ~s comprised of beinks like
its present members, the race will continue to react jn this
way.
1
At the back of his book, Aerica in Search of CUlture,
W. A. Orton has placed a series f reproductions o~ American art. Examples 'of portraitu' include "Samuel Mifflin,"
by Peals; "Mrs. Bourne," and " dge Sherbourne," by Copley; and "The Thinker," by Ea ·ns. Ahove the plates the
comment, quoted from the text, r ns:".. ~ these strongly conceived, strongly limned men an', women of the eighteenth
century-full of vigor and .: iosyncrasy-are s*re'of
themselves (too sure, perhaps!); as the subjects of xhodern
,'t.
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portraitists are not." The significance of this excerpt lies in
its last phrase. We modern men and women are not sure of
ourselves. We' struggle in an era lying, between the authority of theology and a new authority, perhaps science. How- .
ever, science has gone a very little way in the appraisal ofhuman values. In such a situation, it is easy to slip over
into a skeptical attitude toward all truth and all value. But
it is dangerous. And one of the best· ways of reducing its
danger is to allow free play of metaphysical imagination, so
long as it starts out from premises that do not violate the
present findings of science. Some of these imaginings will be
found untenable, of course; some may inveigle men into temporary error; but the errors of pure ~ynical skepticism are
worse.
Education in .general will necessarily employ a metaphysics ·that takes off from and includes both science and
society. Education, for the very reason that it is an institution, not a mere doctrine,must assume and preserve a vigorous liberalism, if it is to survive.. It must be concerned both
with potential men of affairs and with potential sYnthesists '
and creators. The danger is not in including the former;
the danger is that we· ignore the latter; and Dewey's emphases are being used quite too markedly in one direction.
Thus, John Dewey's teaching, in its' relation to American
higher education, confirms once more the well-known fact
that reforms may come to need reforming.
·
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Bonfire in -the Early Morning
I
By LEOj DORAIS

men sitting in tlie old Buick sedan parked just
off the highway had roll d up the windows to keep out
the cold damp air and wer slumped down in the seats
waiting. It was just gettingilight and the trees in the orchard were shrouded 1Vith mi~. The man sitting behind the
steering wheel tUJ,'ned his he d after a time and spoke to
the others: "Let's get out an . walk around. It'~ tpo cold to
sit in here."
" .
[
.
rhey walked along the ~. ge of t~e orchard *ntil they
came across a few cracked a d broken lugboxes d one of
the men picked up a box an<~ ripped off'the loos . ed slats.
He was tall and very thin an; in the sharp morni g air his
reddened nose had commence: .to drip. "Hey," he ~aid to the
other men. "Get me some pa' er or something." Qne of the
men turned back toward the r but the other two }valked on
, down the outside of the orcha d and began counting the rows
of trees still unpicked. By t e time they returned, the fire
was going an<~ 'the four of th4m sat around the burning lugboxes trying to get warm. ) .
,
"Anybody got the time " the man with the red nose
asked.
The other did not answ 1 r at first. Then the man who
had been driving the car sq ,inted up over the line of trees,
at the greyishwhite sky an , said that it looked like about
ten to five. He had lost all ; f his upper teeth and his face
had 'long irregular harsh Ii . es around his nose and upper
lip and he lisped slightly 1. en he spoke. The other two
men.·were very young. T' .y sat around the fire saying
nothing but •occasionahy on 1~ of them would get up and go
after another box to put 0 ; the fire. It was burning well
and one box did not last Ion: .
"Don't .expect they'll ha e any boxes here this morning

T
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either," said the man without any upper teeth. He spoke in
the general direction of the red-nosed man.
"No," the other man answered. "I don't expect so." He
stopped to spit toward the tire. "I don't think they're aimin'
to pick the rest of this orchard," he went on. "I think they
got all the peaches they want this'season."
"Wouldn't surprise me any." The toothless man rolled
a Bull Durham cigarette' and then passed the papers and the .
sack of tobacco around to the·others. As far as they could
see, orchards stretched on parallel to the highway ~ The
leaves of the peachtrees were turning a yellowishbrown and
after the first few stripped rows the limbs were all heavy
with ripe fruit. The thick grass that had grown up between
the trees after the orchard had been irrigated was turning
yellow too ana was damp and limp. Everyt~ng they could
see looked limp in the grey half-light.
They had :been sitting there for about twenty minutes
when a man came walking through the high grass behind
them. He- stopped and waited "but when the men recognized
the ranch foreman they made room for him and he sat down
near the fire. The foreman was wet from the hips down
and he stretched his legs in their soaked l;>oots toward the
fire and soon the boots began to steam and t4~ men could
smell the stink of the leather.
' '
"Cold this morning, ain't.it?" said the foredtan.
"Yeah," the red-nosed man said. "And wet." The
fire had warmed him and his nose had, stopped dripping.
"They goin' bring us any bo~s here today1" he asked
the foreman.
,
"I couldn't tell you," the foreman said. "The fieldman
from the c~nnery ought to be here pretty soon. He'll know.
But I don't. They never tell me what they're goi~' to do."
He pulled out a stem of grass and began chewing morosely.
Then he started talking again. "No," he said, "you felIgws. "
- know as much about it as I do. You'd never know~s a
foreman around here. Things was different whenl I was
down in Mexico though, I can tell you that. Yes sir things
<

t
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was different down in Me J ·co. The sun would be shining
right now if we was in M xico."
"This ain't Mexico," 1 ped the toothless man. "This is
California-which is a hell of a lot different."
"How about this orch .rd here?" said one of the young
fellows finally.
"I bet the J ain't goin' pick this orchard
no
.
more this year. That's whi t I think."
The foreman sucked . isconsolately on his grass stem.
"We had a hundred acres f tomatoes down in Mexico," he
said after a while. "A hU~dred acres of tomatoes ~nd we
couldn't give 'em' away.
he bottom droppeo out of the
market and we lost our shi . A hundred acres of tomatoes
and they rotted in the field.'
.
.
It was quite light but ~ he sun hadn't yet come out. The
heavy limbs of the peach tr 'les sagged with fruit and the wet
leaves and the watergrass trooped in the damp air. Across
the road the foreman could;see the Feather River levee. All
the dried grass on the' levee had been fired a month earlier
and it had been left blac and seared. An empty truck
rattled down the highway . nd disappeared around a bend.
The rattling grew fainter nd. then died away.
"Down in Mexico they don't fool around with peaches,"
the foreman said. "Downj there they raise tomatoes. A
hundred acres was a smal place. And cucumbers. More .
cucumbers than you ever •s .I, en."
"Listen, mister," the t 'othless man said, his voice harsh
in spite of his slight lisp,
they don't bring us boxes today
we ain't goin' wait no long . We can't afford to fool around
here a day longer. If t ey don't bring them boxes this
morning we're movin' o~~ We wasted three days waitin'
now."
~'The pickin's no good;now anyhow," the red-nosed man
said. "We shoulda starte south in th.! first place instead
of listenin' to you."
. j
"TheIn boxes ought t be here today," the foreman said
anxiously. "I'm sure t~e'll bring rem. today."
I

I

I
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"They better---cause we ain't goin' to wait," the.tooth\ less man said.
The foreman sighed and pulled his feet away from the
fire. One of the young fellows stood up and went after
another box. ~e came back and scraped the ~mbers together "
and then placed the box carefully on the fire. The foreman
was talking again: "Any of you fellows ever in Mexico?"
He looked around at the other men but none of them answered him. "You oughta see the country down there," he
said finally. "You, can't find country like that. in California.
Not in this part of California anyway. By God, I wonder
where that c~nnery fellow is. He ought to be here by now
I should think."
There was no answer.
"No sir," the foreman went on, "they don't tell me
nothin' around here."
"How long since you been in Mexico?" asked the rednosed man.
"Over two years now. ' And I been broke ever since.
Ever since we lost. our shirts with them hundred acres of
..
tomatoes I been flat."
"Huh." The red-nosed man spat in the fire again. "That
ain't anything. We been broke for the last seven years."
"Seven years," the foreman said. "That's a long time,
ain't it?"
"You don't know how long it is."
"And it's just startin', mister."
"Well-'" the fo~eman said. "Well-I don't know."
"Listen." ~ man without any upper teeth leaned
toward the foreman and opened his mouth at him. "Listen."
"I'm listening.'"
.
"I lost my upper teeth. You can see tha~~ can't you?"
"Yeah, I noticed."
"They gave me hell comin' out, mister. But that wasn't
so bad. What made it bad was not bein' able to eat for so
long after. That w~s really "bad. I couldn't chew at all."
n
':Not able to eat .... .The fO~'S legs fe!t cold in
o

.

~
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wet boots and pa~ts a~~ he hitched himself ci~ser to the
fire. "Think of that," he said at last.
"Ah Ch;rist," said t 'e red-nosed man. "Christ almighty.
We goin' sit here all dayj?"
"I can eat now," t e toothless man said and grinned
hollowly at the forema:, laughing silently. ''When there's
anything to eat, that is~'
"None of us'll eat ~ we frig around here any longer,"
the red~nosed man said' "What're we doin' here anyhow?
What the hell is talkin' 1 ith this guy goin' get us? He don't
know nothin' "
1
"Listen, boys," thel'f oreman said.I'Can't you wait?
Just wait a little ionger:j I know them boxes'll come today.
The peaches have got to 1 e picked an' if you boys don't stay
there won't be nobody to~pick 'em. I wouldn't be able to find
a man in the whole coun . . You know that. Can't you wait
a little while longer?" ,
"I guess you been l~, okin' already," said the red-nosed
man. "You' wouldn't b; beggin' us to stay if everybody
wasn't gone but us."
:
"That ain't it, boy'. I didn't say that. I only said
that-"
"
·
"It don't make any d fference to us what you said. We're
tired listenin' anyhow." ~,
"All right, boys. B; t ju~t wait a little ~hile longer.
You see what I'm up aga nst here. It's up tome to get this
orchard picked and I san'l·~pick it all alone. Why I remember
one time in Mexico we ha· to.get fifty acres
"
"For Christ sake," i terruped the toothless man. "We
don't give a goddamn w ' tyoU did in Mexico."
"All right," t~e fore an said. "I just th9ught-"
One of the young feU ws dropped a piece of boxwood on
the dying fire. "That's' t e last of it," he said.
~
"N0 more wood left " said the foreman.
"No more."
.
The five of them ho ered over the last little blaze and
watched it burn steadil lower and lower until
. there was
•

j ,

,
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nothing left but a few embers with no heat in them and then
the embers stopped glowing entirely and there was nothing
but ashes wHere the bonfire had been. None of them spoke .
and there was no sound until the red-nosed' man snuffled
suddenly and loudly. The others shivered and hunched their
coats around them.
"Gettin' cold again, boys," the foreman said spitting out
a gr~ss stem.
\
"Christ almighty/' the red-.riosed man said. He nodded
his head toward the orchard. "Somebody cut down one of
those goddamn peach trees/, he said, "and we'll make a fire
out of it."
The fQreman started to say something "but before he'
got anything out a new Ford coupe drove alongside the old
Buick and stopped, the brakes screeching in the still' air.
Two men climbed out of it ·and began walking toward the
forem~n and the men. "Here,comes the superintendent now,"
whispered the foreman. "That's the cann;ery -.fellow with
him." He stood up and took a few ~teps forward to meet
the superintendent. "MorniI].g/' he said to the superintendent. "Hello." He motioned toward the fieldman.
The superintendent did not look at the men still sitting
around the ashes of the bonfire. "Those fellows better go on
home," he said to the foreman. "There won't be no boxes
here today. The car didn't come in this morning." ",
The foreman looked helplessly at the fieJdman. "That's
right," the fleldman said. "Have to wait another day I guess.'"
"Tell 'em to come back in the morning," the superintendent said.
.~
The foreman turned toward the men. "The ear didn't
come in," he said. He waited for one of them
say something but no one answered him. "Guess we'll just have to
wait till tomorrow," he said. "Car of boxes ought to be here'
then."
Before he was through talking the red-nosed m~n had
risen to his feet and was standing there look~g past :him at
the. sup.erintendent. "Tomorrow your ass," the red-nosed
it
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,; -ntan said. The other three tood up also and th~n the four
. f.?f them walked by him, and in front of the sup~rintendelllt
. the red-nosed man stopped fl' r a moment. "Tomjrrow your
ass," he said to the superint ndent.
.
. Across the highway t~e foreman ..could se the bare
brown levee and beyond it ~he tops of the trees· that grew
thick on 'the bank of the riter. He hoped the men would
stay for a while and not lea~e him alone with t e superintendent and the fieldman but then he heard th starter of
the Buick grinding and out of the corner of his ye he saw
it start up :with a jerk and he wanted to tell them I 0 wait for
him but the old car was already out of sight arou~d the bend
in the road.
~
t
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Low Fog
By JOYCE E. LOBNER
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No star points stabbing my eyes.
No keen lights glaring cold,
No crouching shadows lean,
Staring into the street.
Sounds are muted and kind.
The polished moon's light diffused,
As seen through opaque, secret glass.
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HOOD

I

~HE STATUE struck me a.blow between the eyes. It was
.1 . a bludgeon of a statue hitting to surprise and shock,
rocking me back on my heels. Some of its power undoubtedly
lay in contrast. The village was peaceful. All day I'd t~av
eled across high, wind-swept mesas where cactus, sand, and
mesquite foughlt for supremacy. Now. at twilight I'd
dropped down into Frijoles Valley with its cottonwoods·
spring-green against a paling sky. There was the soothing
sound of water flowing through irrigation ditches to the
corn. Meadow larks teetered on the silver of fence posts,
singing their evening hymn. Women, their heads tight·
boun~ in clean white towels; stood in doorways to chat, or
steppbd into their yards t'o work among the blossoming
masses of violets and jasmine. From the open window of
the' adobe-waUed church I heard the drone of the padre
leading children's' voices in catechism., .Girls and half- _
grown boys' giggled' and flirted around the village '\,VeIl. A
small boy whistled "Rancho Grande" as he played h. tattoo
on his horse's ribs' with his bare heels. Behind him the
village cows straggled home from the mesa pastures. A.
peaceful New Mexico village along the Rio Grande where'
for hundreds"'of years t~e dark earth had given plentifully
of frijoles, chili, and cOlln to fill empty stomachs, sunshine
had warmed backs benf~ labor, the peace of mountain and
flowing water, the joylof $ong had filled emptY·-hearts. There
was no place in this simple village for the vibrating cry of
•
i
prone
I,
Yet there it stood iIt~he center of the little paths which
woulld vaguely across th~ plaza. A mass, crouching heavy
and half formed. Greatf'rms rested on knees shapeless' as .
cedar stumps. The shoul ers were a hulk of patient wear!:
"ness. The head, sunk an I l.owering , knew defeat. The chin t
I [37]
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was a jutting-angle of courage, the lips a drooping curve of
despair, the nose the immature blob ,of childhood. There
were no eyes, only the smeared marks of a creator's fingers,
deep gouged in empty sockets. It was an unwieldy travesty
of the human shape. ~A nightmare materialized. Seen across
the plaza, through 'the thickening dusk, it had the power to .
strike, cold to my heart. I was meeting the sorrow and
patience of all disilhisioned humanity on a homely village
square. Seen closer, it lost the keen edge of its blade of pain.
The -boss imperfection of line, the crudeness of material
turned it,t· into a jest. It changed before
my eyes from.a
.
terrible symbol of lost humanity to a clownish attempt in
cement, a child's snowman made durable.
The shock of my first impression was so vivid I stopped
at the village store to find out, if· I could, why such a mad
statue was crouching on the plaza of a simple New Mexico
village. -, The old man behind the "counter was fat and
frumpy with white hair long and thin on his collar, but his
eyes had a friendly gleam within their blue-hazed depths.
We chatted as I made a purchase to break the ice.
"That statue, that figure, what do you call it, there on
the plaza?" I asked.
.
"Well," the old .man answered, "folks here 'call it Goofy
Otto's freak. But I kJlew Otto better than. most of them.,-'" I
don't call him goofy, and I don't call his figure a freak.
I call it, like Otto did, his knowing soldier.
"I knew Otto, boy and man," the storekeeper continued. '
"A fine tow-headed chap he grew up to be, taIllike his father
who was one of those foreigners, Hunjaks, we call 'em'
around here. They came into our valley years ago to work
the mines. After the mines closed; most of 'em drifted
away, but Otto's father bought land and married himself a
Mexicant... woman. Otto had her dark eyes, and her way of
making f guitar sing. But in most ways he was like his
father, big and strong and merry. Plough in the corn field
all' day %nd dance all night. Tramp the mountains for a
week with a gun on his shoulder, and come home singing
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down the trail. Otto was fine boy. Everyone in the village
liked him, and he had a ~l for every Sunday in the year.
Finally he picked out M~nuelita, the quietest girl in the
valley. They were plannJng their wedding when the war
broke out.
,
, "We didn't get very lexcited, back here in our valley,
over the· war. It took sqnie time before our boys began'
drifting away. Two or tee joined the navy, crazy like
so many'mountain boys to ee what the blue ocean's like. A·
handful mor~ went down tJi EI Paso and signed up with the
cavalry. Otto hung off. He had Mantielita and his father's '
corn crop, the deer calIinlVi~o him in the mountains, a~d the
guitar string singing und r his fingers. But when they
called his name in the dra t he didn't holler. -Just slipped
- . away without any fuss. fr.take care of things, Old Timer,'
for a spell.'
he said to me, 'while I go htnting
i
"The flu came closer tq us folks than the war," the old
man continued. "It hit us!bad that winter. Otto's father
and mother both died. His' young brother was busy trYing
to keep the farm going. Nbbodyhad time to worry about
Otto except Manuelita. Ode day, when she'd come in for
th~ mail, she burst out cryi g over her letter. Otto'd been
gassed and was in the hospi' I in France. That was the last
we heard· about him for m nths. War was over and the
other boys came home. We ;had a big baiIe for them with
plenty of tequila and moun in mule. Made heroes of 'em
for a couple of weeks, but thi~gs settled back to normal quick
around here. Everybody went back to work and forgo't9
about fightin'. Once in whil~ someone would ask, ''Where's·
Otto? Isn't he coming home?' But nobody knew. After
a while Manuelita got tired .df waiting and married one of
her black-haired cousins... Otto's kid brother was getting,
the hang of running the farm,
,"The;n one day he came back. Taller tnan ever, thin
like a man who's caved in on himself. Yellow in the face,
.
~
with eyes black holes of hopelessness.
"'Sure, I've come back,' he grinned, shaking our ha~ds_

l'
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-,with a loose cold touch, 'come back to die.' We laughed at
him and said a few months of mountain air and valley food
would set him up.;He'd been in so many hospitals ,since
the war, we figured, the doctors had sapped all the juice out
of him. He went badk to-his old home, but didn't stay.
" 'The kid's doin~ fine,' he said; 'he doesn't need me.'
So he rented a room n the plaza. '
"It didn't take s long to find he wasn't right in his
head. Old doc said t e gas had addled his brain. Not~ing
dangerous about Otto Most days he'd sit in the sunshine on
the plaza talking as ensibly as anyone. But other times,
mostly at night, he'd :roam around 'groaning and wringing
his hands:"
r
"One night I met him as I was going home across the
plaza. Moonlight made his face yellower'n a dead man's.
His. eyes seemed to b~ crying out for help.
. ' "'Sit down a spelJ, boy,' I. said to him, 'and tell me
wliat;s bothering you.~
.
"He'd been reaqing about the tombs they'd built 'in
Washington and Lon~on for the unknown soldiers. They
were haunting him. '
." 'Unknown soldlers--hell!' he said. 'Why do they want
. to hide an unknown sdldier away'from the sight of men under
.
a lhunk of marble? tWhat good will that do? Instead of
tombs for unknown' ~oldiers, they should build monuments
soldiers that KNow. Soldiers who can make other
people know. Know.: what war means. I dIdn't know. I
"went away like a kid! going hunting in the mountains. I'd
neverJdlled a man. ~'d never been a machine of death. I
didn't know. None df us knew. Nobolly should go to wa:.:
- without knowing wh~t it means. All the kids should know,
·~these kids ~oming along. Let 'em gro,\ up knowing. Then
.-, if .they want to go to war, they're ,brave-men and fools. Bllt
not ignorant fools like we were.'
"And I saw that in his addled brain he'd got the sen~e
of those words mixed up-unknown and unkDowing. ~e
thought they were building tombs for poor unknowing bo~s
I
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like he'd been who'd gone over to France ignorant of what
war meant. He wanted monuments of knowiIig soldiers, of
<m~, ~ho'd learned their lesso?, so th~se mo~uments could
teaM the same lesson to the kids comIng after.. Not a bad
idea for a, bright feller to have~)et alone a poor eracked'brain
I
~OO~

I

" 'I can make a statue like that,' Otto said Ito m~; 'I can '
make a soldier who'll show the kids what war ;es to a man.
I'll build ~ big dumb brute who'll teach 'em
at- a ~ldier
really is. Then they won't have their hearts b oken finding
out when it's too late, like 1 did.'
I
"He grabbed my hand, 'That's what I'lldo~ Build it
here on the plaza where the kids wilL play arpund it, kids
growing up to know what 1 didn't.',
i
"He came to .the next village
meeting
an!(L asked per- .
.
. r
mission to make his statue on the plaia. SOinie of the men '
hemmed and hawed, saying now Otto was sort of goofy
perhaps he'd make something that would be a laughing
stock. But 1 argued wjth them. 1 told them doc said t~ere
was an off chance getting this out of his min~ would cure
Otto.
.' .
. .
.' I
" 'All right,' they finally said to him, 'go ~head, but we
can't pay you anything for your statue. We ctn't even buy
, ., r
the stone for you.'
,
" 'Not stone,' said Otto, 'that would take :too long and
1 haven't, much time. Cement. I'll buy it, l?ll make my
soldier and he won't cost the village a c~nt!'" :
The old man rubbed his hands aCl10ss
the worn, greasy
I '
surface of the counter and glanced a~ me from under his
bushy brows. "So, that's the stBry of qt'to's soldier you saw
out on the plaza."
"But what happened to Otto1" 1 sked. "Did making
his statue help him find peace of mind 1 ' .
The old man sighed, "He found pe ceo The statue was
all done but the eyes. Somehow Otto c uldn't make the eyes
to suit him. 'Tomorrow I'll get them r ght,' he told .me as 1
I

I

,

I
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stopped by the statue one evening as he was finishing 'Work.
'Tomorrow!'
"
'
"But the next day we missed him. We went out hunting
.for him and found him lying quiet under a pinon tree up the
canyon, a bullet through his heart.
"No, don't feel sorry for him," the old man added; "doc
did an autopsy and said he found the cells of his brain grown
hard as wood. It was the gas did it. He'd never have'been
any better. After Otto died some folks wanted to knock
down.,his cement soldier it caused so much comment and
laughter among the people traveling through our village.
But I said, 'No, sir, you let Otto's soldier alone. He suffered
plenty to make it, gues's we can stand a few horse laughs
from strangers to keep it here on the plaza for him, just the
way he wanted it.'
"And you know," the old man leaned forward confidentially, "most times I'll admit that statue looks like a bad
dream, like a hunk of crazy cement. But some nights when
I'm going home after evening's fallen, with the moon rising
and casting it~ shadows, I can see what Otto was aiming at.
I can see the pure brute misery, the dumb patience of.that
soldier who'd been slogging all day through mud' and
bullets, and had sat himself down to rest, maybe in a trench,
maybe in a shell hole. And him realizing all of a sudden
what war" means to men." As I left the village in Frijoles Valley I looked back at
the .turn of the road, and I too could see what the old man
and Otto meant. I could see not a mad man's grotesquerie,
but Otto's soldier who knew. And as I looked a gang of boys
crossed the plaza, running and tossing a ball as they went.
.JI'heycame abreast of the' statue, and one of them bounced
the ball off the soldier's head. I could hear their shouts of
heedless laughter rising clear in the evening· air as they
separated and turned confidently toward the steady lights
of their homes.
.
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OR THE GREATER part of the nine year of it~ life the NEW
l
MEXICO QUARTERLY has been edited Oy Dr. T. M. Pearce,

whose keen and lively interest in the Southwest"has made the
magazine one of the more distinctive sm~ll regional publications. Other duties require that Dr. P~rce relinquish the
editorship; but his experience and coun~el will" be available'
to the new editor, since Dr. Pearce is to continue as associate.
No serious change in policy is foreseen. In the past the
QUARTERLY has been extremely fortunate in securing the
contributions of such persons~as WittercBynner, Erna Fergusson, Paul Horgan, Haniel Long, Mary Austin, J. Frank
Dobie, Henry Smith, and many other well-known writers of
the Southwest. It is hoped that this well-established rela-,
tionship will continue unbroken. Drawing its matedal support largely from the University of New M~xico, the QUARTERLY has always been open to contributions from the faculty
of the University, especially in the field of critical articles
and reviews. This function will continue and, it is hoped,
become even more important. The QUARTERLY has always
welcomed contributions from unknown writers. It has had
no printed rejection slips. All manuscripts submitted have
had the comments of the editor. This sometimes thankless
task has yielded good results. '-The policy '\\Till be continued.
For so small a journal to try to accomplish the three purposes here stated has no doubt at times been difficult;
but T.
..
M. Pearce has done it for years, with excellent balance. To
"Matt" Pearce, sincerest congratulations on:his reporting of
his region.
1

*. * * 1

,

,~

.:-

A regional journal, of course, like any other publica,tion,
must and will change its emphasis as the times chank~. In
the future the QUARTERLY may be expected to give more attention to some problems which the Southwest has in common with 'other regions. All of us today have imbibed
[ 43]
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enollgh of economic determinism to know that a living culture has to keep its material resources up to the standard
required by other demands upon it. Often, one suspects, it
is a broken or delayed economy which supports some of the
things which the local color enthusiast so ardently seeks out.
A healthy regionalism will have to pay ~ore ~and more attention to the whole pattern of economy, artistic expression, and
"
social and political organization, in terms of the possibilities
of the region for modern living. Soil erosion and a high
infant mortality rate are as much a part of the picture at
present as is the existence of corridos, folk plays, and. a colorful·past. Cultural lag must not be mistaken for culture-which is not to say that all ought to become suddenly, or ever,
neon-lighted.
If regionalism in the Southwest has a patron saint, the
late Mary Austin, I presume, deserves the nomination. The
high point in her career, it seems to me, came between 1925
and 1927 whe~ she was .wrapped up in the Boulder Dam
controversy. Then she almost envisioned a culture for the
Southwest; ~ower plants and irri~ation projects at that
period in her life went ahead of hand-weaving and the collection of ballads. If she later neglected the mechanical
basis of modern society and became absorbed in the collection of curiQsities, perhaps it was because she saw that the
development of resources in the Southwest, as elsewhere,
was proceeding on the old expl9itative and expansionist lines,
with nobody in her adopted region willing to help her raise a
voice against it. It must not be forgotten that before she ever
came to the South~est, Mary, .Austin was an ardent suffragist, a Fabian socialist, as much concerned as any Lincoln
Steffens over the shame of the cities,~ and as much worried by
the shortcomings of democracy as ever, the young Walter
Lippmann was. In short, she had some ide about the whole
social pattern. Even her idea about commlj 1
pression
"'in art as she thought she found i~ Mexico ems to have
been taken originally from John It'eed, who now inhabits the
Soviet pantheon: Before the last y~ars of her rather eccen.

~

>.
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tric antiquarianism, Mar~Austin was a\,very alert worldcitizen; and I cannot beli e that deep in ~er he'art she ever
thought that New Mexco as the last wOlid in an American
acculturation. The lesson of Mary Austi~ to the discerning
is that an j American culture will developl when Americans
have achieved a substantial scheme of values-an accomplishment that will rlequire a great deal more agonizing a~d
searching th~n most of. us seem willing to undertake. A
region's pr.oblems today come back largely to the great problem of the whole world-the politicalp:r,oblern in the widest
sense.
The newer regionalism, to take a concrete example, will
have to be as much c{}ncerned about such a book as Robert S~
Lynd's Knowledge For What? as about the lat~st collection of
cowboy ballads. Whoever thinks. that these ideas make that
high and mighty goddess Art into a handmaliden of grimy, .
ephemeral, sordid problem-solving should re~d the opening
pages of Thomas Mann's The Coming Victory of Detnocracy
(not a new book!), wherein an artist of highest integrity
shows at what cost he neglected the ancient truth that nothing human should be a matter of indifference to the artist or
to any man.
To get back to Mary Austin, the greatest weakness in
her thinking was probably this: because some past cultures
appeared to her to have arrived automatically, she thought
the American acculturation would .be automatic too, dictated
in some mystic fashion~by the·;land and the pattern of the life
lived upon it. Van Wyck Brooks knows something 'of what
is perhaps the finest local culture yet produced in our land,
that of Ne'Y England in its golden day; and he sees that particular culture as the result of a channeled community will
pursuing an ideal. Regionalists today need to know, first of
all, what they want; and their wanting Will have to go far
beyond self-congratulation upon their region's quaintness.
>

r
'-

* * *

The photographs of Irving Rusinow and the accompanying note by Dr. Eshref Shevky, in this issue, represent a
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part of the effort being made 'in the Southwest-and in other
regions also-toward understanding of regions and their
resources. Rusinow's work, as Dr. Shevky points out, is documentary. Il under' such circumstances the photographer
'loses some of his freedom as artist, he gains materially from
his participation in a study in which science and imagination
both play a part.

* * *

Even before William Y. Tindall's book on D. H. Lawrence appeared, many persons felt that it was about time to
let Lawrence rest in peace. So vital a writer, alas, cannot be
allowed repose. If Lawrence's works are to be chewed over.
and oyer, we propose to do our part of the ruminating. Dr.
Nulle's article on Lawrence betrays a romantic impatience
with modern culture (or with present-day cultural breakdown, as some people would put it) that reminds one of the
hero of Jean Jacques Rousseau's novel and his impatience
of the whole scheme of eighteenth-century culture.' "The
rock is craggy, the water deep, and I am in despair," Rousseau's Weltschmerz-stricken young man wrote to his uncomeatable lady love. He didn't jump. And one wonders
how Dr. Nulle can consider it wise to jump from.even apathy
and dead confusion into the welter of furious violence which
is fascism. Between the lines one sees that that is just what
Dr. Nulle thinks he would like.to do..
: r.'-· .

. * *. *

.

.'

This is a good time to say that opinons expJessed by
individual a':lthors do not necessarily reflect the opinions of
the editors, the publisllers, or the sponsors of the QUi\RTERLY.
For yiews expressed ,n "Editorial N:otes" the editor, but not
the University of N~ Mexico, accepts responsibility.
D. W.
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Charles: Sears Baldwin, professor; of rhetoric
and English composition at Columbia University,
was
!S1
.
one of the foremost scholars, in modern times, of medieval
life and literature. To a long list of his publications in this
field is added now Renaissance Literary Theo'ty and..Practice,
a book left at the time of Professor Baldwin's death, in 1936,
and prepared for the Columbia University Press by Dana.ld
Lemen Clark. TlWi volume rounds out a study begun by the
author in his Anant Rhetoric and Poetic (1924) and Medieval Rhetoric and Poetic (1928}, both published by the Macmillan Company. The series traces the writing tradition of
western Europe from the sound rhetorica~ principles in
classic tradition to successive peak periods p achievement,
such as-the period of Chaucer or that of Sha espeare. Specifically, of the latest volume, it is a delight 0 a student of
both the Middle Ages and the Renaissaince, t find Dr. Baldwin justifying the fourteenth century (whic Matthew Ar-·
nold considered lacking in an accent .possie for
later
stage of England's growth) as freer in some respect. in the
practice ~f poetry than the later period.
one, applau~
when Batd~in says that there. was mQjl~7li~e in-medieval
Latin than fu the ornate and· conscious practiFe of Latin by
many of the sixteenth century humanists. Eyeryone familiar with English literary history will recall the dismal results achieved by Roger Ascham, and later by Gabriel
. Harvey, Philip Sidney, even Edmund Spenser, when they
tried to revamp English poetry in the manner of the ancients.
Medieval Latin had been corrupted because it was used in
contact with the vernacular tongues in everyday experiences.
Too many of the Renaissance scholars held a concordance to
Cicero in their hands every time they uttered a Latin phrase. .
The Renaissance scorned the Middle Ages.. It llad the
assurance of a cocky young. man matching his strength
...
against a tottering older one. And yet when one looks at
L_
[47 ]
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the for~s unleashed by the new enlightenment one almost
longs for the old so-called darkness. One can easily be sentimental about the Middle Ages, and yet it is not disloyal to
the ~enalssance to s~ggest that the, world outgrew its intellectual and spiritual garments faster than it could manufacture appropriate new ones.
Notable -in the book is Professor Baldwin's analysis of
the insight into philology held by a Benedictine monk named
Perion, who as early as 1554 seemed to recognize relationships between Gallic' and Greek, and to employ certain modern ~resources of comparative grammar.
That this posthumous publication from a great scholar
is valuable goes without saying. None of Dr. Baldwin's
books draws upon the virtue of style. In spite of th~ attention which he gave to rhetoric in theory, in actual practice
his writing can claim little beyond the Horatian precept of
clarity. In even this respect, there are some spotty passages
in the last work from his pen which a final perusal by the
author might nave removed. There are half a dozen points
at, which Dr. Baldwin ·could have made his points of view
emphatic, heightening the originality of his study and
dramatizing the fruits of his exhaustive labor. That such
was not his way will not rob him of 7any of the acclaim discerning readers will 'Yish to giv~.
T. M. PEARCE
One of the most careful, most meticulous, and most
complete works on the history of the stage in England is
Professor George Odell's Shakespeare from Betterton to
Irving. In that book American scholarship with its genius
for facts and documentation came to the assistance of the
,mother country and for the first time made clear to Englishmen and to the world the vicissitudes of Shakespeare on the
stage of his native land.'
"
The theatre-going and play-reading public has for
more than a decade enjoyed the possession of A. H. Quinn's
History of American Drama. But the first complete picture

of

..
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of the American stage will come in the completion of George Odell's colossal Annals of the New York Stage, the eleventh
volume of which has just appeared. For the history of-the
theatre in America is primarily and overwhelmingly the
story of the New York stage. New York not only inaugur.ates but magnifies and perfects all the trends and tendencies
which are found elsewhere. And New York affords ail
intimacy and flmiliarity of treatment -only possible in a
great metropoli' and theatrical capital where openings,
innovati.,ons, act vities, and closings are continuous. There
the vet~ran pIal -goer and perennial lover of the theatre
catches the first glimpse of the star or singer as she trips
down the gap.g lank or emerges from the oblivion pf the
theatrical hint land which Broadway politely distnisses.
as the provinces.,
.
There is a coziness and subdued glamour about old
New York, which comes from the proximity and richness of
many things and many people in less crowded, though no
less elegant, surroundings·than our-own. Events occur and
men and women move, but the tempo is moderate, and in
this more leisurely age of not so long ago the glare and
fatigue of modern New Yo~k are far around the corner of
the century.
The years 1879 to 1882, which the current volume
covers, form an epoch which can best be described with reference to the state of the drama~in' Europe. In the very year
that our chronicle begins, Ibsen produced his A Doll's House. _
Although he had already written a number of other plays,
he had as yet no real existence for England or for America.
.,
In England the wrong Byron was having his inning, H. J.
..
Byron, ,the author of Our Boys; and Byron's !plays w~re ex-"
ported to America, jammed though they were with theatricality, platitude, and pun. Like him in melodramatic effe~.
tiveness and emptiness of content was' Dion Boucicault,.:
actor, playwright, manager. After making his fortunes secure in England, Boucicault again exercised his three-fold
theatrical ability in New York. He it was who gave us our

1
1

"

I

~
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acting version of Rip Van Winkle. Boucicault was past master o~ the art of theatrical persuasion. By his sentimentality,
humor, and excitement he charmed unthinking audiences on
both sides of the Atlantic, but the sentimental unreality in
his plays of Irish life so disgusted Dublin that, in protest,
later to be perpetuated through the Abbey Theatre, there
arose Lady Gregory and the other dramatists of the Irish
renaissance. The A'nnals tells the story of Boucicault's
leasing of Booth's Tneatre and of his performance of Louis
XI, wherein he spoke the French of the title role in..his own
rich, irrepressible Dublin brogue.
France was more adequately represented before the
New York public by the divine Sarah Bernhardt, who came
over in 1880 to play Phedre and Camille. But the happiest
European venture on Manhattan shores was the arrival of
Sir William Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan and the Pirates of
Penzance in its world premiere. At that time, there was nO).
. . international copyright law a:nd the celebr,ated collaborators
had never received a c~nt for the operettas previously pub_lished and performed in America. Hence they risked no
':.chance of losing the American royalties on the Pirates, but
.~ were here to establish their copyright.
Not all the celebrities known to the present day arrived
in the Annals by way of Europe. Edward H. Sothern made
hi$ debut in these years. His first appearance hardly fore- .
shadowed his future fame. Overcome with stage fright;::"heforgot the one and only line of his part and spoiled his
father's scene." MaurIce Barrymore was prominent at this!
time. Walter Damrosch was an obscure organist in his
father's famous orchestra. DeWolf Hopper was emerging,
and among the:ladies there were Lillian Russell and Adelina
Patti, the singer.
.
~ .
There were excellent stock companies for high comedy
. and tragedy, performing in theatres where the orchestra
played in a loft directly above the stage. There were Ger- ,
..
man companies producing plays and operas. But even with
. ~ _,:. notable Italian opera' and worthy revivals of literary clas-
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sics, the typical Ame.rican offerings were
inalPuUman Palace Car, The Brook, or a Jolly Do.-y at the Pfcnic,
Hiawatha, Rip Van Winkle, and Uncle T01n's Cap,in. I ':Professor Oden' includes Brooklyn and suburban I New
York in his survey. There are such events as strawber~{ festivals, adventures in a.theism personaily conducted by IRobert Ingersoll, the appearance of Barnum's _TOIn Thum}), the
music of Johann Strauss, the conducting of Thebdore
Thomas and the elder Damrosch, the performances o~ the
Philharmonic and the Oratorio societies. All these ar the
diverse elements among the pastimes and pleasures of New
York of the early eighties, and all these .are harmonizeq and
brought neatly within the covers of one volume, which lis as
pleasing to the average reader as it is valuable to theth~atri
cal critic and scholar. The Annals is a~ once a work of
reference' and a romance.
DANE FARNSWORTH SMITH

.

For anyone who considers that philosophy is more
than a speculation upon eternal trut~s, that it is indeed a _
vital index to the mental evolution of human cultures, an~
means of condensing and spreading the expressibn of curl.
rent philosophical literature should be more than welcome.
The advent of Philosophic Abstracts appea!s to fill a very
definite need in this direction.
H. G. ALEXANDER
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D. H. Lawrence and Susan His Cow-William York Tindall-Columbia University Press, New York-'$2.75.
'-"~

"The critic's first duty to a genius is to try to understand
his meaning." This is Professor Tindall's own credo for
his study of D. H. Lawrence. DA Tindall has a witty and
rational mind which operates with the precision of a metronome and with about the same degree of emotion. Lawrence
"thought with his blood." For such a critical intellect to
perform that first duty to a genius who disavowed the intell~ct is an ambitious enterprise. Perhaps it is ungenerous to'
suggest that a criti,c's second duty involves the objective
approach, an immunity from "the prepossession of the
author," for lack of which Professor Tindall himself rebukes
two studies of nLawrence which he considers "not scholarly
"
enough."
Professor Tindall's particular prepossession is an impulse to be witty at the expense of Lawrence, Mrs. Lawrence, the gamekeepers and grooms of Lawrence's novels,
and some of the ancestral romanticism of English letters
from which Lawrence derives. Sometimes, with all the zeal
of a now-recanting Laurentian and the polish of a Pope, he
delivers hits which delight those who likewise have failed
to succumb to the charms of Lady Chatterley's lover. At
other times the witticism is a schoolboy's spitball; at all
times Professor Tindall's attitude toward Lawrence stimu. lates distrust of his observations and obscures, in a measure,
the real' scholarship and penetration which make the book
a more valuable study of Lawrence than a cursory reading
mi~ht indicate.
In a thorough and,allusive examination of Lawren~e's
reading and writing, Professor Tindall sees the genius struggling against his personal problems and the currents of
his age, developing a private reli~ion out of his theories of
anti-intellectualism, the primitive, and the occult. Law[ 52]
!
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renee's revolt agains_t science and the ma4hine, hi; theory
of "mindlessness and blood," his belief in t,e primitive patterns for modern man, and his final SYnthesis Qf these theories '.
with theosophy and yoga and the symbolic'" Su,san are. impressively analyzed against their backgrounds in modern
thought. The Lawrence versions of polarity and ,the unconscious, metempsychosis and Mme. Blavat~ky, Karma and
chakra, by virtue of Professor Tindall's cle~r- dissection and
sensible semantics, assume intelligibility whether they have
it or not; and the analysis is, on the whole,. an illuminating
experience for those whQ have long wandened in the mazes
of Laurentian theology. ~
Professor Tindall is not unappreciative of L~wrence's,
real merits: his matchles~ evocation of loca~e, his ability to
"tran~late ancient myth with almost hyp~otic effect," his
fine prose style. But Lawrence, he says in effect, has warped
his art in an attempt to express a private religious system
and in so doing has failed to achieve the inner unity which
all great art must have'to conquer outer conlfusion.
Aside f.rom his levity, Professo.r TindaJllis entitled to liis
conclusions. But they are dry and rattling bones 'of what
must have been the real Lawrence. That figure" in the round,
nev~r emerges from the mastery of detail flnd rich source
material of the study. For Professor Tindall has stu9.ied
the -writing with condescension for the m4n, an error in
tolerancen not in scholar~hip which Lawrefce's New Mexico may be reluctant to forgive.
I
. --:!
"

KATHERINE SIMONS

University of New Mexico
Albuquerque'
The Last of the Seris-Dane and Mary Roberts
& Co., New York-$2.50. •

Cooli~ge-E. P. D~tton
I

I -

The" world in which we live is a strang~ plac~, full of
surprises at every turn.. Few beyond the professional anthropologists know that along the bleak, sandy coast of Northern
Mexico where the SonoraIi' Desert meets th~' Gulf of Cali-
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fornia the~e is a strange tribe of fish:'eating Indians know~
as the Seris. Quite.different from our preconceived notions
of Indians, these peo-plerepresent no glories of a "vanishing"
race/' The Seris are a poor digging and fishing people,
dev6id of even those rudimentary comforts usually associated with the Indians of the Plains or Pueblos. Dane and
Mary Coolidge present a popularized version of the lives of
some of these rather benighted ipdividuals, old men who
remember only v~guely the erstwhile complex religious life,
the chants and SO~gS, and the ceremonial behavior of their
people and are thus fittingly called "the last of the Seris."
Here is a picture of a very primitive group of human
beings-a bicture, and no more, since the work can scarcely
be called scientific. The Last of the Seris is a very neat travel
account whlch tells us something of a short trip taken by th~
auth.ors to Tiburon Island and Kino Bay. In the course of the
journey the reader is introduced to a smattering of social
anthropology, a bJt of primitive art, a taste of acculturation~
and a hodge-podge- of material culture. Mr. and Mrs. Coolidge were fortunate to be able to spend some six weeks
-among the Seri Indians, ostensibly to make a sociological
study. Together ~hey have produced what might be called
a study in religious acculturation, the mixture qf the native
Seri religion with Mexican Roman Catholic elements. The
authors themselves apparently do not realize this. They
glibly offer some native drawings of fish-gods neatly surr
rounded with Christian crosses, drawings which they appariently accept as indicative ~f the aboriginal Seri religion. Th~
hazy memories of a _few old men, anq an attempt at reli~
g~ous analysis are the sum of the book.
Mr. Coolidge would have us believe that the Seris once
occupied a much higher plane (\f culture than that in whicljl
they :pow find themselves. Says .the author, "Their songs,
their stories, their gO"ds, like those of the ancient Greeks, ali
point to a day when tIre Seris were a great people, before the
White Men came." Archaeology reveals no higher civiliza~
=+-"
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tion in that provincial a~ea.l Where, we might ask, is, the
evidence?
The Last of the Seris is not without its value, ho\yever.
No one may again be so fortqnate as to secure the i~terest
ing native drawings which ape so heavily interspersed
throughout the pages of the book. The portrayals of Seri
gods are indeed worth while, even if Christian symbols and
influences· mark them. Many· colorful and va~uable photo-.
graphs lend genuine worth and interest. The r~ndom translations of Seri chants and son·gs are very wen done and it
will easily be seen that these people, primitive °as they are,
are not without their poetry, nor Mr. Ooolidge without poetic
ability. There is a distinct charm to his renditions of Seri
verse.
.
We may read the Coolidges' book for its well-told tale
of travel and adventure. We may enjoy its \pictures' and
native tales, its translations of poetry and' its "Stone Age':
art. But we come away knowing little more about the strange
Seri Indians. As a scientific bit of ethnology th~ Last of the
Seris is an abysmal failure.
ROBERT F. SPENCER
University of New Mexico
"Alb~querque
\

Embree-HOUghto~

Indians of the Americas-Edwin R.
MilIIin COD]-"
pany, The Riverside Press, Cambridge, MassaChfsetts, 1939-'·
$2.75.
-~-')

With a more cosmopolitan background tha . is usual in
most ethnological presentations, Edwin R. Emb ee presents,
in a popuI'ar manner, the Indians of America. \' In keeping
with the cosmopolitanism, as well as the' popular presentation, the Indians are, in this work, taken out of bold anthropological surroundings and bathed in the warm! sunshine qf·
personal intimacy.
.
I
TJ1e book consists of four parts:~·
l
Part I-A prologue introduction and description of the
Indian situation as the author see~ it.

.

0
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Part II-A description of three "classic" Indian cultures, the Maya, the Aztecs of Mexico, the Inca Empire of
Pe~u.

Part III-An intimate reconstruction of North Amerio:can Indian life exemplified in "Life on the Western 'Plains,"
"The United States of the Iroquois," and "The Pueblos of
the Southwest."
.
)
Part IV-A description of the place of the Indian irl
a',White world, with laments and remarks pertaining thereto.
.. ~,' This work is' evidently an attempt to· popularize at one
fell swoop the American Indian life of North, South, and
Central America. This, in itself, is a gigantic task, both by
reason of the immensity of the project and 'also the limitatr
tions of the approach. The reviewer is fully aware that the
popular :approach is more difficult to render successfullf ~
thap. the scientific report. The author has succeeded r~
markably in making the American Indian a living, real,
personalized individual. 'At the same time, a remarkable
quaptity of information has been hung upon this narrative
hatntck. .
.',' Mr. Embree has wisely chosen not to tell all he knows
about all of the American Indians. He has selected only th
so-c'alled "high points" of Indian life, and of course not all of
these. There is a certain tendency, constantly apparent, to
characterize the American Indian by certain spectacular o~
romantic cultures: This is not' offered as criticism but is
an observation upon the avowed intention of the author.
,Unlike most "popular" renditions of scientific or ll~eudo
,scientific natur~, the Indians of the Americas does not degenerate into purely sentimental twaddle or sweeping inaccurate" generalities. The author has obviously gone to .the
soutcfYs for information concerning his material, although,
unfortunately, not all of the sources in each case.
Pursuant with the usual book reviewing custom of
finding something wrong with the book, we may list some of
the followig items, remembering, of course, that in the
encompassing of a very extensive subject in an abbreviated
'<>j
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popular manner, many such evils can hardly be avoided.
In the first few pages, the author has evid ntly followed
Las Casas to the exclusion of other equally good, and in
some cases more accurate,. sources. We may remark that
(page 2) no large number of fhdians were taken away by
Columbus, nor was the advent of that great explorer quite
so morbid a picture as has been _painted. \
(Page 5) Portuguese and French voyagers were active
from 1488 to 1500. Spain conquered
not much more than
.,
one-half of South America. The Caribs were not easily conquered; in fact, they were never conquered by the Spaniards.
The Maya were also not quickly conquered, as stated by the
author. It took some twenty-three years.
(Page 8) The English were not the last to invade the
Indians' wo·rld. Swedes, Dane$, an~ Dutch, in that order,
were subsequent invaders.
.
,
(Page 16) Not all "Indians have yellowish-brown skin,
e. g., various Yumans.
~\ i
(Page 17) Not all Indians have straight hair; ,some
aboriginal types of pure strain have wavy hair.
(Page 18) The agriculture of e,rly Egypt was perhaps
never passed on to surrounding people as st~ted by Mr.
Embree,-but was derived instead from an outside source.
(Page 19) 'Civilization was not highest where the continents of North and South America meet, i. ej, Costa Rica,
Panama, and Colombia, but in centers further Ito the north ~_._
and further to the south.
'!,
-\
(Page 21) Iron was not unkno~n to the American Indian; it was known to the Greenland Eskimo 4nd was utilized in meteoric form by many American aborigines.
(Page ~3) In addition to those mentidned by Mr.
Embree, the Indians tamed Qr domestic}lted th~ boa, duck,
currasow, guau, ortoIis, guinea pig, and alpaca.
(Page 29) It has not been demonstrate~ that maize was
the basis of origin of agriculture in the _New 'Yorld, nor is
it now held that teocentli was ancestral to maiz~. ~

1
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(Page 30) The Maya did not develop the sweet potato
and probably not tobacco, cotton, or the tomato.
(Page 36) In the opinion of the reviewer it is a dangerous assumption that Kukulcan or a similar god was present
in the Pueblo pantheon.
(Page.41) I would question sandals of hemp.
(Page 44) The date here stated with certainty, 600-800
A. D., would depend on whose dating system was used. The
recent trend is to adopt a correlation with a later great cycle,
making all dates more recent (Vaillant).
(Page 45) Copan is not in southern Central America.
nor did the learning there necessarily exceed that of other
Mayan cities.
(Page 51) The Mayan cities were not in their time the
most brilliant centers of art and learning in the world. Mr.
Embree has overlooked the great Mo~lem cultures of Fez,
Cairo, Damascus, Bukhara, Cordova, etc.
(Page '53) Not to be carping, there are less than 800,000 Mexicans of Nahuan speech, inst~ad of minions.
(Page 57) There is no evidende, conclusive at least,
that the Aztecs derived maize, beans, ~otton, cucurbits, stone
working, pyramids,'and the bulk of their basic culture from
the Mayas.
(Page 64) The Aztecs, so far as we know, did not use
money in the form of aT.
(Page 71) The Toltec cities were not contemporary
•
with the Aztec. The period of the Naciones Pobladores intervened.
;
There is no need to continue in this picayune manner
with individual criticisms. The items here criticized do not
represent all of those to which exception might be taken.
They do indicate, however, the general type of pitfall into
which anyone who attempts this variety of writin~ may fall.
As ~ay be seen, most' of these difficulties~ come under the
head of minutiae or moot points. I have ·no doubt that Mr.
Embree and the list of venerable gentlemen to whom he gives
credit for checking his work were aware of the truth in most.
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a~;ects

cases. In popular writing, one cannot tell all
of the·
situation in a short space. The author should have, I believe, '
avoided stating only one side of moot questions asI a fact.
I would disagree with the author (page 2~1) that the
book is an American history. 'I would regard itl rather as a
very successful depiction, for popular reading, :of the most
outstanding aspects of the Indian life and culture of the
Americas.
~
FRANK C. HIBBEN
University of New ~fexico
Albuquerque
A Letter- from Texas-Townsend Miller-Carl Hertzog, EI Paso,
Texas', 1939-$2.50.
"
Poems-William Pillin-The Press of James A. "Decker, PraiIi~ City,
Illinois, 1939.

The work of young poets seems to me to be in a';Btale':~
mate. I need not limit my statement to young poets, for
poets in general seem to be in an ebb tide, capght in the
backwash of the surge from the New Poetry now aged'about
thirty years. If anything, we need calmer poetry, less of
the personal pain and "oh, the poor people" stuff. It is a
question to me how effective poetry can eyer b~ as a chart
of social misery; certainly as an asset to psy~hoanalysis,
we have all had our fill. I keep thinking, here.j~ the Southwest, of the psychology bf Indian poets, who think of themselves as the servants of the· tribal spirit, calle<i to express
others' joys and need, and always speaking the poet prayer
to the elemental f9rces in nature. Of course, some of these
elemental gestures are voodoo and misdirected, but at least
the singer concentrates on something larger tban his per- "
sonal case history or the selfishness Of his neighbor. There
are other ways of relieving both situations more effective
than the poet's tools.
I like Townsend Miller'~ poem becaqs~ it has something
of the calm magnitude whiclIr is its theme-the place on the
nature map called Texas. "It is a strange land," he writes,
.
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a part of "the large' western dream." Yet there is "blue
silence of sea and sand," "pine with the high redolent forests," "the hot golden heart under the Tropic." Here girls
and the young men walk in the streets "tall, splendid, easy,
as wind .over the prairie." Austin, in the early evening"the blind walls from the plain fronting the level light"shines like the long sought gold of Cibola. But to, the west
is the true land of Spain, "sttill as a dream of time,' and gray
and green as olive." In San Antonio "cool patios silent and
shaded of pomegranate," Dallas "turned with herfa'ce,to th~
east," Fort Worth "fronting the afternoon, .and thewestJ'
There is poetry richly phrased in Mr1~iller's ,lette~.
The book is a pleasant one to touch again, f0fJt has breAdt~
of viewpoint and beautiful words and sustain~d feeling fot
the pattern of the land and the life in it. A Letter froiit
Texas is a distinctive, modern poem, and I congratulate th~
author on it. Let others jud,ge whether I am right or wrong1.
Mr. Pillin's book is an anthology of his work, some of
which has appeared in"such journals as American Prelaces",
Prairie Schooner, New Masses, and the New Republic. It
.does not always strike a response in me. I ~m.weary of stacjcato passages of continents,
castles, monks~ and saints, in a.I
•
"ballet of fire and vengeance," though that may not be a false
prophecy of what we are due for. As a description of part of
the world, it isn't far wrong at the moment. Sometimes Mr.
Pillin really hits it off, as in his "Folksong," whose "listeners
in the wind" hear the vo~ces of. men at work across the slopes
and broken fields "of this tremendous land." But "Wild.
Boys of the Road" is a journalistic' jotting, not poet:r~y, and
"My Amazing Dawn"· needs an hour with Whitman to repair the sorry landscape instead of weeping ov~r it.
The western poems are the best. "A'dobe Walls" has assurance and beauty. "It is a man's joy to build a chimney
for familiar smoke" the poet rightly affirms.
Man grows in nurtured soil.
He is no lark to wing -from pole to stalk.
"To a Watercolor Artist" expresses the rightness many of
.
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. us feel about modern art. I have the feeling that Mr. P llin
is gaining stronger roots for his poetry; that this, thoug his
first book, and a good OIle, is neither the last nor! the b st.
•
' .:
T., 1\:1. [PE CE
University of New Mexico
I
Albuquerque
Mary Austin, Woman 0/ Genius-Dr. Helen MacKnight DoyleGotham House, New York, 1939-$3.00.

From an acquaintanceship dating from about 1905 in,
Bishop, California, Dr. Helen M. Doyle writes the life of
Mary Austin. The chief fault is that Dr. Doyle relies quite
too much upon Mrs. Austin's autobiography, Earth Horizon.
She gives too little information· that cannot be found in
EarthHorizon and too seldom departs from Mrs. Austin's
own readings of her motives. Mary Austin,' Woman of
Genius, however, gives the life in much more palatable form
than the autobiography,~inceDr. Doyle, although extremely
tolerant and<>sympathetic, is slightly more obje¢tive in her
attitude and infin~tely more clear in her style. lparth Hori...
zon, of course, is still the better book.
Dr. Doyle, aware of l\lary Austin's frequ~ntly extravagant gestures and poses, nev.ertheless proves to. all sensible
people that Mrs~ Austin was, after all, human and did not
usually bite, not even Methodists. The author follows the
old idea that queerness is genius; her apology for the queer",
ness is all based upon the assumption that it was in itself
proof of the genius. The question of Mary Austin's particular genius remains, therefore, just where it )Vas. It will
have to be settled eventually on the basis of Mrs. Austin's
writing. On that side, Dr. Doyle, to put it mildly, is naive.
And in overlooking the voluminous writings of Mary Austin
-most of the works are ;noteven mentioned-'Dr. Doyle
neglects much relevant and revealing biographic~l material.
<!
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SALl)1>o A TODOS LOS PAISANOS:
!Five Albuquerque authors are publishing this" spring.
The new-high record will certainly J;Ilake literary history
here, and the authors making 1940 memorable (along with
Coronado) are: Conrad Richter, Dorothy B. Hughes, Dr. T.
M. Pearce, Erna Fergusson, and Franc J. Newcomb. .. The
Trees, Conrad Richter's book, will be released for publication
on March first by Knopf, and is one of a duat selection of the
Book-of-the-Month Club for" March. Advance criticism on
the forthcoming novel calls it, "A magnificent epic of the
American wilderness and of authentic early American life."
... Mr. Richter's short "novel, The Sea of Grass, sold fifteen
thousand copies ... On -March 22, The So Blue Marb,le, by
Dorothy B. Hughes, will be published by Duell, Sloan and
Pearce. Although this is Mrs. Hughes' first novel, and
incidentally the first mystery novel to be published by an
-"':., Albuquerque author, it is not her first book. She is the
author of arvolume of poems, Dark Certainty, and Pueblo on
the Mesa, the University of New Mexico's semi-centennial
historical volume ... As Dorothy B. Flanagan she has been
a frequent contributor to the New Yorker, the New Mexico
Quarterly, and the Pict[Jrial Rev~ew . ... The So\,Blue Marble"
is "a mystery, but not strictly so. Mrs. Hughes says that it is
psychological, rather than a "who-did-it?" guessing-game
type. of story.... She is scheduled for two mystery novels a
year for Duell, Sloan and Pearce, a new firm, by the way,
whose list includes such famous people as Archihald MacLeish, Erskine Caldwell, Oliver St. John Gogarty, and Rockwell Kent ... Dr. T. M. Pearce's book on Mary Austin, The
Beloved House, will be off the Caxton Press on April 15. It
will be illustrated by twenty stunning .lithographs, one of
which is a reproduction of Olive Rush's portrait of "I-Mary"
[ 62]
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· ... Our South'lvest, Erna Fergusson's fifth ~ook, is scheduled for April 15 b~ her publishers, Alfred ~. Knopf ...
Among the photographic illustrations are a number by Ruth
",Frank, of Life magazine reputation. Miss Frapk has visited
here seperal times, and is a sister oi Paul Frank, of Santa Fe.
· .. Early in April, the Rydal Press, of Santa Fe, will.publish Franc Johnson Newcomb's latest book,~Navajo Omens
and Taboos.' A thousand copies of the edition ~ave been
printed, bo~nd in art linen. Chee Dodge, venerable IndJan
leader in the Navajo tribe, has written a for~word'for the
~' collection of tribal traditions, taboos, and hom~ehqld.~ayings
•.0. In addition to these five books by. Albuquerque ;oaUthors,
another book by a .former Albuquerque resident, Paul Hor- .
gan, is scheduled for publicat.ion by Harper'~ Qn April 4,
called Figures in a La1idscape .•. The UniversifYr 9f, N:ew
Mexico Press announces two very important 'spring, publications. My Nine Years as Governor, by FormerG8Vernor
Miguel A. Otero, will be the third and final v;olume 01 the
'series, and according to those "in the know" will be extremely interesting, not only to New Mexica:n~ but to those
- outside the state ... Rocky Mountain Politics, the other Uni- r
versity Press publication, is edited by Dr. Th(])mas ,C. Donnelly, of the University of New_ Mexico.' There are eight
contributors to the book, each one an outstanding authority
in the field of political science, and representative~ of the
particula;r geographic area treated . [ . Arthur -Holcombe,
, professor of Government at Harvard, has; written the fore~

wordri~~ll, Sloan and

PUb~.':'

Pearce are to·
American
Folkways Series, edited by "Erskine Caldw - ,,'. 0 has been
trav.eli~ about the country finding contributprs. the first
book in the series will be one by Stanley Vestal, and it will
deal with the "short-grass coun~ry of the Southwest".. ~, .
During his Santa Fe visit, Mr. Caldwell was the guest of an
old friend, Alfred Morang. . .
.
The newly formed English Club at the! University' of
New Mexico had as its first guest lecturer at a 'literary tea in
I
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the Student Union Building last week, the Reverend Ernest
Whitesmith, a Robert Burns authority of note and merit ...
S. Stephenson Smith, educational counselor for the American
Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers, was also a
recellt guest lecturer at a tea in his honor ....'
According to the New Y orker'.s inquiring reporter,
"Mabel Dodge Luhan is back 'in New York reviving her
salons of yesteryear ... Her foutth husband, Tony, a Pueblo
Indian, is due to come to"New York from their home in Taos,
New Mexico, some time in February. Tony has never read
any of his wife's four .volumes of Intimate Memories, in
which he is a featured character. He has never read /any, thing in English, in fact, and can speak it only haltingly,
even after seventeen years of married life with Mabel. Tony
gets on reasonably well with her artistic and literary friends,
but if he is bored, with any of them, he. just fades away ...
In New York, Tony will wear regular city clothes. His chief
purpose in coming East is to see the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in Washington, John Collier, an old friend, and
also Secretary Ickes. Mrs. Luhan thinks he is probably going
to ask them to give his tribe a flour mill .. ."
Report has it that Lynn Riggs is in La Jolla, working
on a new play; that Witter Bynner will be in Mexico for some
. , time; and that Dr. George st. Clair is quite well and having
- a happy winter in Florida ...
Hasta la proxima vez.
J
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